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The distribution and reference of Chinese anaphors are not predetermined by their
inherent binding features or by a set of rules from one particular module; rather they are
determined by the discourse context in which the anaphor in question occurs. The two
most important parameters of discourse context are the discourse topic NP and discourse
relations. The discourse topic NP is a unique discourse entity in that it is the only
accessible antecedent for such anaphors as exempt reflexives, null subjects and null
objects. A discourse topic NP derives its discourse dynamics (i.e., its ability to bind an
anaphor beyond its syntactic binding domain) from the structural prominence accorded to
it by its syntactic position. The relevance of discourse relations is two-fold. On one hand,
the status of an NP as discourse topic is determined relative to the discourse relation
underlying the discourse context in which this NP occurs. On the other, discourse
relations are a decisive factor in defining the domain of discourse binding. More
specifically, a discourse topic NP a is accessible to an anaphor P only when a and P are
within a discourse of Continuation. The dynamics of the discourse topic NP and the
effect of discourse relations on binding can be satisfactorily treated by

Dynamic

Montague Grammar with its two formal features: dynamic conjunction and the state
switcher. The application of dynamic conjunction to the constituent sentences of a
discourse of Continuation reveals associative nature of such a discourse while the state

8

switcher provides a formal means of making a discourse topic NP an available antecedent
for the appropriate anaphors within the desired domain of dynamic binding.
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INTRODUCTION
0. 1. Significance of Studying Anaphora
Anaphora is typically defined as the relationship between a proform (called anaphor)
and another linguistic expression (called antecedent) or an extra-linguistic entity,
wherein the interpretation of the former is somewhat determined by the interpretation of
the latter. Over the last two decades, the study of anaphora has attracted enormous
interest from researchers of different theoretical adherence in linguistics circles and
many other langviage-related fields such as cognitive sciences, artificial intelligence and
philosophy. Such a surge of interest in anaphora is based upon the believes that anaphora
provides revelations into the very nature of Universal Grammar (Chomsky 1981, 1982.
1986 & 1991). This belief is supported by the following empirical observations (Lust
1986). First, while anaphora permeates every language, it shows least variations across
languages. The common properties shared by the anaphoric systems in all languages is a
strong indication of UG at work. Secondly , anaphora is one of the areas where the
explicit instructions by adults to children are most lacking while the computation is
particularly demanding. Without assuming the role of UG, we cannot account for the
fact that children acquire the ability to carry out complicated computations in anaphoric
interpretation within a relatively short period of time.
Another reason why anaphora has attracted so much attention is that the study of
anaphora sheds light on how different linguistic components interact with each other.

10

One major concern of a theory of anaphora is to specify the linguistic contexts in which
a linguistic expression is accessible to an anaphor. The accessibility of the antecedent (or
the distribution of the anaphor)

is determined by an array of linguistic factors such as

the lexical properties of the antecedent and the anaphor, the syntactic relation between
the antecedent and the anaphor, and the discourse structure in which the sentences
containing the antecedent and anaphor are embedded'. However, it is not the case that
linguistic constraints always work incrementally. Under certain circumstances some
lingtiistic constraints may conflict each other. Consequently some are overridden or
weakened by others, thus increasing the search space for the intended antecedent rather
than reducing it. Furthermore, different constraints may interact with each other in varied
manners across languages. So the linguistic facts related to anaphora offer a window
through which the interrelationship between the different modules of language can be
examined.
To understand anaphora as a subsystem of UG and as the rendezvous of factors from
different modules of grammar, cross linguistic study of anaphoric systems

is essential.

The commonalties between languages, especially between unrelated ones, could be very
promising candidates for the linguistic universals. And equally, if not more, interesting
are the differences. We would like to know how these differences are related to the
underlying principles of UG through parameter setting, how so called language specific

'• Phonological factors and pragmatic factors may also affect the accessibility of an anaphor. But in the
current discussion, I will leave them out
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features

in one language are compared with their supposed counterparts in other

languages and, finally, how these differences are affected by factors from different
components of grammar in different langtjages.

Answers to these questions will

contribute to our understanding of how the diversity of human languages is compatible
with the speed and convergence of their acquisition.

0.2. Statement of Problems
The linguistic study of anaphora per se is mainly concerned with two issues: location
of the antecedent and identity of the anaphor. The location problem is concerned with
how to determine the antecedent for an anaphor. The answer to this problem lies in our
understanding of the relevant constraints on the possible structural relationship between
the potential antecedent and the anaphor. The best known example of such an effort is
the Binding Theory as proposed by Chomsky and his associates to account for the
distribution of intrasentential anaphors in strictly syntactic terms.
(1) Binding Conditions:
a. A reflexive must be A-bound in its minimal governing category
b. A pronoun must be free (i.e., not A-bound) in its minimal governing category
c. An R-expression must be free.
In this theory. Conditions A and B state the syntactic constraints on the permissible
distance in terms of governing category between the anaphor and potential antecedent

12

and the structural configuration in terms of syntactic dominance in which the antecedent
and the anaphor occur. From a different perspective, the constraints on the distribution
of an anaphor can also be understood as the constraints on the accessibility of a potential
antecedent to an anaphor. Condition A says that to qualify as an accessible antecedent for
a reflexive, an NP has to be in the same minimal governing category and to c-command
the anaphor. Condition B states that no NP which is in the same minimal governing
category and c-commands the pronoun can be an accessible antecedent to the pronoun.
While the Binding Theory is probably the most influential syntactic theory of
intrasentential anaphora. Dynamic Montague Grammar (Groenendijk & Stokhof (1990),
Dekker (1993), Chierchia(I995)) represents one of those so called dynamic semantic
approaches to intersentential anaphora. The researchers working within in this theoretical
fi-amework have been trying to provide an explanation of the observed distribution of
intersentential anaphors in terms of the logical properties of various operators. Take the
following donkey sentence for example.
(2) Every farmeri who owns a donkey beats it. *Hei hates it.
In this sequence of sentences, he can't be anaphorically lirJced to
quantified NP

the universally

Every farmer. Dynamic Montague (DMG) tries to account for

intersentential pronominalization like this in terms of the inherent properties of relevant
logical operations such as negation, generalized quantifiers, implication and disjunction.
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The identity problem is concerned with the semantic relation between the anaphor and
its antecedent. The semantic relation may be said to be that of equality. But what kind
of equality is this? Is it extensional or intensional? The problem becomes particularly
obvious with elliptical structures.
(3) John likes his sister. Jack does too.
In Example 3, the VP ellipsis is an anaphoric expression, and the underlined part is the
antecedent . If the anaphor is extensionally identical to the antecedent, we get the strict
reading. When the two are only intensionally identical, we can get sloppy reading. To
complicate the issue further, there are eliminative cases in which certain mathematically
possible readings are not allowed.
(4) John likes his doe. Jack does too. But Jack's wife doesn't.
The underline part in the first sentence is the antecedent for the null VPs in the second
and third sentences. The following are four of the mathematically possible readings:
(5) a. John likes John's dog. Jack likes John's dog. But Jack's wife does not like
John's dog.
b. John likes John's dog. Jack likes Jack's dog. But Jack's wife does not like
her dog.
c. John likes John's dog. Jack likes Jack's dog. But Jack's wife does not
like Jack's dog.
d.*John likes John's dog. Jack likes Jack's dog. But Jack's 'vife does not
like John's dog.
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But the fact is that while 5a through 5c are perfectly acceptable, 5d is not. There has
been some interesting discussion of this topic (Dahl 1973, Fiengo & May 1994), but the
explanations offered are not satisfactory.
Although linguists from different schools of thought generally share these concerns,
they will sometimes allow their theoretical commitment to take priority over these
concerns. A very common practice embodying this tendency is to attempt at the internal
cohesion and elegance of the theory at the expense of external adequacy. This is
particularly clear with GB theory of anaphora.
Over the past two decades, extensive research on intrasentential anaphora has been
done within the theoretical framework

of

GB syntax. To

GB syntacticians, the

intrasentential anaphora is a phenomenon of sentence grammar and therefore should and
can be accounted for in purely syntactic terms. Such an endeavor is not just a matter of
emphasis or personal taste; it is rather a matter of principle for GB syntax with its notion
of Autonomy of Syntax. According to the GB theory, the possible distribution of an
anaphor is determined by two types of constraints: the syntactic relationship between the
antecedent and anaphor within the sentence boundary and the inherent lexical properties
of each anaphor. The constraints are succinctly expressed by the well-known Binding
Theory. However, although the GB theory of intrasentential anaphora is successful to
the extent that it covers a good range of linguistic facts in English and some other
European languages , the conclusions drawn on the basis of these languages are often in
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conflict with the linguistic facts in other languages. An obvious reason is that some
linguistic categories which are common among European languages do not find their true
counterparts in more "exotic" languages such as Chinese. The differences between the
alleged counterparts in two languages can't even be fully appreciated solely in syntactic
terms. A case in point is the use of the long distance reflexive vji in Chinese.
Despite its syntactic and semantic similarities to the reflexives in English, ziji
demonstrates some unique behaviors. As the following examples show, ziji doesn't have
to be locally bound (as in 6a) and indeed it does not have to be syntactically bound (as in
6b).
(6) a. Zhangsan, shuo Lisi2 renwei Wangwu3 dui ziji1/2/3 mei xinxing
Zhangsan say Lisi think Wangwu to self no confidence
Zhangsani said that Lisii thought that Wangwu3 had no confidence
b. Zhansan, qiangpo Lisij lai kai hui.
Ke zijij que
mei lai.
Zhangsan force Lisi come have meeting. But self however not come.
Zhangsan forced Lisi to attend meeting. But he himself did not come.
To accommodate data like this in the GB framework, various analyses have been
proposed. But ail these proposals run into serious empirical problems. The reason
couldn't be simpler: the distribution of ziji is not licensed by sentence grammar alone;
rather it is determined by factors of different modules including syntax. Therefore it
shouldn't be surprising at all that the analyses based on the Binding Theory fail to
provide an adequate account of the distribution of ziji in Chinese.
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There is no denying that a modular study

is a necessary step toward our

understanding of the language system as a whole. Nevertheless, just as we should
appreciate the values of modular approaches, we should be aware of their limitations.
The most obvious limitation of a modular approach is that it only deals with one aspect of
granwnar while the phenomenon it is trying to address may be related to more than one
module in such as way that

separating this particular phenomenon into individual

components manageable by modular approaches may distort the true picture of this
particular phenomenon. The Binding Theory, for instance,
syntactic properties of

anaphora. Accordingly,

is only concerned with the

the generalizations reached in the

Binding Theory should only be considered as statements of the syntactic constraints
licensing the occurrences of anaphors. But these statements do not tell us anything about
constraints of other types and nor do they say anything about how the syntactic
constraints interact with other types of constraints. But these are the issues that have to
be addressed in one form or another. To complicate things fiirther,

a linguistic

phenomenon may relate to different modules in different languages. The distribution of
reflexives, for example, is essentially a syntactic phenomenon in English, with Condition
A as the necessary licensing. But in Chinese, Condition A is definitely not a necessary
licensing condition. Under certain circumstances, so long as certain discourse constraints
are satisfied, the occurrence of a reflexive will be accepted as grammatical even if
Condition A isn't satisfied. In other words, the use of reflexives in Chinese is determined
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by both syntax and discourse. So it is quite expected that Condition A, a generalization
stated in purely syntactic terms, appears to be empirically inadequate when applied to the
different uses of ziji in Chinese. A possible way out of this predicament is to pre-treat the
data. For instance, we may divide ziji into two subtypes: syntactic anaphor ziji, (i.e. the
occurrences of ziji which conform to Condition A) and discourse anaphor ziji (i.e.. the
instances of ziji which do not obey Condition A) and allow Condition A apply only to the
syntactic one. But unless supported by independent evidence, this kind of treatment is no
more than a trivial practice of classificatory convenience which will not add to the
explanatory power of the theory. However, even if there is independent evidence for such
a classification, we would like to find out how the discourse ziji and the syntactic ziji are
similar to and

different firom each other. This curiosity- is supported by the native

speakers' intuition that different uses of ziji are a spectrum of linguistic facts which share
essential common properties. We may then try to find out how these common properties
relate to the linguistic properties of reflexives in other langtaages. But for the reason we
have just mentioned, a modular approach like the Binding Theory will not allow us to
do these things.
The above discussion entails two implications. First, as the distribution and identity
of anaphors are determined by constraints from more than one module, a modular theory
can not possibly provide a complete picture of anaphora in one particular language.
Secondly, since the roles which the relevant modules play in determining the distribution

and references of anaphors may vary with languages, it may well be the case that a
modular theory is quite adequate in dealing with one language but much less successful
with another. As I will show in later discussion, these are indeed the problems we find
with the Binding Theory.

0.3. Objectives and Organization
In this paper I will attempt to develop a fragment of a theory of anaphora using the
formal system of Dynamic Montague grammar. The central theme of the paper is that the
context determines (in)accessibility of a discourse entity as an antecedent to a particular
anaphor This is equivalent to stating that context determines the distribution and identity
of anaphors. In this paper, I will focus on two of the most important parameters of
context, i.e., structural prominence and discourse relations. Structural prominence is a
composite notion which can be measured in terms of a restricted set of lexical, syntactic
and discourse attributes. Languages may choose different subsets of these attributes in
measuring structural prominence.

A

discourse oriented language like Chinese

(Thompson and Li 1976) tends to employ more discourse attributes than a syntaxoriented language like English. This explains, for example, that

while the most

prominent discourse entity in Chinese is the topicalized NP in Chinese, it is the syntactic
subject in English. Discourse relations have a significant effect on the use of anaphors
and interacts dynamically with rules of other modules such as syntactic rules. But how
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actually discourse affects constraints of other kinds is not very well understood,
especially in those supposedly syntax oriented languages like English. So the main
objective of this paper is to find out the factors which contribute to the structural
prominence

and the effect of structural prominence and discourse relations on the

distribution and identity of anaphors. In my discussion, I will mainly

refer to the

evidence firom Chinese on the assumption that as a discourse oriented language, Chinese
will be a good example of how discourse interact with syntax. But I will also make
firequent comparison between English and Chinese.
The main body of the dissertation consists of five chapters. In Chapter 1,1 will try to
show the indispensable role of discourse context in a comprehensive theory of anaphora.
I will discuss empirical problems with some generally accepted theses in GB syntax
and Dynamic Montague Grammar regarding the distribution of pronominals. These
problems, I will argue, result firom their disregard of discourse context in dealing with
those linguistic phenomena which are inseparable fi-om discourse context. In Chapter 2,1
will propose an account for the distribution of long distance reflexives in Chinese in
terms of structural prominence. The concepts and rules introduced therein form the basis
of the dynamic semantic theory of anaphora I am trying or develop in this work. In
Chapter 3 the dynamic semantic theory that is initially established in Chapter 2 is further
extended to account for Chinese null subjects. Chapter 4 is mainly concerned with null
objects in Chinese. Unlike other kinds of anaphors, null objects in Chinese are necessarily
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intersentential anaphors and therefore any theory of null objects without taking into
account of discourse context is not just incomplete or problematic; it is simply irrelevant.
In Chapter 5 I will try to formalize the insights we have gained in the previous discussion
using the formal system of Dynamic Montague Grammar as developed in Groenendijk &
Stokhof (1990) and Dekker (1990).
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CHAPTER 1: PRONOMINALS
1.0. Introduction:
Pronominals may be divided into two types: intrasentential and

intersentential

pronominals. A pronominal is considered intrasentential when it is in the same sentence
as the discourse entity it referentially depends on; it is intersentential if it is not in the
same sentence as the discourse entity it referentially depends on. The distinction between
intrasentential and intersentential pronominals, however, should not be used to justify the
study of intrasentential pronominals in terms of sentence grammar only. Confining
ourselves to the sentence grammar, we will never be able to get a complete picture of the
use of intrasentential pronominals, let alone that of intersentential ones. First of all, a
pronominal may be either intersentential or intrasentential. The reference of a pronominal
may be determined a priori in the form of indexing, as is commonly practiced by
theoretical linguists. But from computational point of view, this is an undesirable
practice. Instead, we should establish an algorithm by which a restricted set of discourse
entities will be selected as the potential antecedents for the pronominal. So rather than
excluding the discourse context, a theory of pronominals must incorporate it into its
account. Further, as I will show below, syntacticians often think they are dealing with
purely intrasentential anaphora while in fact they are unconsciously assuming a specific
context. This problem is comparable to carrying out an experiment without realizing that
an important variable is in fact still uncontrolled. It would be surprising if such an
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experiment should yield valid result. Finally and most importantly, even the distribution
of true intrasentential pronominals is subject to discourse constraints.
Having said this, it is quite obvious that the we caxmot afford to ignore the role of
discourse context in our study of pronominals, intrasentential or intersentential. This is
true not only with discourse oriented languages like Chinese, but also with syntax
oriented languages like English. This chapter is basically a discussion of how discourse
context affects the distribution of pronominals in English and Chinese. The discussion
takes the form of a critical review. Section 1 of this chapter is a critique of GB approach
to

pronominals as definite NP. I will be particularly concerned with the interaction

between discourse constraints and the syntactic constraints in determining the distribution
of apparent intrasentential pronominals. One well known syntactic constraint, which is
succinctly expressed as Condition B in Chomsky's binding theory, requires

a

pronominals to be free in its governing category. There is little doubt about the validity
of Condition B as a necessary licensing condition for pronominals as definite NPs. The
question we are interested in is what other constraints are involved. According to a
commonly held view among GB, the only relevant constraint is that a pronominal does
not c-command its antecedent (or more accurately the NP on which the pronominal is
referentially dependent). But this view is incorrect. In Section 1, I will show that the
grammaticality of pronominalization is determined by not only by syntactic factors, but
also by discourse factors.
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In Section 2,1 will discuss some shortcomings of Groenendijk and Stokhof s (1990)
Dynamic Montague Grammar. I argue that the problems with its treatment of
intersentential pronominals as boxmd variables result from its negligence of the effect of
discourse context. The introduction of a discourse relation component will considerably
improve both the internal and external adequacy of the Dynamic Montague Grammar.

1.1. Disccurse Constraints on Intrasentential Pronominals
The main concern of this section is to show that the distribution of what are generally
regarded as intrasentential pronominals is not determined on syntactic grounds only. The
syntactic constraint expressed by

Reinhart's C-command Condition or Chomsky's

Binding Theory is ju.st a set of necessary conditions, rather than a set of sufficient
conditions for the occurrence of intrasentential pronominals.

1.1.1. Precede-Command Vs C-command
One of the early proposals about the constraints on the intrasentential pronominals is
Langacker (1969)'s Precede-Command Condition (PCC in short)^.

'Before we go further, some terminological clarification seems necessary. In the works by Reinhart and
Langacker, the term 'pronominal' is used quite loosely, including reflexives. But Chomsky uses it in a
narrower sense which excludes reflexives. As 1 made explicit earlier, I use the term 'pronominal'
elsewhere in distinction from reflexives on one hand and zero pronouns on the other. However, in this
section, since I am chiefly concerned with whether a pronominal can precede a lexical NP and since
pronominals (in the narrow sense) and leflexives behave similarly in terms of precedence relation, 1 use
"pronominal" as a cover term for both pronominal (in a narrow sense) and reflexives.
When the
discussion calls for such a distinction, I will make it clear.

(1) Precede and Command Condition
A pronominal can not both precede and command its antecedent
(2) a commands P if
a. neither a or P dominates the other; and
b. the S node that most immediately dominates a also dominates P
PCC makes correct prediction about the pronominalization in the sentences like the
following.
(3) a. Susan likes the boy who kissed her.
b. The boy who kissed Susan likes her.
c. The boy who kissed her likes Susan.
d.* She likes the boy who kissed Susan.
In both 3a and 3 b, the pronominal her neither precedes nor commands its antecedent
Susan. In 9c, her precedes but does not command Susan. So the use of a pronominal in
none of these three sentences violates PCC. But in 3d, as the subject of the matrix
clause, the pronominal she both precedes and commands the antecedent Susan, hence the
ungrammaticality of

the sentence . Given that precedence is a concept related to

discourse structure and human cognition, Langacker's PCC involves the syntactic and
discourse constraints.
However, despite its intuitive appeal, various counterexamples to Langacker's PCC
were pointed out (Lakoff 1968) and subsequently new theories were proposed. One of

the most influential theories was Reinhart (1976)'s C-command Condition, which may
be formulated as follows.
(4) Definition of C-command
a. Node A c-commands node B if the branching node most immediately
dominating A also dominates B.
b. The c-command domain of A consist of all and only the nodes c-commanded
by A.
(5) C-command Condition
A given NP cannot be interpreted as coreferential with a distinct non-pronoun in its
c- command domain.
Reinhart's C-command Condition was later recapitulated more succinctly by Condition C
of Chomsky's Binding Theory (Chomsky 1981).
(6) The Binding Theory
a. A reflexive must be A-bound in the lowest governing category.
b. A pronominal is A-free in its lowest governing category.
c. An R-expression is A-free.
(7) P is A-bound by a if p is co-indexed with and c-commanded by a
Reinhart's CCC and Condition C of Chomsky's Binding Theory (BT) use the same
structural constraints and

both make the same prediction: a pronominal can not c-

command its antecedent. Therefore
Condition (or CCC).

they will be referred collectively as C-command
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Regarding the sentences in 4, CCC makes the same prediction as PCC, but it does so
on the purely syntactic groimd. In some other cases, however, the two theories make
quite different predictions.
(8) a. Their mother loves the children.
b. In his apartment, John smokes pot.
c. The chairman hit him on the head before John could say a word.
d.* Near the Children, they saw a snake.
e.* In John's apartment, he smokes pot
By CCC, 8a through 8c are permitted while 8d and 8e are ruled out. But PCC makes
the opposite predictions. It allows 8d and 8e but wrongly blocks 8a through 8c. So
besides its simplicity, CCC also seems to be externally more adequate than PCC. But the
question is whether CCC, as is formulated by Reinhart or Chomsky, stands for a
sufficient condition for the use of intrasentential pronominals^. My answer is that it is not.
In the next two sections, I will look into two kinds of cases where CCC makes wrong
predictions. I will also try to show that precedence does affect the distribution of
intrasentential pronominals. But first of all we need to clarify some confusion over the
notion of antecedency.

' Throughout the current discussion, when I say that CCC is a sufficient condition, I take it for granted
that Conditions A and B of the Binding Theorv' are satisfied.

1.1.2. Coreference and Referential Dependency
One of the problems with CCC may be illustrated by the following example from
Evans (1980).
(9) What do you mean John loves no one? Hej loves Johni.
By CCC, 9 should be ungrammatical because the pronominal he c-commands and at the
same time is coindexed (and therefore coreferential) with the lexical NP John. But the
fact is that this sentence is grammatical. Evans (1980) and Huang (1986) suggest that
the relevant notion in this case here is not that of coreference , but that of referential
dependency. Although he is coreferential with John, the former does not referentially
dependent on the latter; rather it is referentially dependent on John in the preceding
sentence. Along this line of argimient, the term of antecedent should be understood as
referring to a term on which another term is referentially dependent. This insight is
expressed as The Principle of Referential Dependency in Huang (1986).
(10) The Principle of Referential Dependency
A referential dependent (i.e., a pronominal or a reflexive) may not c-coramand
its antecedent.
As intended by Huang, a is an antecedent for p if and only if P is referentially dependent
on a. Given 10, CCC has to be revised accordingly. For example. Condition C of the
Binding Theory should read like 11.
(11) An R-expression a should not be c-commanded by another NP P if p is
referentially dependent on a.

The crucial difference between CCC and 11 lies in the way in which antecedent is
understood. In CCC, a lexical NP a is said to be the antecedent for an anaphor p so long
as a and p are coreferential or coindexed with each other. But in 11, the antecedent is
defined as a lexical NP on which an anaphor referentially depends. Thus defined, the
antecedent of an anaphor can't be determined without looking beyond the sentence into
the discourse context. The same point is illustrated by the following examples from
McCray (1980).
(12) a. He didn't give her a diamond ring because although he's madly in love with
her, Walter's just not ready to tie the knot.
b. The teacher warned him that in order to succeed, Walter had to work even
harder.
In both sentences,

a fully lexical NP Walter is c-commanded by a pronominal he

which it is coreferential with, and yet these sentences are quite natural. McCray argues
that these sentences per se can not prove that CCC is wrong. Because the pronominals in
these sentences may be referentially dependent on some discourse entity other than
Walter in the same sentence. If we accept McCray's analysis, we will have to conclude
that the pronominals in 12a and 12b are truly intersentential. From this conclusion,
however, arises one question: How can a pronominal in an isolated sentence turn out to
be an intersentential one. My hypothesis is that an informant, when asked to judge the
grammaticality of an isolated sentence like 12a or 12b, will consciously or unconsciously
construct a discourse context which will help him to make sense of the sentence in
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question. Upon hearing Sentence 12a, for instance, the informant will automatically
construct a discourse context which contains the discourse entity Walter, thus furnishing
an intersentential antecedent for the incoming pronominal he. One important lesson we
can learn from the above disctission is that we should not take it for granted that a
pronominal in an isolated sentence is always intrasentential. So before we attempt to
reach any conclusion about the distribution of intrasentential pronominals, we should
ascertain that the pronominal under study is a case of intrasentential pronominalization.
One way to make sure that such a pronominal is indeed referentially dependent on
another discourse entity within the same sentence is by embedding the sentence under
study in a discourse context which forces an intrasentential construal. We may, for
example, embed 12a in the following context.
(13) I must tell you something about Susan and her boy friends. You know that Susan
has been dating Thomas, Andrew and Walter at the same time for over a year
now. Last week she told them that she was ready to accept a proposal, with a
diamond ring of course. Thomas is really all nuts about her. He immediately
bought her a very expensive diamond ring. He. didn't give her a
diamond ring because although he 's madlv in love with Susan. Waltetr. is
just not ready to tie the knot. Andrew simply told Susan that he did not even
have the money to pay for the rent.
The fimction of the discourse context in 13 is to prevent the hearer from constructing a
discourse context with a mention of Walter in it prior to the underline sentence, thus
forcing him to construe he with Walter in the same sentence. Given this context, the
underlined sentences is generally considered ungrammatical on the interpretation that
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Walter^ is the antecedent (in the sense we have just defined) for hex- As the pronominal
c-commands an R-expression, the sentence is a violation of CCC.
The above discussion shows the relevance of discourse context to the study of
intrasentential pronominals. Without taking into account the interaction between
discourse and syntax, we will not be able to evaluate a syntactic theory. To reach a valid
conclusion about CCC, for example, we must at least be able to isolate the discourse
factors and make sure they do not pass off as syntactic factors. With this lesson in mind.
I now turn to the question whether CCC is a sufBcient licensing condition for
intrasentential pronominals (given that other syntactic binding conditions are also met).

1.1.3. Re-evaluation of CCC and the Role of Precedence
There seems to be little doubt that

CCC, as reformulated in 11, is a necessary

condition on the distribution of intrasentential pronominals. Lasnik (1986) claims that it
may be a truly universal rule that a pronominals carmot c-command an R-expression'* on
which it is referentially dependent. This claim, as far as 1 know, is firmly supported by
Chinese data. But 1 argue that CCC is not a sufficient condition for intrasentential
pronominals. In other words, the use of a pronominal may be ruled out even if it does not
c-command the R-expression on which it is referentially dependent. Let us start with
Example 8a.

^According to 11, Lasnik's statement should be understood as "a pronominal can not c-command an Rexpression that it is referentially dependent on".
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8a is quoted to support the argument that intrasentential pronominalization can be
fully accounted for in terms of c-command relation and that precedence is irrelevant. But
in light of what we have just said, this is a highly questionable piece of evidence. This
may become clear in the following examples.
In the following examples, the sentences in question are embedded in a specific
context, which is meant to force the hearer to confine the pronominal-antecedent pairing
within the sentence boundary.
(13) a. I tell you, some parents really pamper their children right into their
adulthood^. * For example, his; father gives mv classmate_John; a ride to
school every moming
b. Can you believe this? * At the yesterday's seminar. Professor Johnson spilt a
CUP of hot chocolate right over him; before the guest lecturer; rose to sneak.
c. I heard a rumor yesterday. When he; works late . mv classmate John; smokes
pot.
In none of these sentences does the pronominal c-conunand its antecedent. If CCC is a
sufficient condition, the pronominalization in these sentences should all be grammatical.
But as matter of fact, only 13c is grammatical. Intuitively, the ungrammaticality of 13a
and 13b are related to the precedence constraint, i.e., a pronominal should not precede its
antecedent. Nevertheless, the grammaticality of (13c) suggests that the precedence
constraint

does not rule out all the sentences in which a pronominal precedes its

'By a/ialogy. Their mother loves the children is also a dubious example to support CCC. For example,
Henry and Jack said that their mother hates Bruce and Joe, their new classmates. In this sentence,
their can be interpreted as anaphorically linked to Henry and Jack , but not Bruce and Joe).
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antecedent. How precedence as a discourse factor interacts with syntactic constraints is
an important question which we have to address if we really want to understand the
system of anaphora. Ross (1967) offers an interesting descriptive generalization about
how precedence works as a constraint on the distribution of intrasentential pronominals.
He claims:
"If one element precedes another, the second can only pronominalize the first if the
first is dominated by a subordinate clause which does not dominate the second
(p.385)."

The term a subordinate clause in Ross's generalization should be understood as
including both the clausal and phrasal adjuncts. For example, the prepositional phrase. In
his apartment in (13c) is a prepositional phrase as adjunct and therefore should be
counted as subordinate clause. Inconclusive as Ross's generalization may be, one thing
seems clear; CCC is not a sufficient condition for the intrasentential pronominals and
precedence does play a role. If precedence does not affect the distribution of
intrasentential pronominals, we will not be able to account for the following
ungrammatical sentences.
(14) a. My friend Catherine told me some interesting news. *Her; stepfather
bought a Jaguar for Sandy Lvnch^. the chief editor of the Campus Daily.
b. I have just heard an interesting story from my friend Catherine about having
a rich stepfather.* One dav. it occurred to her^stepfather that Sandy Lynchj _
the chief editor of the Campus Dailv. probably needed some means of
transportation. So next day, he bought her a Jaguar.
c. 1 just leamt some news from my phone conversation with my friend
Catherine.*The professor who used to teach hen economics is going to marrv
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Sandy Lynch.-, the chief editor of the Campus Daily.
d. Here is some big news I heard from my friend Catherine. *A professor who
taught herj^husband linguistics is going to marry Sandy Lynch;. the chief
editor of the Campus Daily.
e. Can you believe this story my friend Catherine told me? * The guy who hen
mother used to date is now dating Sandy Lynch;, the chief editor of the
Campus Daily.
If CCC is the sufficient condition for the distribution of intrasentential pronominals, the
pronominal in each of the aboye sentences should haye two accessible antecedents, one
being Catherine from the discourse context and the other, Sandy Lynch in the current
sentence. However, according to the native speakers I asked for judgment, this expected
referential ambiguity does not exist. It may be contended that the absence of referential
ambiguity in the above examples may be attributed to pragmatic factors. But this does not
seem to be true. The following examples share the same discourse context with 14a and
14b, and yet they do allow two possible interpretations.
(15) a. My friend Catherine, told me something really furmy. Whenher|/2 stepfather
won the lottery. Sandv Lvnchi the chief editor of the Campus Daily asked him
for a Jaguar.
b. I have heard some interesting news from my friend Catherine,. No matter
what heri n boyfriend said. Sandy Lvnchi. the chief editor of the Campus Daily
insisted that he buy herwo a Jaguar.
The grammaticality contrast between 14a through 14e on one hand and 15a and b on the
other may be partially accounted in terms of some prominence constraint. More
specifically, we hypothesize that a pronominal (a) should be less structurally prominent
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than the discourse entity ((3) on which it is referentiaiiy dependent, p is more prominent
than a if the former precedes and/or c-commands the latter. Let us refer to this as
Prominence Constraint on Pronominals (PCP for short), PCP seems to provide a
straightforward account of the ungrammaticality 14a through 14e. In none of these
examples, does the NP Sandy Lynch either precede or c-command the intended
pronominal her. The same analysis applies to 13 a and b. On the other hand , although
Sandy Lynch in 15a and b does not precedes Aer, it c-commands her.

1.1.4. Effect of Precedence on Chinese Pronominals
The problem with CCC as a sufficient condition on the intrasentential pronominals is
even more obvious in Chinese. This is noticed in Huang (1986). While insisting that
CCC as a sufficient condition on the intrasentential pronominals in English, he points out:
"When we turn to Chinese, it turns out that failure of a pronoun to c-command an
NP is no sufficient condition for the latter to be the antecedent of the former".
He goes on to cite the following sentences to support his argtmient.
(16) a.* Taj de mama xihuan Zhangsan;.
he DE mom likes Zhangsan
His mother likes e Zhangsan.
b. Zhangsan-, de mama xihuan taj
Zhangsan DE mom like he
Zhangsan's mom likes him
(17) a.*Da le ta^ de neige ren dui Zhangsan; hen bu keqi
hit LE he DE that man to Zhangsan very not polite
The man who hit Zhangsan was very rude to him
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b. Da le Zhangsan; de neige ren dui taj henbukeqi.
hit LE Zhangsan DE that man to he very not polite
The man who hit Zhangsan was very rude to him.
(18) a.*Tai neng bu neng lai dui Zhangsanj mei guanxi.
he can not can come to Zhangsan no matter
Whether he can come or not does matter to Zhangsan.
b. Zhangsan; neng bu neng lai dui taj mei guanxi.
Zhangsan can not can come to he no matter.
Whether Zhangsan can come does matter to him.
(19) a.*Wo kanjian ta j de shihou, Zhangsan j zai dazi.
I see he DE time, Zhangsan at type
When I saw him, Zhangsan was typing
b. Wo kanjian Zhangsan de shihou, ta zai dazi.
I see Zhangsan DE time, he at type
When I saw Zhangsan DE time, he at type
(20) a.*Buguan taj xihuan bu xihuan, Zhangsan; dou dei lai.
Regardless he like not like, Zhangsan all should come
Whether he likes it or not, Zhangsan has to come anyway.
b. Buguan Zhangsan; xihuan bu xihuan, ta; dou dei lai
Regardless Zhangsan like not like, he all must come
Whether Zhangsan likes it or not, he must come anyway
The first thing to note about these examples is that in none of the above examples does
the

pronominal c-command its antecedent; therefore the grammaticality contrast

between a and b sentences cannot be attributed to CCC. Secondly, in all the grammatical
sentences, the pronominals

are preceded by their antecedents while in all the

ungrammatical cases, pronominals

precede their antecedents.. Thirdly, unlike its

counterpart in English, (19a) is ruled out even though the pronominal in the adjunct is c-
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commanded by its antecedent The evidence from these examples strongly supports a
commonly

shared

view

among

the

Chinese

grammarians

that

back\'.ard

pronominalization is not allowed under any condition in Chinese (Tai 1973).
Huang (1986), however, comes up with a quite different solution. He insists that the
above examples do not necessarily mean that precedence is a relevant constraint in
Chinese. He argues that the grammaticality contrast shown above can and should be
accounted for in purely syntactic terms with a modified notion of c-command. His
argimient is based on two kinds of evidence. The first kind of evidence comes from the
use of presumptive pronouns in Chinese relative clauses.
(21) a. Wo song gei ta; yiben shu de neige ren;
I give to he one book DE that man
the man I gave a book to.
b. Wo ba ta i da le yidim de neige ren;
I BA he beat LE once DE that man.
the man I beat up
In 21a and 21b, the presumptive pronouns precede the antecedents and yet these two
relative clauses are perfectly grammatical.
The second kind of evidence is that the embedding of the pronominal improves the
grammatical status of a sentence.
(22) a. Da le taj de mama de neige ren dui Zhangsan; hen bu keqi.
hit LE he mother DE that man to Zhangsan very not polite
The man who hit his; mother was very rude to Zhangsanj
b. Taj de mama neng bu neng lai dui Zhangsan; mei guanxi
he DE mom can not can come to Zhangsan not matter
Whether hiSj mother comes does not matter to Zhangsanj
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c. Wo kanjian ta^ de mama de shihou, Zhangsan; zai dazi
I see
he DE mom DE time, Zhangsan at type
When I saw his; mother, Zhangsan; was typing.
d. Buguan taj de mama xihuan bu xihuan, Zhangsan; dou dei lai.
Regardless he DE mom like not like,
Zhangsan all must come.
Whether his mother likes it or not, Zhangsan must come anyway
Based on the examples like those above, Huang (1986) proposes a modified version of
CCC for Chinese.
(23) Condition on Pronominal Anaphora in Chinese (Huang 1986. p 395)
A pronoun may not cyclic-c-command its antecedent
(24) Cyclic-c-command
A cyclic -c-commands B iff
a. A c-commands B, or
b. If C is the minimal cyclic node (NP or S') that dominates A but is not
immediately dominated by another cyclic node, then C c-commands B.
As an illustration of the notion of cyclic-c-command, let us look at some (a) sentences
in 16 -20. In 16a, the pronominal ta (he) does not directly c-command its antecedent
Zhangsan. However, ta de mama (his mother), the NP dominating it, does, with the
cyclic node being the subject NP. Consequently, by 24, ta (he) cyclic-c-commands its
antecedent Zhangsan . In 17a, the pronominal ta (he) does not directly c-command its
antecedent, but the S' dominating it does. Again, by 25, ta (he) cyclic-c-commands its
antecedent Zhangsan, with the cyclic node being S'. Similar analysis applies to 18a.
19a and 20a.

Special attention should be given to Clause (b) of 24. This clause says that if the
cyclic node minimally containing a pronominal is immediately dominated by another
cyclic node, it is the later cyclic node that counts as the relevant (cyclic) node C for the
definition of cyclic-c-command. This special requirement, Huang claims,

helps to

account for the grammaticality of the relative clauses containing resimiptive pronominals.
Take 21a for example. The minimal cyclic node dominating the resumptive pronominal
ta (he) is the S' of the relative clause itself. However, S' is immediately dominated by
another cyclic node, i.e., the NP node containing both the relative clause and the head. It
is to this NP node that the definition of cyclic c-command applies. But this NP does not
c-command neige ren (that man), the antecedent for the resumptive pronominal, because
the former properly contains the latter.
The same special requirement is also said to play a crucial role in explaining the
ungranunaticality of the following sentences.
(25) a.*[[Ta de mama] de penyou] xihuan Zhangsan
he De mom DE friend like Zhangsan
his mother's friend likes Zhangsan
b.* [[[Ta de mama] de penyou] de didi] xihuan Zhangsan
he De mama DE friend De brother like Zhangsan
his mother's friend's younger brother likes Zhangsan
In these two sentences, the embedding of the pronominals does not change their
grammaticality status. The reason, according to Huang, is that in constructions like 34a
and 34b, only the highest NP containing the pronominal is the relevant C. All the
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intermediate NP nodes do not qualify as

C because

they are each immediately

dominated by another NP.
However, interesting as it is, Huang's theory runs into serious empirical problems.
Like Reinhart (1976), Huang attempts to show that the distribution of intrasentential
pronominals can be accounted for in terms of sentence grammar only. On the basis of the
examples he quotes above, Huang seems to have succeeded in proving that CCC is a
sufficient condition for the intrasentential pronominals in Chinese so long as the notion of
c-command is expanded to include cyclic-c-command. But unfortunately, the validity of
his examples is dubious.
First of all, when presented with (a) sentences in 16 through 20, the native speakers 1
consulted with experienced some uncertainty before they finally established the intended
coreferential dependency between the pronominal ta and Zhangsan. If Zhangsan is a
legitimate antecedent for the pronominal in this case, it is the only possible antecedent.
Then what prevented my informants firom establishing the intended coreference readily?
Secondly, the alleged grammatical contrast between (a) sentences in 16 through 20 on
one hand and 22a through 22d on the other was not appreciable to my informants. They
found all of these sentences somewhat unnatural, though understandable. But as for the
degree of unnaturalness, the individual informants differed in their judgment. For
example, most informants thought that 19a sounded better than either 22a and 22b. This
intrapersonal and interpersonal vacillation is quite

unlikely

if

CCC is the only
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determinant involved. On the other hand, we may reasonably assxime that
pronominals in these sentences

the

do not referentially depend on a lexical NP in the

(same) target sentence so that the individual hearers have to come up with a context in
which the target sentence

is to be interpreted. As the contexts which individuals

construct may vary in the availability of a discourse entity as the accessible antecedent to
the pronominal, the above described vacillation in judgment is thus expected. If this
assumption is borne out, sentences like 22a-22d will have to be rejected as valid
evidence for Huang's analysis.
To verify our assumption, let us look at some examples where the context makes
referential dependency unambiguous.
(26) a. Jintian, wo cong women de bangongshi zhuren nali tingdao yitiao xiaoxi.
today, I from
we
DE office director there hear one news
Today, I heard some news from our office manager.
* Jinchang caifang taj de nagejizhe bangjia le nimen de laoban;
often interview he DE that reporter kidnap LE you DE boss
The reporter who often interviewed him; kidnapped your bossj.
b. Jintian, wo cong women de bangongshi zhuren nali tingdao yitiao xiaoxi.
today, I from
we DE office
director there hear one news
Today, I heard some news from our office manager.
*Jinchang qifti taj de didi de nage ren bangjia le nimen de laoban.
often bully he DE brother DE that man kidnap LE you DE boss
The man who often bullied hisj brother kidnapped your bossj
(27) a. Jintian, wo cong women de bangongshi zhuren nali tingdao yitiao xiaoxi.
today, I from we
DE office
director there hear one news
Today, I heard some news from our office manager.
* Taj cengjin ai guo de nage nuren bangjia Le nimen de laoban;.
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he once love Asp. DE that women kidnap LE you
The woman he; once loved kidnapped your bossj.

DE boss

b. Jintian, wo cong women de bangongshi zhuren nali tingdao yitiao xiaoxi.
Today, I from we
DE ofiBce director there hear a
news.
Today I heard some news from our office manager.
*Tai de didi cengjin ai guo de nage nuren bangjia le nimen de laoban;
he De brother once love Asp. DE that woman kidnap you DE boss
The woman his; brother once loved kidnapped your bosSj.
(28) a. Zuotian, wo he Zhangsan yiqi
chi wan wufan hou huidao gongsi.
yesterday I with Zhangsan together eat finish lunch after return company
Yesterday, Zhangsan and I went back to the company after our lunch.
•Women zou jing taj de bangongshi de shihou, nimen de laoban; zai he ta de
we
walk into he DE office DE time, you DE boss Asp with he DE
qizi jiewen
wife kiss
When we walked into his; office, your bosS; was kissing his wife
b. Zuotian xiawu,
Zhangsan zai zhoulang chou yan
yesterday afternoon, Zhangsan at corridor smoke cigarette
Yesterday afternoon, Zhangsan smoked a cigarette in the corridor.
*Ta] gang yao jin bangongshi de shihou, nimen de laoban; faxian le ta
he right want enter office DE time, you DE boss find LE he
Just as he, was about to get into the office, your boss, found him.
It is interesting to note that with the explicit context, the informants I worked with
reached a consensus in their judgment about these sentences without any vacillation.
They considered the intended interpretation of the pronominal from 26 through 28
impossible or at least difficult to get. Let us look at 26 and 27 first. By the definition of
Cyclic-C-command in 24, the pronominal ta (he) in both (a) sentences c-commands the
lexical NP nimen de laoban (your boss). But in both (b) sentences it does not. If we

assume CCC to be a sufBcient condition on the intrasentential pronominals, then the
pronominal in both (b) sentences should be grammatical with nimen de laoban (your
boss) being a possible antecedent for the prononiinal. If this is the case, then the
pronominal ta (he) in both (b) sentences is expected to have two potential accessible
antecedents, one being women de bangongshi zhuren (our ofSce manager) in the
previous discourse and the other, nimen de laoban (your boss) in the current sentence,
hence the referential ambiguity. The consensus is that the only possible anaphoric link is
between ta and the discourse entity women de bangongshi zhuren (our ofBce manager).
The same is true of

28a and b, where the pronominals can only be interpreted as

coreferential with Zhangsan.
Examples in 26-28 suggest that even with the notion of cyclic-c-command, CCC is
not a sufficient condition on the distribution of intrasentential pronominals and that
generally speaking a pronominal is not allowed to precede a lexical NP on which it is
referentially dependent. What deserves our special attention is the c-command relation in
28a and 28b. In these two sentences, the pronominal ta is in the subordinate clauses and
therefore is c-commanded by a lexical NP nimen de laoban (your boss). According to
Ross's generalization, a pronominal is allowed to precede its antecedent when the former
is an element in an adjunct clause or phrase subordinate to the clause that contains the
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Now let us turn to the resumptive pronominals in Chinese. There is little doubt that the
resxmiptive pronouns like those in 21 and 22 do precede their antecedents. But this should
not be taken as evidence

that precedence is not a constraint on intrasentential

pronominals in general. This is because the resimiptive pronouns pattern more closely
with an NP trace rather than with real pronominals. Let us look at the syntactic structure
of a Chinese relative clause.
(29) wo renshi de nage ren
I know
DE that man
the man I know
[NP[CP [IP
renshi _.j DE ] 0; ] that manj ]
According to the current GB analysis of the relative clause structure, the trace in the
object position of the main verb is left behind by the null operator 0, which in turn is
controlled by the head NP, that man. In Chinese, the trace in the direct object position of
the main verb can be freely replaced by a resimiptive pronoun. So 29 and 30 are free
variations of each other.
(30) wo renshi te; de nage ren;
I know he DE that man
the man I know
But the resumptive pronoun and the NP trace are not always interchangeable. When
the operator is the complement of a functional category (e.g., a preposition , a co-verb or
DE. the functional head of DP), its base generated position has to be filled with a
resumptive pronoun.
(31) a. Wo zui taoyan ta (de) meimei de nage ren
I most hate he DE sister DE that man
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the man whose sister I hate most
b. *Wo zui taoyan _ de meimei de nage ren
I most hate _ DE sister De than man
The man whose sister I hate most
(32) a. Women bang ta xiu che de nage ren
we
help he repair car DE that man
the man who we helped repair the car.
b.*Women bang _ xiu che de nage ren
we
help repair car DE that man
the man who we helped repair the car
(33) a. Women cong ta nali jie guo qian de nage ren
we from
he there borrow Asp money DE that man
the man from whom we borrowed books
b.*Women cong _ nali jie
guo qian de nage ren
we from
there borrow Asp money DE that man
the man who we borrowed the money from
In 31, ta de is di determiner phrase with de as its head and ta as the complement. In 32,
bang (help) is a co-verb and ta is its complement. In 33, cong (from) is a preposition,
with ta being its complement. In all these cases, the resumptive pronoun ta functions as a
phonetically realized trace. This fits in with the general distribution pattern of empt>'
categories in Chinese in general, viz., no empty category is allowed as the complement of
a functional word. In this sense, the use of resumptive pronoun in the complement
position of a fimctional word is a compromise between flilfilling the duty of a trace and
satisfying the general constraint on the distribution of empty categories. Besides, the
resumptive pronouns in the relative clauses have to be bound by an operator within the
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clause boundary and it has no independent 0. These two features further distinguish them
from the 'real' pronominals.
Since the resumptive pronoun in the relative clauses shares all the essential features of
the trace of a null operator, we may analyze it as a lexicalized counterpart of a trace.
Given the fact that the empty categories are not subject to the precedence constraint, it
should not be surprising that the resumptive pronoun can precede its antecedent, just like
a trace, its null counterpart.
On the basis of the above discussion of Chinese pronominals, I agree with the
traditional view of Chinese linguists that the backward (lexical) pronominaiization in
Chinese is not allowed. Huang's counterexamples to this general rule are invalid and
misleading. If this is true, then we can see a clear difference between Chinese and English
in distribution of pronominals. In Chinese, a pronominal must be preceded by its
antecedent while in English it may precede its ant cedent only if it does not become
structurally more prominent than the latter. But how actually precedence interacts with
c-command relation will be the topic for further research.

1.2. Effect of Discourse Relations on Distribution of Intersentential Pronominals
If the distribution of intrasentential pronominals is one of the central subjects in formal
syntax, then the intersentential pronominaiization is the most researched topic in dynamic
semantics. Dynamic semantics is a quite loose term under which are lumped several
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different theories, such as Discourse Representation Theory (cf. Kamp (1981),(1993), Asher
(1994)), File Change Semantics (cf. Heim (1982)) and Dynamic Montague Grammar
(Groenendijk & Stokhof (1990), Dekker (1993)). Of these different theories of dynamic
semantics. Dynamic Montague Grammar (DMG) is favored by formal semanticists for its
compositional approach (see Chierchia (1995)).
DMG as is presented in (Groenendijk and Stokhof, 1990) (G&S hitherto) is intended to
provide a formal account of the distribution of intersentential pronominals as bound
variables strictly in terms of the logico-semantic properties of negation and prepositional
connectives. It starts out with the generally accepted assumption that negation is a static
closure which deprives an indefinite term of its dynamics. On this assumption, DMG
provides an elegant account of why an indefinite term in the classic donkey sentences like
those in (1) can not bind a pronoun beyond the syntactic scope"^
(34) a. Every farmer; who owns a donkey beats it. He; hates it.
b. If a farmerj owns a donkey, hCj beats it. Hej hates it
c. No farmer; beats a donkey. He; likes it.
When applied to an expanded set of data, however, this initial DMG account seems to
make wrong predictions. As we will see later, there are cases where an indefinite NP that
apparently lies within the scope of negation is capable of binding a pronominal beyond its

®As will become clear later on. this statement is based on the assumption that ^ rf|[P(«/,) => Q(d,)] = ~ d,
[P(d|); -Q(di)] and
= -[-v;-cl)].
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syntactic scope. To accommodate the expanded data, G«S:S introduce dynamic versions of
negation and similar logical operations which are otherwise considered as tests. This move,
however, comes with some negative consequences. The most serious one is that the
dynamic negation entails some siispicious semantic properties of negation, which are
generally not allowed. The subsequently proposed monotonicity constraint is not
empirically supported.
In this section, I will propose a major revision to G&S's DMG. I will argue that the
introduction of dynamic definitions of negation and similar operators is wrongly motivated
by some misunderstanding of scope of negation. Once we get scope of negation right, we
will be able to account for the intersentential binding in various donkey sentences (and
discourses) without having to resort to the notion of dynamic negation. As discourse
relations crucially affect scope of negation (and logical connectives), they have to be taken
into consideration in determining the scope of negation for relevant logical operators. This
can be achieved by what I refer to as contextualized translation of expressions of logical
operators.

1.2.1. A Brief Review of DMG
From the viewpoint of dynamic semantics, "sentences typically introduce new discourse
referents and deactivate old ones, thereby constraining the way discourse unfolds"
(Chierchia, 1995). In other words, apart from its truth conditional content, a sentence has

the potential to change the context. Assuming that (|> is an adequate IL (Intensional Logic)
translation of a sentence S, then the context change potential (CCP) of <{) is Xp [(j) A ''p]. p in
the formula stands for the variable over the possible sequel to (j).
operator, just as its right inverse

is the usual extensional

is the intensional operator. For an easy representation,

CCP of (p can be written as t<|). The uparrow t is thus a type lifting operator which lifts (j) to
its CCP, viz., Xp[<i) A ''p]. The inverse oft is the downarrow

which maps a CCP into the

corresponding static proposition. The downarrow is defined as 4'0= 0('^rrwe). In this
definition, O is of type «s,t>,t) and /rue is a constant of type t and ^true is a representation
in Dynamic Intensional Logic of the predicate 'is a possible state'. Application of '^true to
O thus results in a formula which represents the truth value of

For this reason i is said

to function as a closure operator, which closes off a text. It reduces the meaning of a
sentence to its truth-conditional content, depriving the sentences of any dynamic effects it
may have had. It is further assumed that once a text is closed off, its dynamic effects can
not be restored.
According to G&S, the fundamental feature of the dynamic semantics is that an
existentially quantified term a is capable of binding a variable p outside the syntactic
scope of a unless a is inside the scope of a negation and P outside. Essential to the DMG
are the notions of static negation, dynamic conjunction and dynamic existential quantifier.
(35) Definition (Static Negation):
By the very property of >1, the law of double negation does not hold: as —<I)=t-,4.T-i>l'0=
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t-i-,4'0=T4'0. In tJ'O, i closes off the text, thus blocking the dynamic effects of O.
(36) Definition (Dynamic Conjunction): <I);v|/=^p[<I)(''(^(p)))], where p has no free
occurrences in either O or vj/.
O; T represents a sequence of two sentences. Conjoining O with SP dynamically amounts
to taking the intensional composition of the fiinctions denoted by the two sentences.
(37) Definition (Dynamic Existential Quantifier) 6<fcI>=A.p3x{x/c? }(0(p))
In 37, & is the dynamic counterpart of 3.

is a proposition variable flmctioning as a place

holder, so to speak, for the incoming sentence. Definition 37 employs two new syntactic
categories: the discourse marker d and the state switch, {x/d). These syntactic categories
are added to deal with the dynamics of discourse. Discourse markers d, d',... represents a
special set of constants, whose interpretation "depends on the index or state of evaluation,
not on an assignment fimction. However, by means of postulates, these states are made to
behave like discourse marker assignments, and, thus, these discourse markers themselves
are made to act like variables (Dekker (1993))".^ The discourse markers are used in the
translation of indefinite terms and anaphors. Part of the meaning of an indefinite term is to
assign a value to the discourse marker and this value is then

passed on to further

occurrences of the same discourse marker. This is taken care of by the state switch. The
denotations of discourse markers are determined with reference to a state; and the state

However, according to Groenendijk and Stokhof (1990), discourse markers are a special kind of variable.
The difference in classification is of no theoretical significance. But I think that Dekker's classification
brings out the distinction between discourse markers and ordinary individual variables more clearly. The
interested reader is referred to Janssen (1986), Groenendijk and Stokhof (1990) and Dekker (1993) for a
detailed discussion.
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switcher decides on the state against which a discourse marker is evaluated, reminiscent of
assignment fimction in classic Montague Grammar. As a state switcher in an expression
moves inwards, it assigns value to discourse markers and turns an expression of type e into
another expression of the same type. G&S list the following properties of state switchers.
(38) Some Properties of State Switchers
a. {cc/ d\c = c, for every constant c
{aJd)v =v, for every variable v
b. {aJd}d=<x
{(x/d}d'=d',foiBl\d'^DM, d^d'
c. {a/if}(P(Y}={a/£/}p({a/i/}y)
d. {a/<i}r(j)Acp)={a/i/}(j) A {a/c/}(p (analogously for negation and the other
connectives)
e. {aJd)3vif=3v{aJd)^, if v does not occur freely in a (analogously for Vv(j))
f {a/<i}(P=y) = {aJd)^={aJd)y
g. {aJd)Xv^ = A,v{a/i/}p, if v does not occur freely in a
h. {aid) "p="p
I. {a/i/}"p;t"p
The inward movement of a state switcher in an expression results in one of these
possible situations:

a state switcher resolves when it hits a corresponding discourse

marker (i.e., {aJd\d=o.}\ it disappears when it runs into a constant (i.e., {a/ d\c = c ), a
variable (i.e., {cdd)v =v) or a different discourse marker (i.e., {aJd)d'= d', for all cf'eDM,
d*dy,\i stays when it ends up in front of ''P (i.e., {aJd)^^ ''"'P)-
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The static nature of the universal quantifier, implication and disjunction are also defined
in a similar manner.
(39) Definition (Static Universal quantifier): ^dO=~£:<i~C)
(40) Definition (Internal Dynamic Implication): 0=>v|/=~[cl);~vj/]
(41) Definition (Static Disjunction): O or v}/=~[~<D;~v(/]
In 39 and 40,

and => are DLL counterparts of the classic V and

respectively. By 39, a

universal quantifier can not bind a variable beyond its syntactic scope because all the
dynamic effects are blocked by

the negation operator.

Given the equivalence of

J, •
In G&S, it is
defined as T4'.=i/<I)=Xp[Vx[{x/if}(<I>(''true))]A''p], hence the equivalence in 42.

(42) :-£/cD=>.p[Vx[{x/^/}(cD(W))] A"P]
It is clear fi-om 42 that "p lies beyond the binding scope of the universal quantifier.
Similarly, the negation closes off implication and disjunction, making them externally
static. It should also be noted that disjunction is also internally static because within
<t> is closed off by negation. For the convenience of translation and
representation, the following equivalences are adopted which enable us to replace dynamic
operators with their static counterparts at the level of truth-conditional content.
(43) Equivalences
a. 4'T(j)=(|)

b. ~t<l)=t-.(j>
c. [t(|);t(p]=t[(j) A (p]
d. [t(j)=>t9]=t[(t»-Kp]
e. [Tij) ort(p]=t[(j)v(p]
The above rules and definitions, which form the core of DMG, seems to provide a
straightforward account of the classic donkey sentences. Take 44a for example.. It is
translated in DIL (Dynamic Intensional Logic) as 44b, to which all the relevant rules and
definitions subsequently apply.
(44) a. A man; walks in the park. Hej whistles.
b. :di [tman(cfi) ;t walk-in-the-park (J,)]; twhistle (c/j))
(44b is derived from 44a by DIL translation)
c. A,p3x[{j7yi}(t[man(<ii); walk(fl?,)](p))]; t whistle {d{)
(44c from 44b by 37 and 43c)
d. A,pEx ([man (x) A walk(x) A{x/CFI}''p];t whistle {d{)
(44d from 44c by Definition of T and moving the state switcher inward)
e. A,q[A.p3x[man(x)Awalk(x) A (x/i/i) "p] C (twhistle {d{) ( q)))
(44e from 44d by 36)
f. Axi 3j:[raan(x)Awalk(x) A {x/di }(twhistle (cf,) (q)]
(44f from 44e by A.-conversion and elimination)
g. A,q3x[man(x)Awalk(x)A whistle(x) A {X/DI}"q]
(44g from 44f by eliminating t)
It should be noted that through ^.-conversion, 9 (i.e., (twhistle (di) (q)) in this case)
is hooked onto the place holder p, thus falling in the scope of the existential quantifier in (j)
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and the state switcher assigns the same value to the variable within the syntactic scope of
3x and the variable beyond its syntactic scope.
In

the classic Montague grammar, the universal quantifier is translated as involving

implication. For instance every will be translated as

APA,QVj!:[P(x) —>-^Q(x)]- Similarly, in

dynamic semantics, the universal quantifier is translated as APXQ^i/i[''P(£/i)=>''Q(i/,)].
Accordingly, the first sentence of 34a may be translated as 45a. Then by simple functional
application, we get 45b firom 45a.
(45) a. XQ^<ii[[Tfarmer(<^i); od2\ydoTikey(d-^;\ovm{d2)(d{)]\ =>" Q(^/i)]; tbeat (jd2)(d{)
b. fic/j [[t farmer((fi);

donkey(<i2); t own(i/2)(i/i)]]=i>tbeat {d-^{d{)\

Given the fact that '-di in the antecedent of a conditional can (but need not) be replaced
by Ml (see Chierchia 1995), which has scope over the whole conditional, we get 46a, which
is the mput string for further interpretative procedure.
(46)a. .^i/,^:i/2[[tfarmer(i/i); tdonkey(fiy; town(£/2)(i/i)]]=>tbeat (cy(<^i)]
b. i'i/,fiif2^p[[[fannsr(^i)Adonkey ((i2)A0wn(cy(^'i)]^beat {d-^{d{)Ap]
(46b is obtained fi"om 46a by 43d and 43c)
c. A.p[Xq[Vxy>'{x/i/i}{>'/<i2}[[farmer(di)Adonkey(d2)Aown(d2)(di)]—>beat(d2) (d,)]
A^q ](^^e)A''p]
(46c from 46b by 42)
d.A.p[VxVv[[farmer(x)Adonkey (y) AOwn(Y)(x)]->beat(y)(x)]A{x/<i,}{yi/jI'^truejA'^p]
(46d from 46c by moving the state switcher inwards and ^.-conversion)

e. A.p[Vxyy[[farmer(x)Adonkey(v)AOwn(y)(x)]->beat(y)(x)]A''p]]..
(46e from by 38h)
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We can see from 46e that "p is not in the binding domain of the universal quantifier.
Therefore the subsequent sentence (in this case He hates it.) will fall outside the binding
scope of the universal quantifier. In a similar manner, the externally static nature of
implication is derived. 47a is the DEL translation of 34b. As the interpretation procedure of
34b essentially parallels that of 34a, I only write down some of the most important steps
involved^.
(47) a. -cfi

donkey(fiy; own(i/2)(fi^i)]=^t beat (c^W)

b. A.p3x3>'[farmer(x)Adonkey(y)AOwn(y, x)/\{xldi}(yld2y'p^'kp\hezi{dj){d{)r^p]
c. ~[A.p3x3;>'[farmer(j:)Adonkey(>')AOwn(>', X)A {XLDX}{YLD2YG]
Using the fact that ~<I>=^p[-iCl)^(true) A^p] and applying some standard reductions, we turn
~A.p[beat(<i2)(^/i)A''p] into Xp[-ibeat(d2)(di)A''p]. Further, applying dynamic conjunction
results in 48a and finally 48b'.
(48) a. ~A.q3x3>'[farmer(x)Ad0nkey(y)A0wn(y, x)A-ibeat(Y, x)A{xld^}{y/<^2}'''il
b. A.p[-i3j:3>'[farmer(x)Adonkey(y)AOwn(y, x)A-italk(x)]''p]
In the final derivation, the propositional variable p is not in the binding domain of the
existential quantifiers, thus the static nature of implication is explained. These examples
illustrate how the static negation closes off an implication text, making the generalized
quantifiers in it inaccessible to a variable outside its syntactic scope. The negation works in
exactly the same way with disjunction. As is clear from (41), the main negation closes the

-47c is derived after several reductions and 47d is reached after applying 40.
' 48b results after we apply 35, the definition oft and 4- and finally eliminate " true.
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whole disjunction ofif, while the secondary negation blocks the dynamics of each disjunct,
thus making a disjimction both externally and internally static. The interested reader may
refer to G&S for more detailed procedure of derivation.
The above generalization, which may be regarded as the core of DMG, does leave
many cases uncovered, however. The following are some examples that G&S cite to show
that so-called tests do allow dynamic binding under certain circimistances.
(49) a. No player; leaves the room. He; stays where hej is.
b. It is not the case that John; does not own a caTk. It^ is red and itj^ is parked in front
of hisi house.
c. Every player; chooses a pawnj. He; puts it on square one
d. If a client; comes in, you don't put him; off. You offer him; a cup of coffee.
e. A professor; or an assistant professorj will attend the meeting of the university
board. She;^ will report to the faculty.
f Either there is no bathroom; here, or it; is in a funny place. In either case, it; is not
on the ground floor.
The first sentence in each of the above examples is supposed to be a test and yet it allows
an indefinite term to bind into the subsequent sentence. Confronting evidence like this.
G&S proposes extending the original DMG to include dynamic versions of the relevant
logical operators.
(50) a. Definition (Dynamic Universal Quantifier); ?.i/<I)=X.p[Vx[{x/^/}(0(p))]]
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b. Definition (Static Universal Quantifier): t4'^0=A.p[Vx[{x^(i}(<I>(''true))]A''p]
(51) a. Definition (Dynamic Negation):~0=Xp-i(ct)(p))
b. Definition (Static Negation): t>l'~0=T-i4'0
(52) a. Definition (Dynamic Implication): <I)=>v|/=~[0; ~v|/ ]
b. Definition (Static Implication): 14'CD=>v|/ =t4'~[0;~v|;]
(53) a. Dynamic Disjunction: cD or v|/ =~[~cl); ~vi/]
b. Static Disjunction: OorC>=~[t4'~<I);t>l'~<I)]
In the extended system, universal quantification, negation, implication and disjunction
are no longer inherently static. We obtain their static counterparts by taking their static
closure. In 50 through 53, T4 stands for the static closure. With two alternative definitions
for each operator, the expanded DMG has sufiBcient flexibility to characterize a much larger
range of data, including those discourses in 49.

1.2.2. Problems with the Dual Definition System
There is no doubt that the extended DMG is much more flexible than the core DMG. But
this flexibility comes with a cost for the overall structure of DMG as a theory of anaphora.
This dual definition system of DMG has to be effectively constrained such that the choice
between

the static and dynamic definitions of a particular operator should become

predictable. Otherwise, it will weaken the explanatory power of a theory based on it. An
even more serious problem is that the dynamic negation as defined in 41 is questionable
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theoretically and empirically (cf. Dekker, 1993;

Chierchia, 1995), because it entails

suspicious semantic properties which are generally unacceptable. Let us use a concrete
example to illustrate the point Suppose that Susan did not laugh and in fact she cried. This
situation is truthfully described by 54.
(54) Susan didn't laugh. She cried.
Given that 54 is true, then Susan didn't cry is necessarily false. Now by applying 41 to this
short discourse, we obtain 55a and 55b.
(55) a. Xp~3x[{x/<ii}[ Susan (di)A laugh (c^OjA^p]; cry (ci{)
b. Xq~3x[Susan (dy) A laugh (c?,) A cry (di)]A.{x/di
55b says that it is not true that Susan both laughed and cried. That Susan cried is no longer
necessarily false. This happens exactly because negation is now allowed to include the
incoming sentence in its scope.
G&S's solution to this problem is to introduce the monotonicity constraint, whereby
"the translation of each sentence which constitutes a separate step in the discourse should
denote an upward monotonic quantifier over states". This constraint does not exclude
downward monotonic sentences. It is just meant to exclude dynamic conjunctions whose
first conjunct is a downward monotonic (sub)formula. So the translation of a sequence of
sentences O and vj/ can be [<t>';v|/'] only if ' is upward monotonic. If O ' is downward
monotonic, then the translation [t4'0';v|/'] has to be used since for any formula O, tio is
upward monotonic. This static closure Ti- then deprives O of its dynamics. The same
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constraint also applies to conditionals and relative constructions. Let us see how this
constraint work on concrete examples. (In doing so, I basically follow the analysis offered
in Dekker (1993)). First, consider 49b. The translation of the first sentence (i.e.. It is not
the case that John does not have a car) has the form —<I>. In this example, the subformula
fl> (i.e., John owns a car) is upward monotonic. Since dynamic negation reverses
monotonicity, ~<1> is downward monotonic and —O is upward monotonic again. It is this
upward —O that is conjoined with v|/ (i.e.. It is red and parked in front of his house).
Although ~0 is downward monotonic, —O is not, hence the admissible conjunction [—
0;v|/]. The monotonicity constraint also correctly rules out discourses like Ic. The first
sentence in Ic (i.e.. No farmer beats a donkey) is downward monotonic. For this sentence
to conjoin with the second sentence, the static closure Tl has to be used to reverse its
monotonicity, resulting in the translation t>1'CD. This static closure blocks the dynamics of
O in the conjunction

The applicability of the monotonicity constraint seems

limited and counterexamples are easy to find.
(56) a. It is not the case that John did not have a car-,. It; is red and parked in fi-ont of his
house.
b. It is not the case that no student in this school has a carj. * It is a used one and
parked in front of his dormitory.
(57) a. It is not the case that a man jogs in this park everyday. He just walks everyday
b. It is not the case that a man jogs in this park everyday. *He likes to work out
in the morning.
(58) a. No farmer beats a donkey. He does not kick it either.
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b. No farmer beats a donkey. *He likes it.
By analogy to G&S's analyses, in both 56a and 56b, the first sentences are upward
monotonic. Such being the case, we will expect the intersentential binding to be possible in
both cases. However, although a car in 56a can bind it in the subsequent sentence, neither
no student nor a car in 56b is not allowed to antecede a pronominal in the subsequent
sentence. 57 and 58 illustrate the same problem but from a slightly different perspective. In
all these examples,

the first

sentence, translated as -O, is downward monotonic.

consequently thas to be used to reverse the monotonicity of ~0. But this deprives ~<I> of
its dynamics. On this analysis, we expect none of these examples to allow dynamic binding.
But the fact is although 57b and 58b do not allow dynamic binding, 57a and 58a do.
The problem demonstrated

by the above examples does not go unnoticed by G&S

themselves. To account for the intersentential pronominalization in the discourse like 58a
G&S propose 59 as an alternative interpretation of the determiner no.
(59) XPXQIn 59, ~t>l'~Q(tcO is downward monotonic and so is the conjunction [P(Td);~t4'~Q(Ti/)]As this downward monotonic conjunction is within the scope of the main negation, the
whole expression is upward monotonic again. But this proposal is no solution to the
problem, because it does not say when this particular definition of no should be used.
Moreover, since (59) is specially proposed for the determiner no, it does not offer any

explanation for the failure of the monotonicity constraint in examples like 56b or 57b,
which do not involve the determiner no.

1.2.3. Discourse Effect on Scope of Negation
In this section and the one that follows, I am going to propose an alternative
approach to the linguistic data which motivates the introduction of the dual definition
system. The key element of my proposal is that of contextualized translation, by which a
linguistic expression like no, not, every, if...then and either...or receives one of the two
alternative interpretations which differ in terms of negation scope. But which interpretation
to choose depends on the discourse context in which the sentence containing a particular
expression is embedded. In other words, the discourse relation will determine to a
significant extent how a logical expression will be translated. Once such an expression is
correctly translated, the core DMG can take care of the rest, thus reducing the dual
definition system to the core DMG. Let us look at the first sentence in 58a and 58b. The
sentence may be translated either as 60a or as 60b.
(60) a.

- c/2 [fanner (i/,); donkey {d^-, -beat

<^i)]

b. ~ di djifajmexidx)-, donkey (J2); beat {di, d{)]
60a and 60b are equivalent truth-conditionally, but there is some difference as far as
their context change potential is concerned. In 60a, the universal quantifier takes wider
scope over negation while in 60b, the existential quantifier is within the scope of negation.
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It is this distinction in tenns of negation scope that is responsible for the behaviors of a
sentence as CCP. So the dynamics of an indefinite term is determined by the scope relation
between its quantifier and negation. This idea is expressed in 61.
(4) Dynamic Binding Hypothesis
A generalized quantifier a can't dynamically bind a variable (3 if a is within the
scope of a negation which separates a from (3.
One of the implications of 61 is that a generalized quantifier, whether it is existential or
universal, is inherently dynamic. This is one major difiference from the core DMG, which
assimies that the universal quantifier is inherently static.
Although the notion of negation scope is invoked in DMG, it is not well defined. In
DMG, a sentence with a negation expression is uniformly referred to as a negated
sentence, which is notationally represented as ~0. The term negated sentence used in this
way obliterates the fact that a sentence with a negation expression in it may have two
possible interpretations. On one interpretation, as with 60a, the negation takes wide scope
over the quantifier. I will refer to this as external negation. On the other, as with 60b. the
negation is within the scope of the quantifier. I will call this internal negation. However, as
was shown by 56 through 58, the scope of negation for a particular linguistic expression is
not always clear from the S-structure position of this expression. Whether a negation
expression such as no or not should be treated externally or

internally

is crucially

determined by the discourse relation. Tentatively, a negation expression will be interpreted
as internal negation when two adjacent sentencesO and cp in a minimal discourse segment
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K, are semanticaily contrastive, a situation tiiat we denote by (Ctr«I), ([» . In 58a, for
instance, the semantic (or lexical) contrast is between beat and kick. Yet this kind of
semantic contrast does not exist in 58b. Consequently, no in 58b is assigned a narrow
scope. The discourse effect on the translation of logical expressions can be captured by
means of contextualized translation. Take no and it is not the case for instance.
(64) Contextualized Translation of no
a.

d[P(d)->~Q(d)] if no is contained in O and Ctr<cI),i|/>; else

b. AP>.Q~6d[P(d);Q(d)]
(65) Contextualized Translation of It is not the easelnot^^
a.

ad [P(d)->~Q(d)] if the negation expression is contained in O and
Ctr<0,v|/>; else

b. A.P?LQ~ad[P(d);Q(d)]
64a or 65a is chosen if, as required by the conditional clause, O and

form a discourse

characterized by semantic contrast (Ctr). 64b and 65b are the default translation of no. In
58, only 58a qualifies as a discourse of contrast. Consequently, no in 58a should be
translated in the form of 64a whereas wo in 58b can only be assigned default translation.
The resulting translation are exactly 60a and 60b respectively. Similarly, in 57, only 57a
is a case of contrastive discourse. Accordingly, the negation expression it is not the case
in 57a should be interpreted as internal negation (as in 66a), while that in 57b the same

'"a is a variable ranging over both universal and existential quantifiers.
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expression is interpreted as external (as 66b)''.
(66) a.

[man {d); -jog-in-the-park-everyday ((i)]

b. ~&</[man (cO; jog-in-the-park-everyday (d)]
Contextualized translation of other logical expressions such as every, if...then, either...
or, crucially depends on the notion of Continuity, a canonical discourse relation.
(67) Definition of Continuity
In a discourse segment K, K=<0, v(/>. Continuity holds between 0 and vj; if
a. O is a more general statement and \|/ is a more specific statement on the same
topic as O;
b. O and vj/ are stmcturally parallel and lexically comparable'^ to each other; or

"56a seems to pose a problem for 65. To account for the intended reading for 56a and 56b, we need
to translate them as 1 and 2 below respectively..
(1)
(2)

"dx t::c/2[John (rf,);car(</T);-~have [A, <^i]]
—i•d^
[student (^/,);car(A); have (rf,, </i)]

2 needs little comments but 1 does require some explanation. It is not hard to see that there is no
semantic contrast between the first and second sentences in 56a. Nonetheless, the negation
expressions (// is not the case and not)m the first sentence are still interpreted as internal negation. I
will argue, however, 56a is not a legitimate counterexample to my proposal. As Chierchia (1991)
points out, cases like 56b "are not directly analyzable as in terms of the kind of binding we are
studying here, but could be fairly straightforwardly be analyzed as E-type pronouns". Another
possible explanation is that what the NP a car denotes is a specific and unique referent and the
sentence should be interpreted as ITtere is a car x such that it is not the case that John does not
have X. On this interpretation, the existential quantifier should take wide scope over both negations.
12. An informal diagnostic for lexical comparability of predicates x and^' is to conjoin them in a answer to a
simple WH question whose predicate is a superordinate of x If y can fit into the answer, then we may
consider or and y as lexically comparable.
1. What do you do to the donkey every morning?
a. I feed it and/but don't
it .
b. I beat it and/but don't
it.
2. How do you feel about your donkey?
a. I hate it and/ but don't
it
b. I like it and' but don't
it
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c. O and \|/ denote a succession of episodes in an event and the episode denoted by
temporally precedes the episode denoted by
The three types of Cont(inuity) described by Clauses a, b and c may be notationally
represented as

cp&xj; and 0>v|/ respectively. On the basis of 67, evety or each may

be translated as follows.
(68) Contextualized Translation of eveiy/feoc/r:
a. AJl[APXQ

->Q(<^i)]5 R(<^i)] if every/each is in O and Cont<0;vj/>;or

b. XR[?J>A.Q~^^i[P(c/i);~Q(^/i)];RW)]
In 68a, the universal quantifier is not closed off by negation and therefore it can bind a
variable in R(<^i). In contrast, the existential quantifier in 68b is within the scope of the
main negation, which also separates it firom

thus making the dynamic binding

impossible. Now let us apply (68) to some concrete examples.
(69) a. Each candidatcj for the space mission meets all our requirements. He; has a Ph.D.
in astrophysics and extensive prior flight experience.
b. Every participant; is required to take HIV test. Hej also needs to take the drug
test.
c. Each candidate; walked up to the stage. He; took his diploma from the Dean and
returned to hiSj seat.
69a, b and c are cases of Oovj/, O&vj/, and

respectively. Since they all meet the

Continuity condition as specified in 50a, each or every in all these examples are translated
in
In the answers to the first question, we may fill the blank with action verbs like groom, kiss, walk salute and
ride, etc., but not psyche verbs like hate, like and respect. In the answers to the second question, the blank can
be filled only with the above psyche verbs but not those action verbs.
When Continuity holds between <I> and v|/, we may say that <S> is Continued by v or *(/ is Continuation of C».
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the form of 68a. In contrast, every/each in 70 should be translated according to 68b because
none of these examples satisfies the Continuity condition.
(70) a. Every candidate] for the space mission meets our requirement. *Hej has already
been interviewed by the Project Director.
b. Every participants is required to take an HTV test. *Hej is worried about it..
c. Every candidate; walked up to the stage. * HCj did not like the Dean sitting there.
Take Every participant has to take an HIV test for example. As the first sentence in 69b. it
is translated as 71a and as the first sentence in 60b, it is translated as 71b.
(71) a.
b.

i/2[[''^participant((i,); tHTV test (i^j-^ttake (d2, d\)]
: <^2['''p^cipant(c/i); THTV test

-ttake {d2,

)]

It is quite evident that while the universal quantifier in 71a can bind a variable in the
subsequent sentence, the existential quantifier in 71b can not. Along the same line of
analysis, implication may be translated either as 72a or 72b, depending on whether
Continuity condition can be satisfied.
(72) Contextualized Translation of

then v|/. Y

a. ct)=>[v|;;Y ] if Cont < V |/,Y>; else
b. ~[0;~v|/];Y

72 offers a semantic characterization of the grammatical contrast between 73a on one hand
and 73b and 73c on the other.
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(73) a. If a farmer owns a donkey, he beats it all the time. *He hates it.
b. If a farmer owns a donkey, he hates it. He beats it all the time.
c. If a farmer owns a donkey, he uses it to carry heavy burdens. He rides it to the
market.

Of these three examples 73b is a case of Oov|; and 73c is an instance of cD&vi/. But
40a does not satisfy the Continuity condition. Consequently, if... (then) in 73b and 73c
should be translated according to 72a \^ereas the same expression in 73a is to be translated
in the form of 72b. 74a and 74b are translations of 73a and 73b respectively.
(74) a. ~[&i/i5£/2[[tfarmer(i/i); tdonkey(i/2); town (d2, d{)\, ~ tbeat {d2,d\)\,
\^Xe{d2,d\)
b. [ "-dx £<i2[tfarmer(i/i); Tdonkey {d-^\ town(i/2'<^i)]]=> [thate[i/2,^^i);
tbeat idiA)]]
In 74a, the whole implication is within the scope of negation, hence neither 'Wj nor -d^ can
bind any variable in the subsequent sentence. As for 74b, application of 40 turns it into 75.
(75) ~[ -i/i' -i/2[tfarmer(<i[);tdonkey (c/2);town(£/2,^^i)]; ~[thate {dj, i/,));tbeat(<i2,^/i)]]
Although the main negation in 75 takes scope over everything else in the formula, it does
not cut off the existential quantifiers firom the second conjunct, hence the both existential
quantifiers can bind variables in the subsequent sentence.
Like universal quantification and implication, disjunction may be interpreted in two
ways.
(76) Contextualized Translation of O or \j/; Y

a. ~[ ~[0;Y];~[vj/;Y]] if Cont«I),Y> and Cont<n/,Y>; else
b.~[~ct;~v|;];Y
The Continuity condition in 74 requires that Continuity hold between each of the disjuncts
(i.e.,0 and v|;) and the subsequent sentence Y, which also presupposes that a variable in Y
has a potential antecedent in both O and vj/. Compare 77a with 77b, for instance.
(77) a. Either John is making cofiFee or Mary went out to get a coke. It is sugar free,
b. Either John is home or Mary went out to get a coke. *It is sugar free.
(78) a. [John is making tea. It is sugar free] or [ Mary went out to get a coke.
It is sugar free]
b. [John is home. *It is sugar free] or [Mary went out to get a coke. It is sugar free]
To test whether 77a and 77b satisfy the Continuity condition, we first regroup them as in
78. In 78a, both disjuncts are cases of Ooxj;. Besides, the pronominal it has a potential
antecedent in both O (i.e., John is making coffee) and vj; (i.e., Mary went out to get a
coke). In 78b, however, Y (i.e.. It is sugar free) is not a Continuation of O (i.e., John is at
home). Besides, the pronominal // in Y

does not have a potential antecedent in O.

Accordingly, we apply 76a to 77a and 76b to 77b and the results are 79a and 79b.
(79) a. -[-['-dx'dj [tjohn id{) tcoffee
tmake {d^, d^y, T sugar-free (i^]];
~['d-i ^^d^ [tMary (<^3); tcoke(c/4); Twent-out-get (d^, d-^)-, tsugar-free (c^,)]]]
b. ~[~[;'(ii [tJohn {d{)-, Thome (<ii)]]; -'^- d^ [Mary id^)',^ coke {d-^)-,
Twent-out-to-get {d^, ^/i)]]; tsugar-free(i/3)
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The translations in 79 correctly characterize the observed contrast in dynamics
between 77a and 77b. However, although 76 makes correct prediction about intersentential
binding between a disjunction and its continuation, it does not say anything about intemally
dynamic disjunctions in the following examples..
(80) a. Either a maidj is making coffeej or she; is preparing tea^.

is sugar free.

b. A student) can take an exam or he; can make a presentation. Either way, he; has
to prepare carefully.
Given that O or v|/;Y = ~[~[cD;T]; ~[v(/;Y]], the internal dynamics seems imexpected because
O is apparently within the scope of a negation which separates it from \\f. I argue, however,
that this problem arises from some confiision over the internal structure of the disjunction. It
is noted by G&S that these intemally dynamic disjunctions are reanalyzable as implications.
The disjunctions in 80a and 80b may be paraphrased as 81a and 81b.
(81) a. If a maid is not making coffee, then she is preparing tea.
b. If a student does not take an exam, then he will have to make a presentation.
To preserve the meaning of 80a and 80b, negation is introduced in the implications in 81.
But interestingly, the negation introduced is not allowed to take wide scope

in the

implications, as shown in 82.
(82) a. *If no maidj is making coffeCj, then shej is making tea^..
b. *If no studentj take an exam, he; will have to make a presentation.
This suggests that 81a and 81b should be interpreted as 83a and 83b, with the quantifier
taking scope over the negation.
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(83) a. For x, x is a maid, if x is not making coffee, then x is preparing tea.
b. For all X , X is a student, if x does not take a exam, it has to make a presentation.
For the same reason, 80a and 80b should be interpreted as 84a and 84b.
(84) a. For x, x is a maid, it is not true that x is not making coffee AND x is not
preparing tea.]
b. For all X , X is a student, it is not true that x does not have to take an exam AND x
does not have to make a presentation.
On the basis of the above evidence, I propose the following translation for the internal
structure of disjunction.
(85) Translation for the Internally Dynamic Disjunction
a. at/i[P(^i);QW)] or [R(^/i)]= cu/i[P(^/i);[Q(^i) or R(^j)]]=
~[[~Q(^i)];
~[R(^/i)]] if cu/i [P(^/i); Q(^/i)]
[RW)]= "4 [P(^^i); ~Q(c/i)=>R(^^i)]
b. admdd\ Q {d-d] or [R(c?i)]; [Sm = a^/i[P(rfi); [Q(^/i); S(rfi)] or [R(c/i);
S{dd]] = ad-mdd; [-HQidO; Sidd]; ~[R(^i); 8(^/0]]] if both 88a and 89a apply.
According to 85, 80a and 80b are translated as 86a and 86b respectively.
(86) a. •i/,[[[tmaid(i/,)]; ~[~ •J2['I'cofifee(i/2);tmake(i/2,i^i);tsugar-free(i/2)];
~ -£/3[ttea(rfj); t prepare(rf3,i/[); tsugar-free(i/3)]]]
b. Hi/i[[[Tstudent (i^i)];~H"<^2 [1"exam(i/2)5 ttake(i/2'^i); 'I' prepare carefully (<5^,)];
-[• ^3 [tpaper(i/3); t write (d^, d^); tpreparecarefully(i/i)]]]

As : di in 86a (or • •d{) takes scope over all the negations, it can dynamically bind any
appropriate variable in the entire formula.
To conclude. As a theory of dynamic semantics such as DMG is essentizilly concemed
with the distribution and reference of intersentential anaphors, it should be no surprise that
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such a theory should study how discourse interact with other aspects of grammar. A most
convincing case is the treatment of negation. It is generally agreed that the distribution of
intersentential anaphors is inextricably involved with scope of negation. But we are unable
to determine the scope of a particular negation without considering the effect of discourse
relation. Therefore, any theory of intersentential anaphora, whether it is compositional or
representational, should incorporate discourse as an essential component. The
contextualized translation proposed in this paper ofifers a way to introduce this discourse
component into a compositional theory of anaphora based on the core DMG.
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CHAPTER 2: REFLEXIVES
2.0. Introduction
It wouldn't be too much of an exaggeration to say that Chinese has become known to
most contemporary syntacticians through the discussion of reflexives. The enthusiasm
about reflexives in Chinese arises from the fact that their observed behaviors do not fit
neatly into the framework of Chomsky's famous Binding Theory (Chomsky 1981), one
of the core subtheories of the GB syntax. Numerous proposals have been advanced to
tackle those 'misbehaved' reflexives in the GB framework,

but none of them gives a

satisfactory account of the full range of linguistic facts about the distribution of reflexives
in Chinese. This is not surprising. As 1 will argue, the distribution of reflexives, like that
of pronominals, is not solely determined by syntactic factors. It is subject to constraints
of different modules. In this Chapter I will try to provide an account of the distribution of
reflexives in terms of structural prominence and discourse relations.
In the GB literature, two types of reflexives are distinguished in Chinese: the
morphological simplex 'zi/i' and the morphological complex 'pronominal + ziji'- Both
simplex and complex reflexives in Chinese can only be coreferential with an animate
NP. It is generally agreed that while

ziji can be used both locally and globally, the

morphologically complex reflexive can only be used locally, very much like the
reflexives in English. As ziji displays most interesting differences from the reflexives in
English, it will be the focus of my discussion in this chapter.
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2.1. Syntactic Approaches to the Lone Distance Reflexives
On the basis of evidence from English and possibly a small number of European
languages, Chomsky (1981) advances the famous Binding Theory as a crucial part of his
theory of Universal Grammar.
(1) Binding Theory:
a. An anaphor is bound in its governing category.
b. A pronominal is free in its governing category.
c. An R-expression is free.
An element is 'bound' if it is c-commanded by and coindexed with an element in
argument position. An anaphor is defined as a category that lacks independent reference
and that includes reflexive and reciprocals. As I am mainly concemed with reflexives
and as I have been using the term anaphor in a much broader sense, I will use the term
reflexive in place of the Chomskyan anaphor. The following are the definitions of some
related notions:
(2) Governing Category
a is the governing category (or GC) for p iff a is a minimal NP or S
containing p and a governor of P, and a SUBJECT accessible to p'''.
(3) AGR is coindexed with the NP it governs.
(4) Accessibility
The SUBJECT is accessible to p iff both (a) and (b):

'•* Chomsky (1981) introduces the notion SUBJECT, which includes standard subject and Agreement
(ARC).
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a. it c-commands P, and
b. it does not bear the same index as the category properly containing p.
The main purpose of introducing Accessibility conditions is to account for the
grammaticality between sentences like 5a on one hand and 5b on the other.
(5) a. * The men think [that [each other Agr be intelligent]]
b. The men think [that [[pictures of each other] Agr will be on sale]]
In 5a, the lower S is GC for each other as all the conditions specified in 2 through 4 are
met. The most important thing to note is that in this lower S, Agr is the governor as well
as the accessible SUBJECT to each other because it c-commands each other, but does
not bear the same index as the category properly containing each other (though it bears
the same index as each other per se). Under such analysis, each other in 5a is not bound
in its GV, hence a Condition A violation. In 5b, however, Agr is coindexed with the
category that properly contains each other (namely the picture of each other). Since
there is no SUBJECT in the lower clause that is accessible to each other, GC has to be
extended to the matrix clause. The net effect of this is that Agr in the matrix clause
becomes the accessible SUBJECT for each other. As is clear from discussions by
Chomsky (1981) and Lasnik (1988), the complicated notion of SUBJECT is intended to
rule out sentences like 5a, where a reflexive expression alone is used as the subject.
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However, the SUBJECT hypothesis does not seem to offer much help when Condition
A is applied to Chinese data. Even with the help of the notion of SUBJECT, we still can
not explain away such counterexamples as follows.
(6) a. Zhangsan renwei ta/ziji meiyong.
Zhangsan; think self; useless.
Zhangsan; thinks that hej is useless.
b. Zhangsan zhidao Lisi renwei Wangwu dui ziji mei you xinxin.
Zhangsanj know Lisij think Wangwui^ to self^/k not have confidence
Zhangsan-, knows that Lisij thinks that WangwUk has no confidence in
himi/himj/himselfk
c. Zhangsan qipian le ta / ziji zui xihuan de nuren.
Zhangsan j cheat LE hCj /selfi most like DE woman
Zhangsan; cheated the women he likes most.
In 6a, ziji is the subject of the most deeply embedding clause. It has two potential
antecedents, i.e., Lisi ( the intermediate subject) and Zhangsan ( the matrix subject),
which both lie beyond the GC as defined above. In 6b, ziji can be bound by the
embedded, the intermediate or the matrix subject. When bound to Lisi or Zhangsan, ziji
can be replaced with ta. In 6c, ziji can be bound either by the head NP for the relative
clause or the matrix subject. According to the Binding Theory, pronominals and
reflexives should have complementary distribution. But as all these sentences show that
pronominals and reflexives may overlap in their distribution. The data like 6a to 6c casts
serious doubts on the validity of Condition A of the Binding Theory. To accommodate
these data within the framework of the Binding Theory, GB syntacticians have come up
with various proposals along different lines of reasoning. The most popular strategy is to
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modify Condition A by expanding GC. Representing this approach are Huang (1983) and
Manzini

Wexler (1987).

Huang (1984) first of all sets out to parameterize the definition of SUBJECT. He
argues that since

there is no Agreement in Chinese, only the real subject of an NP or

an S can count as the SUBJECT. By this parameterized definition of SUBJECT, the GC
for dji in (6a) is not the most deeply embedded clause, but the next higher clause. But
one unwelcome consequence of this new definition is that the pronominal ta in (6a) will
get bound in its GC, hence a violation of Condition B. To remedy this problem, Huang
modifies the Definition of GC fiirther to the effect that the presence of an accessible
SUBJECT is relevant only to a reflexive. 7 and 8 are definitions proposed in Huang
(1984).
(7) Binding Theory
a. An anaphor is bound in its lowest governing category with an accessible
SUBJECT.
b. A pronominal is firee in its governing category
c. An R-expression must be free.
(8) Governing Category
a is a governing category for p iff a is the minimal category containing P and a
SUBJECT, which must be accessible to P if p is a reflexive.
By 7 and 8, the most deeply embedded clause is not the GC for ziji because there is no
accessible SUBJECT in it. But it is the GC for the pronominal ta because the GC for a
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pronominal does not require an accessible SUBJECT. Consequently, ta is free in its GC
and xiji is bound in its GC.
However, when applied to 6b and 6c, Huang's proposal has great difficulty
accounting for the occurrences of ziji in these sentences. By (7) and (8), the GC for ziji
in (6b) should only be the most deeply embedded clause with the lowest subject as the
accessible SUBJECT. But the fact is the intermediate and matrix subject are both
possible antecedents for ziji • A similar problem exists for (6c), where by (7) and (8) the
GC should be the relative clause only.
Manzini & Wexler (1987) (also cf Wexler & Manzini 1987) approach the issue in a
similar fashion by parameterizing the notion of GC in the following way:
(9) Manzini and Wexler's Lexical Parameterization Hypothesis
Y is a GC for a if and only if y is the minimal category that contains a, a governor
for a and one of the following grammatical components: an Infl, a Tense, a
'referential' Tense, a 'root' tense, and, if a is Anaphoric, a subject p, a^^p.
For a Anaphoric, the subject p, p^^a, of y, and of every category dominating a
but not y, is accessible to a.
The above list represents a parametric options from specific languages to choose .
For example, the GC for the reflexives in English is determined by (e); that for se in
Italian, by (a); that for hann in Icelandic, by (b); that for sig in Icelandic, by (c); and that
for ziji in Chinese, zibun in Japanese and caki in Korean, by (d).
M&W's rather radical modification of the Binding Theory provokes criticism even
among those working within the GB framework (Hermon 1992, Safir 1987, and Sung
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1990). Their criticism is focused on its internal inadequacy as a model of first language
acquisition. As we could tell from the list above,

the definition of GC has to be

parameterized not only for different languages, but also for different types of reflexives
and pronominals in different languages, In this sense, their parameterization is really no
more than an enumeration of observed facts and the list may grow as new facts are
poured in.. Thus M&W's proposal does not offer a principled account of reflexive as part
ofUG.
M&W's theory is also empirically inadequate. First, it does not predict the fact that
the LD reflexive uji can't be object bound but the local reflexive pronominal+z/// can.
(10) Wangwu shuo Zhangsan zengsong gei Lisi yipian giianyu ziji de wenzhang
WangwUj say Zhangsanj give
to Lisik one about selfj^/^. DE article
Wangwu; says that Zhangsanj gave an article about himj/himselfj to Lisi.
In 10, ziji can take either the lowest subject or the matrix subject as its antecedent, but it
can't be interpreted as coreferential with Lisi , the object of the embedded clause. If we
replace ziji with ta ziji, then ta ziji can take either Zhangsan or Lisi as its antecedent.
Does this mean that we also have to add another dimension (i.e.., [± Object Orientation])
to M&W's parameterization hypothesis?

Second, it does not predict the so called

Maximality phenomenon (cf Y. Huang (1994)), viz. the fact that

the intermediate

subject is less preferred as a potential antecedent for the LD reflexive. In (6b) for
example, the subject of the most deeply embedded clause and the matrix subject are the
most likely antecedents for vji while the subject of the intervening clause is much less
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likely. M&W do not say anything about this contrast. Third, as M&W's proposal still
uses the GB notions of binding and GC, it can't account for those cases where the
reflexive is anaphorically linked to a non-commanding NP or simply to an NP in the
preceding sentence.
(11) a. (due to Tang (1989))
Zhangsan de jiaoao hai le ziji
Zhangsan DE pride hurt LE self
Zhangsan was hurt by his own pride.
b. Zhangsan xie de shu jing chuipeng ziji
Zhangsan write DE book utterly praise self
Zhangsan lavishly praised himself in the book he wrote.
c. Zai Zhangsan de huiyilu li, ziji zhong shi hao ren, bieren duo shi huai dan.
at Zhangsan DE memoir in, self always is good man, others all are bad eggs
In Zhangsan's memoir, he is always the good guy and others, bad guys.
(12) a. Zhangsan zheng daomei
Zhangsan very unlucky
Zhangsan was very unlucky.
Laopo sheng le bing.
wife become LE ill.
His wife fell sick
Ziji you bei che zhuang le.
Self also PAS car hit le
He was hit by a car.
b. (Due to Huang (1984))
A: Jingli pai mei pai ren lai?
manager send not send man come.
Did the manager send anyone over?
B: Mei. Ziji ye mei lai.
no. self also not come
No. He himself did not come either.
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In all the sentences in (11), Zhangsan is the intended antecedent. Yet in none of those
sentences, does Zhangsan c-command ziJL Take 11a for example. As the following
diagram shows, Zhangsan can't possibly c-command ziji by any known version of ccommand.
(13) (See Appendix for Chapter 2)
In (12a) and (12b), the notion of command is not relevant at all since in both cases, ziji
is discourse bound. Evidence like this makes it very clear that any efforts to save
Condition A just by expanding GC will not succeed.
An alternative approach to the long distance reflexives is to resort to movement of
various sorts.. The most recent work representing this approach is Cole & Sung (1994).
They argue that the morphological simplex reflexive has to undergo head to head
movement at LF, just like an operator, for the purpose of feature checking. According to
the Barriers framework (Chomsky 1986) and the work on head movement by Chomsky
(1990), Police (1989), and others, X° elements can adjoin X° positions and

can

adjoin X""" positions. Assuming that the morphological simplex ziji in Chinese is X°
and the morphological complex like taziji is X""^, they argue that all apparent LD
reflexives involve head movement from Infl to Infl. (14) is given as an illustration of the
point.
(14) a. Zhangsan renwei Lisi zhidao Wangwu xihuan ziji
Zhangsanj think Lisij know Wangwu^ like selfj^/k
Zhangsanj thinks that Lisij knows that Wangwu^ likes him; /himj /himelf^
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b. (See Appendix for Chapter 2)
All the movements shown in the diagram are licit in that none of them crosses any barrier
in the sense of Chomsky (1986\ Let us leave other movement steps aside and focus on
the adjunction of the reflexive to I in each clause. When ziji adjoins to I3, it comes into
the GC with Wangwu as the accessible SUBJECT. In this way, uji

can be bound by

Wangwu. Similarly, as ziji continues to move up, it will adjoin I2 and Ij , thus making
Lisi and Zhangsan as its potential antecedents too. Which of these potential antecedents
will be chosen as the actual one depends on where the movement terminates. For
example, if it terminates at I2, it will be boimd by Lisi. If it moves up all the way to
adjoin to I], then it will take Zhangsan as its binder. It is claimed that the head to head
movement theory also provides explanation for two important facts about the

LD

reflexive ziji, viz., the subject orientation and the blocking effect.
The LD reflexive in Chinese is said to be subject oriented mainly because, as we see
in (10), it can't be anaphorically linked to the object. According to the analysis by Cole
& Sung, the subject orientation of ziji is predicted by the head to head movement. The
LF movement for (10) is shown as in (15).
(15) (See Appendix for Chapter 2)
In (14) ziji moves out of NP and adjoins V and then I of the embedded clause. Now ccommanded by Zhangsan in the GC, ziji can be interpreted as bound by Zhangsan. If it
further moves up and adjoins I in the matrix clause, it will get bound by Wangwu. By
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Stipulating that the movement can't terminate under VP, the movement seems capable of
explaining whyz/y/ can't possibly be bound by

As further evidence that the subject orientation is a necessary consequence of head to
head movement, Cole & Sung turn to the distribution of morphological simplex
reflexive propria in Italian.
(16)a. Giannij ha ricondotto Mariaj alia propriaj^j famiglia.
Giaimi has returned Maria to the self family
Gianni brought back Maria to her/his own family.
b. Giannij ha convinto Osvaldoj del fatto che la propria}^, casa
Giajoni has convinced Osvaldo of the fact that the self house
e la piu
bella del paese
is the most beautiful of the village
Gianni convinced Osvaldo that his own house is the nicest in the village.
In 16a, the GC of propria contains two NPs (Gianni and Maria), both of which can be
potential antecedents for the reflexive propria , thus no movement is required in the
derivation. In 16b, however,/jropr/a has no potential antecedent in its GC. As a result, it
adjoins first to its own I and subsequently to the matrix I, as shown in (17).
(17) (See Appendix for Chapter 2)
Again by the very nature of head to head movement, propria can only be c-commanded
by the subject. However, if we look at (10) more closely, we may wonder why ziji in that
sentence has to move as it has a potential antecedent (Zhangsan) available in its GC. If
it does not have to move, why by analogy to (14), can't ziji be anaphorically linked to the
object of the embedded clause.

Cole & Sung's answer is that the LF movement of a
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morphologically simple reflexive to adjoin I is obligatory in Chinese regardless of the
availability of a potential antecedent in the base generated GC of the reflexive.
The movement theory by Cole & Sung is supposedly capable of explaining several
puzzles about long distance reflexivization. One of such puzzles is the so-called blocking
effect.

The blocking effect refers to the fact that the anaphoric link of an LD reflexive

is interrupted by a change in the person agreement in sentences like the following.
(18) a. Zhangsanj zhidao woj renwei Wangwu^ xihuan zijij.yj/k
Zhangsan know 1 think Wangwu like self
Zhangsan knows that I think that Wangwu likes him*/me/himself.
b. Zhangsan; renwei nij xihuan zijij.yj de qizi
Zhangsan think you like self DE wife
Zhangsan thinks that you like his*/your wife.
c.. Ni zhidao Zhangsan zhongshi renwei Lisi bu xiangxin ziji.
youj know Zhangsanj always think Lisi ^ not trust self
You know that Zhangsan always thinks that Lisi does not trust him/himself
In both (18a) and (18b), only the subject of the lowest clause can be interpreted as
antecedent for ziji. In (18c), both the intermediate and lowest subject can be potential
antecedents. In all the previous examples, it is shown that the LD reflexive can extend its
anaphoric link far beyond the most deeply embedded clause that contains it But in (18a)
- (c), this anaphoric links is interrupted by a change in person on any one of the subjects.
Cole & Sung attribute this interruption of anaphoric link to the disagreement in

(j)

features. But interestingly, this blocking effect does not exist in some other languages
which allow LD reflexives, such as Italian and Icelandic. In Italian, for instance, the
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blocking effect does not seem to apply.
(19) Gianni; suppone che tUj sia inamorato della propria;^ moglie
Gianni suppose that you are in love with self wife
Gianni supposes that you are in love with his/your wife
To account for this cross-linguistic difference, Cole & Sung propose a set of Feature
Percolation Principles (FPPs), based on Kang (1988)'s work in GPSG.
(20) The Feature Percolation Principles
a. The features of the mother node and the features of the daughter nodes will
be identical.
b. If the features of the daughter nodes conflict, the mother node will have the
features of the head node.
It is assimied that although langiiages differ with regard to whether I manifests person
features, all languages have a rule of 'subject-verb agreement" that specifiers of IP and 1
must be non-distinct with respect to ((> features. Because Chinese (in contrast to Italian )
lacks a base generated person feature on I, in Chinese spec-head (i.e., subject -verb)
agreement is basically vacuous. In contrast, in Italian I is base-generated with person
features, so spec-head agreement plays a major role in determining the grammaticality of
sentences. It further assumes that the LD reflexive starts out with a foot feature [Refl].
which has [+3] as its value. Let us use 18a as an example. First, the reflexive ziji adjoins
to I3 (i.e., I of the lowest clause)'^ Since I has no base-generated (j) featiires, the feature
[+3] of the reflexive is percolated to I3. As Spec IP3 (i.e., the subject NP of the lowest

According to Cole & Sung, it adjoins to VP first and then moves up to I. But for the sake of simplicity',
let us ignore VP adjunction and the possible barrier violation that may be involved.
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clause) has the same ^ features as I3, it can serve as the antecedent for zijL When ziji
adjoins to I2 (i.e.., I of the intermediate clause ), the feature [+3] is percolated to I2.
However, as Spec IP2 is marked [+1], a feature conflict results, thus blocking the
anaphoric link between ^ji and the intermediate subject and prohibiting the further
movement of ziji.
In contrast, I in Italian bears base generated (j) features. In (19) for instance, I2 (or I of
the embedded clause) is [+2]. When the reflexive percolates [+3] of the reflexive to I2,
there is a conflict between the daughters of the higher I node. As a result, the feattire of
the head ([+2]) is percolated to the mother node . Thus the higher I is [+2] and agrees
with the subject of the clause. In other words, in Italian, the base generated (j) features on
I will come to rescue when there is a feature conflict between the reflexive and Spec IP.
But in Chinese, there is no such escape route. If there is feature clash between the
reflexive and Spec IP, then the whole sentence collapses.
Interesting as it is. Cole & Sung's analysis has similar empirical problems to M&W's
Lexical Parameterization Hypothesis. First, it can't explain the maximality effect since
the actual antecedent for uji is solely determined by where the movement terminates. If it
terminates under I of the intermediate clause, then the intermediate should be the
antecedent. Secondly, Cole &Sung claim that one of the advantages of their analysis is
the subject orientation of ziji is accounted for by the very nature of head to head
movement. However, as we saw in (11c), ziji can be anaphorically linked to an NP within
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an adverbial PP. This is a problematic case for the head to head movement theory.
Thirdly, it is not clear how the head to head movement analysis can account for the
sentences like (11a) and (lib), where the reflexive is anteceded by a non-c-commanding
NP embedded within the subject NP. Fourthly, Cole & Sung's analysis, like any
movement theory, is totally irrelevant to the distribution of intersentential reflexives as in
(12a) and (12b). Finally, what Cole & Sung have to say about the blocking effect does
not go unquestioned. A question that comes immediately into my mind is whether the
notion of feature compatibility also applies to other 0 features such as gender and
number. If it does, then how can we explain the use of ziji in (21).
(21) Zhangsauj zhidao tade jiemeij men jinchang tanlun zijij^j de haizi.
Zhangsan know his sister PL often talk self DE children
Zhangsan knows that his sisters often talk about his/their children..
If ziji is marked [+Pl][+Fem], there will be a feature clash when these features are
percolated onto I of the matrix clause, thus wrongly excluding Zhangsan as a possible
antecedent. If it is marked [+Sg] [Male], then the embedded subject NP will have to be
ruled out as a possible antecedent. One explanation may be that the reflexive ziji starts out
just marked for person and feature checking is only concerned about person. We would
then expect ziji in (22) to refer to both wo (I) and women (we). But this is
certainly not true.
(22) Woj renwei womenj yinggai yong ziji^g de qian
I think
we
should use self s money
I think
we should use our own money
The inadequacies with the aforementioned syntactic approaches, in my opinion, are not
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really surprising because the Binding Theory is meant to deal with only the syntactically
bound reflexives while the range of data we have just discussed involve much more than
syntactic binding. Such being the case, we should try to tackle the issue of the long
distance reflexivization from a different perspective.

2.2. A Non-Svntactic Binding Approach to Exempt Reflexives
Toward the end of the last section we concluded that reflexivization in Chinese (and
probably in any language) is not a purely syntactic phenomenon and therefore can't be
successfully accoimted for in syntactic terms only. So in the second part of this chapter. I
am going to propose a theory of reflexives in Chinese which centers around the notion of
structural prominence. As will become clear as the discussion unfolds, the definition of
structural prominence involves not only syntactic notions such as c-command and
argument structure, but also notions like discourse topic and discourse relation. But a
slightly expanded inventory of terms in which our theory of reflexives is to be expounded
should not be equated with a more complicated model of language acquisition. This is
because the notions like discourse topic and discourse relation are a crucial part of any
competent speaker's knowledge of language and therefore they have to be part of any
theory of universal grammar, though they may not be part of universal syntax..
Having gone through various cases of reflexives in Chinese, we see that the
distribution of reflexives is more complicated than Condition A of the Binding theory
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suggests. Part of the complexity may be attributed to the intermingling of two closely
related but still somewhat different types of reflexives: regular reflexives and logophoric
reflexives. As these two types of reflexives are not subject to the identical set of
constraints on distribution, I will discuss them in two separate subsections.

2.2.1. A Classification of Exempt Reflexives in Chinese
In the Binding Theory, the term 'binding' means more than coreference. According to
Condition A , for a to be boimd by (3, two structural requirements have to be met: (a) a
must be in A(rgument) position; (b) P must be c-command by

So by the very

definition of 'binding', if the occurrence of a reflexive fails to meet one of these
requirements, then it is not syntactically bound. In the preceding sections in this chapter,
we have already encountered a variety of uses of reflexives which are not syntactically
bound. But not all these reflexives are truly long distance. In (11c), for example, the
antecedent and the reflexive are quite close to each other, but the reflexive is not
syntactically bound. In the following discussion, I will use the cover term "exempt
reflexives" for all the reflexives which are not syntactically bound.
Before I come up with my own analysis , I would like to list all the relevant examples
of exempt reflexives in three different types for the convenience of later reference. Most
of the following examples have already been mentioned in the previous section.

Henceforth, I will refer to these two structural requirements as the c-command and the A-position
requirement respectively.
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Type 1: Local Exempt Reflexives
(23) a. Zhangsan de jiao hai le ziji
Zhangsan DE pride hurt LE self
Zhangsan's pride hurt himself
b. Zhangsan xie de shu gei ziji dailai henduo mafan..
Zhangsan write DE book to self bring much trouble.
The book that Zhangsan wrote brought himself a lot of trouble.
c. Zhangsan zege ren (ah), ziji zong renwei ziji shi duide, beiren dou shi cuode
Zhangsan this man, self always think- self is right, others all are wrong
This guy Zhangsan, he always thinks that he is right and other people are
always wrong.
d. Zhangsan mai de neiliang po che, ziji xie le yi xia, 0 hai mai le ge
Zhangsan buy DE that junk car, self repair LE one time, then sell LE a
hao jiaqian
good price
That junk car Zhangsan bought, he fixed and sold for a pretty good price.
e. Zai Zhangsan de huiyilu li, ziji zong shi hao ren, beiren dou shi huai dan
at Zhangsan DE memoir, self always be good man, others all be bad egg
In Zhangsan's memoir, he is always the good guy, others always bad guys
In (23), all the examples are simple sentences. If we take a simple sentence as local
domain

for anaphoric binding,

then in all these examples, the reflexive finds its

antecedent in the local domain.. However, by the Chomskyan definition of'binding', in
none of these sentences is the reflexive syntactically bound. In (23a) and (b), the
antecedent for ziji is the subject NP embedded within the subject of the root sentence and
in that syntactic position it does not c-command the reflexive. In (23c), the antecedent
for ziji is the non-gap topic and as such it is an A'-position. In (23d), the antecedent is
the possessor NP in the topic NP. In its base-generated position, the antecedent is in fact
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c-commanded by the reflexive. In the S-structure, the antecedent is in an A'-position. In
(23e), the antecedent for ziji is in the locative PP while ziji is the subject of the
sentence, thus Zhangsan seems to be c-commanded by ziji, not the other way around.
Type 2: Intersentential Exempt Reflexives.
(24) a. A: Jingli
pai mei pai ren lai?
manager send not send man over? Q?
Did the manager send anyone over?
B: Mei.. Ziji ye mei lai.
No.
Self also not come.
No. He did not come either.
b. Zhangsan zheng shi bu zhouyim.
Zhangsan really is not lucky.
Zhangsan is really unlucky.
Qizi bu jiu qian bei che zhuang le
wife not long ago PAS car hit
LE
Not long ago, his wife was hit by a car.
Xianzai ziji you bei jiegu le
now self again PAS fire LE
Now he was fired.
c. Zhao Zhangsan de kanfa, Lisi he Wangwu biaomian shang dui ziji hen keqi
by Zhangsan DE view, Lisi and Wangwu surface on to self very polite
According to Zhangsanj, Lisi and Wangwu appear to be very polite to him;.
Keshi taliang zai andili lao xiang hai ziji.
but they two at dark always want hurt self.
But they always stab himj in the back
These three are typical cases of discourse bound reflexives, where the reflexive is
coindexed with an NP beyond its sentence. As (24b) shows, under certain circumstances.
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the antecedent and the reflexive do not even have to be in the adjacent sentences.
Type 3: Intrasentential Exempt Reflexives:
(25) a. Zhangsan; renwei Lisij zhidao Wangwu^ jingchang piping zijiyj/kZhangsan think Lisi know Wangwu jingchang criticize self
Zhangsan; thinks that Lisij knows that WangwU|j often criticizes
him; /himj / himself|j^
b. Zhangsan; de jielun shi Lisij zhidao Wangwnk jingchang piping ziji^yj/k.
Zhangsan De conclusion is Lisi knows Wangvm often criticize self.
Zhangsan;'s conclusion is that Lisij knows Wangwu^ often criticizes
him;/himj/himself|j.
c. An Zhangsan; de kanfa, Lisij zhidao Wangwu,. taoyan 7X]iy^
By Zhangsan DE view, Lisi know Wangwu dislike self
According to Zhangsan;. Lisij knows that Wangwu^ dislike him;/himj/himselfk.
Although both Type 1 and Type 3 are instances of intrasentential reflexives, there is
one important difference: while Type I does not have any interpretative ambiguity. Type
3 does. In (25a), ziji can be coreferential with the subject of the most deeply embedded
clause, the intermediate clause or the matrix clause. In (25b), ziji can take as its
antecedent the subject of the most embedded clause, the subject of the intermediate clause
or the possessor NP within the subject of the matrix clause. In (26c), there are three
candidates for the antecedent for z/y/: the most embedded subject, the matrix subject and
the NP within the sentence initial PP.
The above examples are not meant to be an exhaustive list of exempt reflexives in
Chinese, but they do cover a wide range of cases. A theory of reflexives should at least
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be able to give an satisfactory account of these examples in the terms which are general
enough to be of any theoretical significance.

2.2.2. Structural Prominence and Discourse Topic NP
The first type of reflexive I am going to discuss is the non-Iogophoric exempt
reflexive ziji. The structural constraints on the distribution of this type of reflexive may
be stated as follows:
(26) Constraints on Exempt ziji
a. An exempt ziji is coindexed with the potential discourse topic NP that is
closest to it.
b. NPs that qualify as a potential discourse topic NP must be structurally
prominent.
c. A structurally prominent NP a that precedes or c-commands the anaphor p
always counts as a potential discourse topic NP if the clause containing p
can be identified as the comment on a.

Some terms in (26) should be defined before we continue the discussion. The first one
is the notion of distance. In GB syntax, distance between a and P is measured in terms
of nodes between the two. Although this

may be a correct way with languages like

English, it may not be entirely applicable to a discourse oriented languages where
precedence plays a significant role. Accordingly, I argue that in Chinese distance is a
linear notion. In a linear structure like [a...p...x—5...£...], where a, p, x, 5, s are an
exhaustive list of argxirnent NPs in the structure and dots indicate the possible existence

of structural components other a, P, x> 5 or s,

P (or 6) is closer than a (or s) to x and

the distance between p and % (or a and x) equals that between 5 and x (or s and x)Now let us turn to the notion of structurally prominent NP (SPNP for short). There are
two subtypes of SPNPs: the positionally prominent NP and the lexically prominent NPs.
The former acquires its structural prominence by virtue of its syntactic position in a
sentence and the latter by certain special lexical properties of the verb of which the NP
in question is a complement. For the sake of

exposition, however, I will delay

introducing the notion of lexically prominent NPs until Chapter 3. In this chapter, the
term structurally prominent NP (or SPNP) exclusively refers to an NP that is positionally
prominent.
An SPNP first of all has to be a primary NP. For the moment, let's just say that a
primary NP is an NP in a syntactically non-oblique position. The typical SPNPs are the
subject NP of an S , the topicalized NP and the leftmost primary NP m a sentence. The
subject NP being structurally prominent is hardly surprising. If a c-commander is
always syntactically more prominent than a c-commandee, then the subject NP

is

necessarily the most prominent NP in a clause because it c-commands all the other
argument NPs in the clause. The topicalized NP may be defined as an explicitly
mentioned NP denoting a discourse entity which a sentence or a cluster of sentences as a
discourse is about. It is the NP with highest discourse prominence. The topicalized NP is
usually the preferred topic NP of a sentence. But the topic NP may very well be the

subject NP, especially where there is no topicalized NP. Typically, the topicalized NP
occurs as the leftmost NP in a sentence , but it may be preceded by an NP contained in a
PP. In (27) for example, Lisi zhege ren ( this guy Lisi) is the topicalized NP, but it is
preceded by Zhangsan de fcan/a (Zhangsan's view) contained in the sentence initial PP.
(27) An Zhangsan de kanfa, Lisi zhege ren ah, ban shang de meige ren dou taoyan ta.
by Zhangsan DE view, Lisi this man, class on DE every person all dislike him.
According to Zhangsan, this guy Lisi, every student in the class dislikes him.
Zhangsan de kanfa in (27) is a typical example of the leftmost primary NP. There is
something special about the PP that contains Zhangsan de kanfa in (27). Generally, we
consider an NP contained in a PP as syntactically oblique and therefore unqualified as
primary NP. Take (28) for instance.
(28) Zai Zhangsan de fangjian li, ta jinchang he penyou juhui.
at Zhangsan DE room in, he often with fiiends party
In Zhangsan's room, he often holds parties with his fiiends.
Contained in a locative PP, the NP Zhangsan de fangjian is considered syntactically
oblique. Consequently, although it is the leftmost NP in the sentence , it is not the
leftmost primary NP. Nevertheless, we need to recognize two special types of PP whose
complement NP can count as primary NPs. The first type is the non-predicative PP (cf.
Pollard and Sag 1990). In a non-predicative PP, the preposition is no more than a case
marker. The preposition preceding the indirect object is a typical example of case marker.
(29) a. John told a story to Mary.
cc. John told Mary a story
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(30) a. Zhangsan song gei Lisi yiben shu.
Zhangsan give to Lisi one book.
Zhangsan gave a book to Lisi.
b. Zhangsan song Lisi yiben shu.
Zhangsan give Lisi one book
Zhangsan gave Lisi a book.
The preposition to in 29a is used to mark Mary as the indirect object (or the recipient in
semantic terms). Semantically, 29a is identical to 29b. The preposition gei in 30a is also
a case marker, indicating that Lisi is the recipient.

The sentence is semantically

equivalent to 30b, where no case marker is used. So the NP contained in a nonpredicative PP is really an argimient NP and consequently qualifies as a primary NP.
What is directly relevant to out discussion is the second special type of PP, which,
for want of better term, may be called sentential quantifying prepositional phrase or
SQPP for short. The SQPP has two defining features. First, in terms of discourse
flmction, an SQPP introduces a particular perspective of some viewer, in which the
proposition expressed by the rest of the sentence will be evaluated. In (29) for example .
an Zhangsan de kanfa is an SQPP. This expression plays the role of fixing perspective
(i.e., Zhangsan's perspective} or set up a world (Zhangsan's world)

in which the

proposition "everyone in the class dislikes List' is evaluated . As it will become clear
later, the SQPP is in fact a kind of logophoric expression, a notion that I will elaborate on
in Section 2.2. Secondly, the sentence employing an SQPP is characterized
bipartite structure like the one shown in 31.

by a
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(31) (See Appendix for Chapter 2)
In this structure, there are two parts: the nuclear proposition expressed by S and a
sentential quantifier by

PP. This PP is not part of the nuclear proposition; and it just

provides a viewpoint or perspective. Considering both the functional and structural
features of the SQPP, we may think of an expression like an Zhangsan de kanfa as a
variation of

It is true from Zhangsan's perspective

that P ox It is the case in

Zhangsan's world that P. Compare the PP an Zhangsan de kanfa with zai Zhangsan
de fangjian li (in Zhangsan's room) in (29) and we will find clear differences. In (29),
there is no bipartite structure where the PP can be identified as a quantifier taking scope
over the nuclear proposition expressed by the rest of the sentence. Secondly, the PP zai
Zhangsan de fangjian ii is not a kind of expression which fixes a perspective.
It may well be a universal tendency that the SQPP can naturally occur as the leftmost
constituent of the sentence irrespective of branching direction of individual languages.
But just as the local PP may for stylistic or pragmatic reasons move to the leftmost
position of the sentence, the SQPP may appear in positions other than the leftmost of the
sentence, usually accompanied by marked phonologically features. But as was made
clear in (26), only when an SQPP is sentence initial, will the NP contained in it be treated
as structurally prominent. Here we see again the role of precedence in Chinese. We now
have

three primary NPs which

are considered structurally prominent for different

reasons. For the subject NP, it is the syntactic position; for the topicalized NP, the
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discourse function; and for the NP in an SQPP, the precedence. In short, these three
kinds of NPs, thanks to their unique structural positions, are qualified as potential
discourse topic NP and therefore can be potential

antecedents NP for ajL But whether

such an NP is an actual discourse topic NP is affected by other factors, of which the
discourse relation is the most important. We will come to this issue in a moment.
The referential dependency of a reflexive on its antecedent is normally indicated by
means of indexation. It is common practice that a complex NP (which, in this context,
refers to an NP in which at least one more NP is embedded) will bear the index of its
syntactic head noun. This coindexation with the head noun is justifiable supposedly on
the assumption that in an endocentric structure, the syntactic head is the most prominent
or the focal element. However, I argue that in a discourse oriented language like
Chinese, the leftmost primary NP within the subject may also be counted as the focal
element. Take Zhangsan de jiaoao (Zhangsan's pride) for example, whose syntactic
structure is represented by (32).
(32) (See Appendix for Chapter 2)
As the head noun in this complex NP, Jiaoao ( pride) is syntactically more prominent
than Zhangsan because the former c-commands the latter. But in terms of precedence,
Zhangsan is more prominent than jiaoao This is consistent with the broad picture 1 have
been trying to draw; i.e., in discourse oriented languages like Chinese, precedence is a
major factor contributing to the structural prominence of a nominal element and thus
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plays a far more important role in the system of anaphora than it does in syntax oriented
languages such as English. The net effect of treating the leftmost NP within (or the
subject of) a complex NP is that now there are two focal NPs with equal structural
prominence and for the binding purpose, the complex NP can assume the index of either
one of these two focal NPs. On this analysis , the subject NP Zhangsan de jiaoao
(Zhangsan's pride) in (23a) for instance can bear the index of jiaoao or that of
Zhangsan. This idea may be formalized as Optional Indexing Convention (OIP for
short).
(33) Optional Indexing Convention
In a complex NP a with the structure Qj... Pi...Yj...]ij where y is the head noun and
P, the leftmost argument NP , k=i or k=j.
In plain words, (33) simply means that a complex NP has the option to bear the index of
its syntactic head noun y or that of its leftmost NP p. Accordingly,

... Pi...yj...]ic may

turn out to be [,- ...Pj.-.y...]; or [j...Pj..yj...]j. The same phenomenon is discussed by Tang
(1989), where it is suggested that in case a c-commanding subject fails to be animate ,
antecedency can pass to the highest animate subject (or possessor) embedded within it. In
(23a) for instance, the head noun of the subject of the root clause is inanimate and
consequently the antecedency passes onto the possessor NP. Interesting as it is. Tang's
proposal is handicapped by two empirical problems. First, the passage of antecedency is
not limited to the subject NPs. As we will see shortly, it is also observed with complex
NPs in other structural positions. Secondly, it is true that the passage of antecedency is
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more likely to happen when the syntactic head noun is inanimate and the leftmost NP
within the complex NP is human (or at least animate). But this is a matter of pragmatic
probability rather than a structural possibility. As Wang (1990) shows to us with the
following examples, the possessor NP or the subject of a relative clause can be the
antecedent even if the head noun is human.
(34) a. Zhangsan; de babe de qian bei ziji j^g de pengyou tou zou le
Zhangsan de dad DE money PAS self DE friend steal away LE
Zhangsan's father money was stolen by his friend.
Mamajj de shu ye bei ziji
de pengyou tou zou le
mom DE book also PAS ziji DE friend steal away LE
His mother's book was also stolen by his/her friend.
b. Zhangsan; de baba,- de qian he main\ de shu dou bei ziji
de
Zhangsan DE dad DE money and mom DE book all PAS self
DE
pengyou tou zou le.
friend steal away LE
Zhangsan's dad's money and his mom's book were both stolen by his friend.
In (34a), ziji is coreferential either with the subject of each
(i.e.,

containing clause

Zhangsan's dad or Zhangsan's mom) or with Zhangsan, the possessor of the subject NP.
In (34b), ziji can only be coreferential with Zhangsan. Examples like these contradict
the assumed motivation for the feature percolation. Alternatively, we may assume that for
the complex NP, the index of its head noun is its default indexical value and OIC will
not be applied to replace this default value unless there is motivation. In a majority of
cases, OIC is triggered because the head noun is inanimate and therefore can't serve as
the antecedent for ziji- In some other cases such as (34a) and (34b), pragmatic
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consideration motivates the application of the convention.
Although the binding relation embodied in this example may be difficult for a
syntactic theory to tackle, it can be quite readily accounted for within the system I am
proposing. OIC is a formal way of saying that the leftmost (possessor) NP in a subject NP
can be as structurally prominent as the head noun and therefore can function as a
discourse topic NP. Accordingly, Zhangsan in 34 can be rightfully identified as the
topic NP which the rest of the discourse comments on.
In summary, we have identified three types of SPNPs (or structurally prominent NPs):
the subject NP of an S, the topicalized NP and the primary NP in an SQPP. With the
exception to lexically prominent NPs which we will discuss in next chapter, these are the
only NPs which qualify as potential discourse topic NPs. However, not every SPNP
automatically qualifies as a discourse topic NP. The status of an NP as a discourse topic
NP is also determined by the discourse structure in which the NP in question is
embedded. A special case of discourse topic NP we have isolated is the topic NP of the S
containing the anaphor. It is an SPNP denoting the discourse entity that the S containing
the anaphor is about. This topic NP always counts as a discourse topic.
Having clarified the relevant notions involved in (26) and (29), we will now try to
apply our theory to

all the examples in (23), (24) and (25). In both (23a) and (23b).

the subject NP is not only structurally prominent, but also the closest to the reflexive,
and therefore is chosen as the antecedent for the reflexive according to (26). However, as
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the head noun of the subject in either sentence is inanimate, we can apply OIC so that
the reflexive is coindexed with the leftmost NP within the subject NP. In (23c), the
topicalized NP, being the SPNP that is closest to the reflexive, is the antecedent for the
reflexive. (23d) is very similar to (23c), with the topicalized

NP containing the

antecedent. The only difference is that OIC has to be applied for the reflexive to be
coindexed with Zhangsan, the subject of the relative clause within the

topic NP

Zhangsan mai de naliangpo che (that jimk car Zhangsan bought).
Compared with (23c) and (23d), (23e) is much less straightforward. First of all. we
need to determine that the sentential initial PP is a case of SQPP. And it is. The PP zai
Zhangsan de huiyilu li (in Zhangsan's memoir) is not a local PP modifying one
particular constituent of the sentence. Rather, it is a quantifier over the nuclear
proposition. Furthermore, supposing that Zhangsan is the author of the memoir, then
the PP zai Zhangsan de huiyilu li is a perspective introducing expression. The whole
PP in this case may be paraphrased as It is true only in Zhangsan's memoir that P.
Since the PP in (23e) is an SQPP in the sentential initial position, the complex NP
within it counts as the SPNP in the sentence. As this NP is also the closest one to the
reflexive, it is chosen as the antecedent . However, as the head noun in Zhangsan de
huiyilu is inanimate, IOC is applied, thus resulting the reading where ziji is coreferential
with Zhangsan.
Examples 23a through 23e have one thing in common: the closest SPNP can be
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identified as the closet discourse topic NP without ambiguity. But this is certainly not
always the case; sometimes we may find that the closest discourse topic NP is not the
closest SPNP. This is particularly true with intersentential reflexives. The contrast
between 24a and 24b offers an illustration of the point I am trying to make.
In (24a), dji has to find its antecedent beyond its sentence boundary. In the entire
discourse, there is only one NP that is structurally prominent, namely Jingli (manager)
in the previous sentence and therefore it is designated as the closest discourse topic NP by
default.

In (24b), the reflexive ziji can't find any potential antecedent in the containing

sentence and consequently the search has to go beyond the sentence. There are two
SPNPs, Zhangsan and qizi (wife), both of which are the subject NP of the respective
sentence. The closest SPNP is qizi-

But the discourse context seems to favor Zhangsan

as the discourse topic NP for 24b. The choice is mainly determined by the general-tospecific relation that characterizes the discourse in 24b. In this discourse. All these three
sentences are about Zhangsan. The first sentence is a general statement and the other
two sentences provide more specific information. Moreover, qizi (wife) in the second
sentence is an covert definite NP and it has to be interpreted relative to another discourse
entity, in this case, to Zhangsan. The referential dependency of qizi on Zhangsan is also
a strong clue that the second sentence may continue to be about Zhangsan. Therefore
although both Zhangsan and qizi are SPNPs, Zhangsan is a much preferred discourse
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topic NP, hence a more likely antecedent for the reflexive zijL This is a clear case of how
discourse relations affect the reference of reflexives.
For a further example of how the discourse context affects the choice of the
antecedent, let us look at (35).
(35) Zhangsan you le da mafan.
Zhangsan have LE big trouble
Zhangsan is having big trouble.
Zuotian Mali kai che zhuang le ren.
yesterday Mary drive car hit LE man
Yesterday Mary hit someone when driving.
Jintian ziji you bei ren zhuang le.
today self also Pas. man hit
Today he/she was hit by someone.
Suppose that Mali is Zhangsan's young daughter. Ziji in (35) may be anaphorically
linked either to Zhangsan or Mali, depending how we perceive the discourse relation
among these sentences. (36a) and (36b) show two possible structures associated with
(35). In the structure represented by 36a, the second and third sentences are two specific
statements to support the general statement made by the first sentence. While there is a
direct cormection between the first sentence and the other two sentences, there is no
direct discourse link or relation between the second and third sentences. On this reading.
Zhangsan is the discourse topic NP for the entire segment, but Mali is not. In the
structure represented by (36b), Zhangsan may still be the topic NP for the entire
discourse, but the second and third sentences form a smaller segment by themselves and
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they are directly linked to each other by temporal relation. This sub-segment, which
describes the events that happened to Mali fimctions as an explanation as to why
Zhangsan is having big trouble. So although Zhangsan is the discourse topic NP for the
entire discourse, Mali is the discourse topic NP of the sub-segment embedded in it. As
Mali is a closer topic NP, it should be chosen as the antecedent for ziji.
(36) a. (See Appendix for Chapter 2)
b. (see Appendix for Chapter 2)
Our analysis of the binding relation in 24b and 35 points out one important thing. A
discourse topic NP has to be an SPNP, but an SPNP does not automatically qualify as a
discourse topic NP. To determine whether an NP is a discourse topic NP, we also have to
consider the role an NP plays in the discourse.
The distinction between the discourse topic NP and the SPNP is crucial when it
comes to logophoric reflexives. In (24c), which is an example of logophoric
reflexivization, the SPNP that is closest to the reflexive is unmistakably the subject NP.
If we equate an SPNP with a discourse topic NP, we would expect ziji to be bound to the
subject NP only. But although the subject NP is a structurally possible antecedent for
ziji, Zhangsan in the SQPP is a much preferred antecedent, on the pragmatic grounds at
least. The ambiguity involved in determining the discourse topic is a characteristic
feature of logophoric reflexives.
2.2.3. Loeophoricitv of Long-distance Reflexivization
Logophoricity refers to the phenomenon whereby the utterer of a discourse (which
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may be a single sentence) assumes the perspective of a reported speaker of a discourse,
from which to report the speech, thoughts, feeling or perception of the

internal

protagonist. Take the following sentences for example.
(37) a. John said /wrote/ thinks that he is the greatest tenor in the world.
b. John discovered / fears/ is worried that he is no longer the greatest tenor in the
world
I am the utterer of (37a) and(37b). John is the reported speaker of the discourse. The
reported speaker whose perspective that the utterer assumes may be called viewpointer. If
I assume John's perspective in uttering 37a or b, then John is the viewpointer of this
logophoric sentence. A reported speaker is normally identified through the use of a
logocentric predicate, which is usually a speech verb (e.g., say, claim, or write), an
epistemic verb (e.g., think, believe or realize), a perceptive verb (e.g., see, hear or sense)
or a psyche verb {t.%.,fear, be worried or deplore). But it does not have to be a verb. Zai
Zhangsan de huiyilu li (in Zhangsan's memoir)

in (23e),

Zhangsan de jierun

(Zhangsan's conclusion) in (25b) and an Zhangsan de kanfa (according to Zhangsan's
view) in (25c) are examples of logocentric predicates because they do equally well in
identifying Zhangsan as a reported speaker. A logophoric also necessarily contains one
or more propositions that express the speech, thoughts, feeling or perception by the
viewpointer. The underlined parts in 37a and b, for instance are the propositions
expressing John's speech, tlioughts, feelings and perceptions.
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Logophoricity may be expressed in a variety of ways: by a separate paradigm of
logophoric pronouns (Hyman & Comrie (1981)), by cliticization to verbs (Hagege 1974),
by long distance reflexives (Kuno (1987), Sells (1987), Yoon (1989), Pollard & Sag
(1990),

Reinhart & Reuland (1991), Y. Huang (1994)).

Chinese is one of those

languages which makes extensive use of the long distance reflexives to indicate that the
utterer is assuming the viewpoint of a particular reported speaker in a logophoric
discourse. Whatever the form that logophoricity takes, there seems to be one general
restriction: i.e., in uttering a logophoric sentence, the utterer can only assume the
viewpoint of one particular reported speaker even if there is more than one reported
speaker denoted in the sentence. More specifically, a logophoric sentence may contain
more than one (NP denoting) reported speakers and any one of them may be designated
by the utterer as the viewpointer. However, on one particular interpretation, only one
reported speaker in one logophoric sentence can be designated as the viewpointer. This is
equivalent to saying that in uttering one single logophoric sentence on one particular
occasion of communication, the utterer can't assume two or more viewpoints at the same
time. Whether this is a universal restriction needs to be further tested out, but it is a
crucial assumption we have to make in order to accoimt for the binding possibilities in
Chinese logophoric discourses.
Having said all this, I argue that, given that an NP denoting a viewpointer is a
potential discourse topic NP in a logophoric discourse, the logophoric reflexives in
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Chinese are subject to the same condition as for the non-logophoric exempt reflexives. As
set out in 26, they are bound to the closest discourse topic NP.
Now let us turn to some concrete examples. The first one we will look at is (24c),
which I repeat as (38) below.
(38) a. An Zhangsan de shuofa, Lisi he Wangwu biaomian shang dui ziji hen hao.
by Zhangsan DE words, Lisi and Wangwu surface on to self very good
According to Zhangsan, Lisi and Wangvm appear to be nice to him
b. Danshi zai beihou changchang hai ziji
but they two at behind often
hurt self
But they often stab him in the back.

In (38), there are two referential possibilities: z/yV can be coreferential with Lisi and
Wangwu or with Zhangsan. The coreference between ziji and Lisi and Wangwu is a
case of non-logophoric reflexivization. As the subject NP, Lisi and Wangwu can be
rightly designated as the discourse topic and as such it is a possible antecedent for the
reflexive. But this interpretation is not a favored one on pragmatic grounds. On the
second reading, (38a) is analyzable as a logophoric structure, with Zhangsan as the
viewpointer, shuofa as logocentric predicate and all the rest of the discourse as a
proposition expressing Zhangsan's idea. Assimiing that the viewpointer in a logophoric
discourse is a discourse topic NP, the constnial of ziji with Zhangsan is predicted by
26. Although (38) is ambiguous between the logophoric and non-logophoric readings,
once we determine that it is a logophoric reading, there is no referential ambiguity
because there is only one possible logophoric structure, with Zhangsan being the only
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reported speaker, which is in turn the viewpointer by default. But in the following
example, the ambiguity shows up even if we decide to interpret it as a logophoric
discourse.
(39) AnZhangsandeshuof^ Lisiyinggai zhidao Wangwu xiangxin Mali
by Zhangsan DE saying, Lisi should know Wangwu believe Mary
jinchang piping ziji.
often criticize self
According to Zhangsan, Lisi should know Wangwu believes Mary often criticize
him/himself.
If ziji is considered to be a non-logophoric reflexive,

then Mali, the most deeply

embedded subject NP, is the antecedent. But this binding relation is not a case of exempt
reflexivization; it is a typical case of syntactic binding as is covered by Condition A of
GB theory. But Mali definitely is not the only possible antecedent. Either Zhangsan,
Lisi or Wangwu can be understood as the antecedent for ziji in this case. The referential
ambiguity arises from multiple logophoric structures associated with this discourse.
(40)a. According to Zhangsan, Lisi knows Wangwu believes Mary often criticize
him.
b. According to Zhangsan, Lisi knows Wangwu believes Mary often criticize him.
c. According to Zhangsan, Lisi knows Wangwu believes Mary often criticize him.
40a through 40c are three different interpretations of 39, each with a distinct logophoric
structure. The NP in bold indicates the viewpointer in each logophoric structure and the
underlined part is the proposition that expresses what the viewpointer said or thought. As
these three interpretations have three different viewpointers, we have three different
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potential antecedents for the logophoric reflexive ziji in 39. One important thing to note
is that there is no distance restriction as to which reported speaker can be chosen as
viewpointer within the sentence. This explains why zy/ in a logophoric sentence can go
long distance and may have more than one possible antecedent.
However, although all the reported speakers in a sentence like 39 are possible
candidates for the viewpointer, there seems to be an order of preference as to which one
of them is actually chosen. In (39), for instance, Zhangsan. Lisi and Mali are equally
likely

candidates, but Wangwu is less preferred. This is often referred to a

as

maximality effect, which is accountable in terms of structural prominence.
(41) Structural Prominence Constraint on Logophoric Discourse
A reported speaker that is denoted by an SPNP is preferred over a one that is
not as the viewpointer of a logophoric sentence.
In 39, Zhangsan is the leftmost NP in an SQPP; Lisi is the subject of the sentence and
as such, it c-commands every other argument NPs in the sentence. Because of their
structural positions, either of these two NPs is more prominent than Wangwu, the
intermediate subject NP. This explains why Wangwu is a less likely antecedent.
The relevance of structural prominence to the choice of view pointer reveals itself
most clearly by the eligibility of the primary NP in an SQPP as a potential viewpointer.
As we have noted, SQPPs like an Zhangsan de kanfa and zai Zhangsan de huiyilu li
have some special discourse functions. First, they are discourse opening phrases and as
such they stand out in the hearer's attention. Secondly and more importantly, these
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expressions may just as well be considered as the topic of the discourse they are
introducing. Take 39 for instance, we may analyze the sentence

into two parts:

Zhangsan de kanfa {Zhangsan's view) as the topic and the rest as the conraient.
Sintiilarly, the underlined NP in zai Zhanesan de huiyilu li (in Zhangsan's memoir) in
23e may be analyzed as the topic and the rest of the sentence as the comment about
Zhangsan de huiyilu (Zhangsan's memoir). So it comes as no surprise that Zhangsan
binds the reflexive in 39. But if we move the SQPP out of the sentence initial position
and turn it into a parenthetical expression, as shown in 42, Zhangsan is much less likely
to be interpreted as the antecedent for ziji.
(42) Lisij, an Zhangsan; de shuofa, yingai zhidao Wangwu^ xiangxin Mali
Lisi, by Zhangsan DE words, should know Wangwu believe Mary
jingchang piping ziji
often criticize self^ri*i\u\
According to Zhangsan, Lisi should know Wangwu believes Mary often
criticizes him/herself.

The reason for this, I argue, is that in 42, Zhangsan is no longer in the leftmost position
and therefore cannot be considered as an SPNP
The final question I want to address is the blocking effect. Since the non-logophoric
reflexive has to meet the shortest distance requirement, the blocking effect is a
phenomenon that is exclusively associated with logophoric reflexivization. Attempting to
explain the

blocking effect, Yoon (1989) argues that the logophoric reflexive

is

inherently a third person anaphor and therefore it can not be coindexed with any first or
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second person NP. The net effect of his argument is having all the first and second person
NPs ruled out as possible antecedent for the logophoric reflexive. Yoon's theory seem to
offer a nice account of following sentences like 43a through 43c.
(43) a. Zhangsan zhidao Wangwu renwei ni xihuan ziji de qizi
Zhangsan know Wangwu think you like self DE wife
Zhangsan know Wangwu thinks you like hisVyour wife.
b. Ni zhidao Zhangsan zhongshi renwei Lisi bu xiangxin ziji.
you know Zhangsan always think Lisi not believe self
You know Zhangsan always thinks that Lisi does not trust you*/him/himself.
c. Zhangsan zhidao wo renwei Wangwu xiangxin Mali xihuan ziji
Zhangsan know I think Wangwu believe Mary like self
Zhangsan knows I think Wangwu believes Mary likes him*/me*/him/herself
There are two problems with Yoon's proposal. First, Yoon's proposal is closely related
to the movement analysis. Without resorting to some kind of movement theory, such as
Cole & Sung's head to head movement, it will not be able to explain why ziji in sentences
like (43c) can be coreferential with Mali or Wangwu but with not wo (i.e., the utterer) or
Zhangsan. However, as 1 argued above, the movement theory should be rejected on
empirical grounds. Consequently, any theory which is dependent on the movement
analysis is ultimately problematic. Secondly, contrary to Yoon's claim, the
logophoric reflexive can naturally take a first or second person NP as its antecedent.
(44) a. Wo renwei ziji bu shihe zhefeng gongzuo
I think
self not suit this
job
I think this job does not suit me.
b. Wo zhidao zhe jumian dui ziji bu li.
1 know this situation to self not advantageous.
1 know this is not a good situation to me.

Ill

c. Ni renwei ziji yiding neng dedao zhefen gongzuo, duima?
you think self surely can obtain this job,
right?
You think that you will surely get this job, right?
d. Ni renwei zhejian shi hui yingxiang ziji ma?
you think this thing will affect self Q
Do you think this thing will affect you?
In each of these four sentences, the matrix verb is a typical logocentric verb, the matrix
subject is the reported speaker as well as the viewpointer. In all these sentences, ±e
viewpointer (i.e., the matrix subject in each sentence) is either in first or second person.
but they all can happily bind the reflexive ziji •
Alternatively, we may simply assume that the morphological simplex reflexive in
Chinese is what it looks: i.e., it starts out without any 0 features and it depends on its
antecedent for 0 features. This assumption may be expressed as 45.
(45) Person Feature Inheritance Rule
An anaphor whose 0-features are not lexically specified will inherit the person
feature from its first available potential antecedent.
With (45), we are able to explain the blocking effect with sentences in 43. In 43a, for
example, the first available potential antecedent for ziji is ni (you) from which the
reflexive inherits the value [+2] for the person feature. Now that ziji is [+2], it can only be
COindexed with any other potential antecedent that is also marked [+2]. This correctly
rules out Wangwu in the intermediate clause and Zhangsan in the matrix clause as
possible antecedents for ziji. Likewise, the reflexive ziji in (44c) inherits [+3] fi-om Mali.
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the closest potential antecedent. Having inherited the third person feature, uji can take
Wangwu as its antecedent but not wo (I), the first person singtilar pronominal. Along this
line of thinking, the blocking effect with sentences in 44 is treated on a par with the
contrast between the sloppy and strict readings with VP elliptical sentences like the
follovidng.
(46) a. Jack kissed his son. John did too.
b. I kissed my son. John did too.
With 46, both sloppy and strict reading is possible; but with 46b, only strict reading is
allowed. This, I think, is because the possessive pronominal my is marked [+2] and
therefore it can't take John as its antecedent in the elliptical sentence.
Now let us go back to one of the questions that we asked earlier: Why is it that only
person feature is relevant? In other words, why does the 0-featureless anaphor inherit
only person feature from its immediate potential antecedent, but not other features such
as number and gender? This may have something to do with the fact that at the discourse
level, the person distinction is functionally equivalent to the distinction among various
external roles of the internal protagonists of the discourse: an internal protagonist marked
with the first person is identified with the utterer, the one marked with second person is
the hearer and the one marked with third person is an non-participant of the discourse.
This distinction between participants and non-participants plays a significant role in
discourse processing. First it helps to determine the referential value of anaphors. By the
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very nature of person distinction, an anaphor that is lexically marked [+1] or [+2] or has
inherited one of these two values has a fixed referential value which is unaffected by the
change of context (unless the roles of participants of the discourse change, for example,
in a conversation where participants take turns). But an anaphor marked [+3] is a
variable whose referential value has yet to be determined according to the context.
47a and 47b are simplified representations of two arbitrary discourses, which could
be single-sentence discourses or multi-sentence discourses. Kj stands for the initial
context and Ki+n, the expanded context, a, P, XJ and 5 stand for the structurally possible
antecedents. For our purpose, a context is expanded when a potential antecedent is
brought in.
(47) a. [KW OC [+1]... GCM

P [+3]x [+3]...[ki.5 [+l]....ziji ]]]]

b. [ki.3 a[+l] ...[ki.2 P[+3]...[ki,, x[+3]...[ki 5 [+3] ...ziji]]]]
In 47a, once ziji inherits [+1] firom 5, it will simultaneously be compatible with all the
NPs that are marked [+1]. In other words, it will have the utterer as its fixed referent
throughout the whole discourse and its referential value won't be changed in context
Kj+i, Kj^2 or K^i+3.

z/y/ inherit [+3] from 5. But as its referential value is still

undetermined, it can be coindexed with P,x or 5.
Secondly, the distinction between participants and non-participants helps to determine
the viewpoint in a logophoric discourse. Let us look at the following examples.
(48) a. Wojrenwei womenjyingai zebei zijiiyj
I think we
should blame self
I think we should blame me*/ourselves.
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b. Nij renwei nimenj yingai zebei zijij^g, duima?
you think you (pi) should blame self, right?
Do you think you should blame you*/youselves?
c. Ta renwei tamen yingai zebei ziji
he think they should blame self
He thinks that they should blame him/themselves.

Each of these sentences may be considered as a logophoric discourse, with the matrix
subject NP as the viewpointer and the embedded clause as the proposition expressing the
thoughts or reporting the speech by the viewpointer. But interestingly , only in (47c), can
uji be bound to the matrix subject. This contrast is not accounted for even v^th (45)
because in each sentence, the potential antecedents share the same value of person
feature. However, on the basis of our discussion above of the role of person feature, we
may make the following assumption:
(49) Conditions on the Viewpointer in a Logophoric Discourse
a. In a logophoric discourse, all the reported speakers are potential viewpointers
and, therefore, potential antecedents. But on one particular interpretation, only
one speaker will be chosen as the designated viewpointer.
b. The reported speaker denoted by a first or second person NP is an inherited
viewpointer (as opposed to an designated viewpointer).
c. The anaphor inherits the person feature from the closest potential antecedent.
d. No conflict is allowed between the anaphor's inherited person feature and the
person feature of its acmal antecedent.
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Let us apply 49 to these three possible configurations of logophoric discourses, where
a, P and x are NPs denoting reported speakers.
(50)a.[...a ... p... X[+3i---zyi]
b. [...a ... p [+1/+2] — X [+3] •••ziji ]
c. [...a ... p ...X[+i/+2i •••ziji]
In 50a, ziji inherits the third person feature from its closest potential antecedent x- But x
does not have to be the viewpointer; ziji can designate either a or p as the viewpointer
(and therefore as its actual antecedent) so long as there is no person feature conflict. In
50b, ziji may choose x, the closest reported speaker (and the closest potential antecedent)
as the viewpointer (i.e. the actual antecedent). But if it does not choose x ^
viewpointer, P will automatically come to assume the role of

the closest viewpointer

because an NP marked first or second person is an inherited viewpointer. As the closest
viewpointer,

p becomes the actual antecedent for ziji. This move, however, leads to a

person feature conflict. This is because while ziji inherits first person feature from x, its
actual antecedent p is marked [+1/+2]. In 50c, the closest possible antecedent x is
marked [+1/+2] and by 49b, it automatically assumes the status of the closest
viewpointer and the actual antecedent for ziji- The three configurations in 50 covers all
the examples of so called blocking effect that were cited above. .
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2.3. Conclusion
On the basis of the empirical evidence presented in this chapter and our in-depth
discussion of the evidence, we may conclude that Condition A as proposed by Chomsky
and further developed by many other GB syntacticians is not a necessary universal
licensing condition for reflexives. As far as Chinese is concerned, it may be more
accurately considered as a sufficient condition. In other words, by Condition A, we can
predict that an NP has to be a reflexive if it is both c-commanded by and coindexed
with another NP in its local domain. But the occurrence of reflexives may be licensed
under other conditions. The study of these conditions is the main topic of this chapter.
In the current chapter, the licensing conditions in question are rephrased as
accessibility conditions. For an NP to be an accessible antecedent for a reflexive, it has to
satisfy two structural conditions. First, the NP and the anaphor have to be in the same
discourse of Continuation. Secondly, the NP has to be the nearest discourse topic NP (or
the nearest viewpointer for logophoric reflexives). These are quite simple rules in
themselves once the term discourse topic NP is properly defined. In the second part of
this chapter, we defined the discourse topic NP as an SPNP denoting a discourse entity
which a discourse of Continuation is about. The accessibility condition thus defined
provides an adequate account of the exempt reflexives in Chinese.
In our discussion of reflexives, three notions seem to loom large over the issue: the
structural prominence, discourse structure and the discourse topic NP. In fact, they are not
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only useful in accounting for the distribution of reflexives, but they are also essential to our
discussion of null subjects and null objects in Chinese. This is what we are looking for: we
are aiming to explain a wide range of phenomena of anaphora within a restricted set of
empirically definable terms.
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CHAPTER 3: NULL SLHSJECTS
3.0. Introduction
Over the last ten years or so, a considerable amount of research has been devoted to the
investigation of the linguistic properties of the null anaphora in Chinese. The fascination of null
subjects and null objects in Chinese lies in the fact that they are apparent counter-evidence to
the influential pro-drop theory in the GB literature. It has been generally assumed that pro-drop
is constrained by some principle of recoverability (cf Taraldsen (1981)) or identification
(Jaeggli (1982)). But there has been disagreement as to the nature of the constraint. In the GB
literature, this principle of recoverability is understood mainly in syntactic terms. As Huang
(1989) puts it, the principle of recoverability means that "a pronoun is allowed to drop only
when its reference can be recovered from other parts of the sentence". For example, in
languages with rich subject-verb agreement morphology such as Italian and Spanish, the
subject is allowed to drop; and in languages like Pact, the objea can drop because strong
verb-object agreement is required in some types of sentences. But Chinese again 'misbehaves"
Although the language virtually has no agreement morphology, it allows extensive use of null
proforms, thus casting doubts on the claimed universal validity of the GB analysis of prodrop.
Facing this challenge, Jaeggli and Safir (1989) come up with an alternative view. They
argue that what waaants pro-drop is not the rich agreement morphology, but morphological
uniformity, which is stated as Morphological Uniformity Hypothesis.
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(1) Morphological Uniformity Hypothesis(MUH)
Null subjects are permitted in all and only languages with morphologically uniform
inflectional paradigm.
(2) Morphological Uniformity
An inflectional paradigm in a language is morphologically uniform if and only
if it has either only underived inflectional forms or only derived inflectional forms.
By 2, Italian and Spanish are the languages with derived inflectional forms, Chinese and
Korean are the ones with underived inflectional forms, and English is a hybrid with an
underderived morphology. Accordingly, while Italian, Spanish, Chinese and Korean all permit
null subjects, English doesn't. The implication of MUH is clear: The null proforms in Chinese
are just cross-linguistic variations of the Chomskyan empty categories (ECs), and thus can be
accounted for in terms of sentence in the similar manner. Various proposals have been
advanced to account for the distributional and referential properties of null proforms in Chinese
in the framework of GB syntax. The most influential of these proposals is represented by a
series of papers by Huang (1982, 1983, 1984, 1987, 1989, 1991). In his early papers (e.g.,
Huang (1982)), Huang tries to treat the Chinese null anaphors within the existing theory of
empty categories (or ECs for short). According to his analysis, the null subjects and null
objects in Chinese are cross-linguistic variations of the familiar NP trace, pro, PRO and
variable. In his more recent papers (189, 1991), Huang somewhat departs from the standard
theory of ECs, with a revised Chomskyan typology of ECs. Agreeing with Manzini (1983),
Bouchard (1984), Borer (1989) and others, Huang argues that no EC should be marked as
[+Pronominal] and [+Anaphoric] simultaneously. Consequently, he collapses PRO and pro
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into one single Pronominal EC, viz.. Pro (or pro/PRO). Under his analysis, there are only three
major types of ECs: MP trace. Pro and variable, mirroring the three types of lexical category in
the Chomskyan taxonomy: pronominal, anaphor and R-expression.

(3) Huang's typology of ECs
a. [+Anaphor, - Pronominal]; NP trace
b. [-Anaphor, + Pronominal]: Pro
c. [-Anaphor, -Pronominal]: variable
The distributional and referential distinctions between PRO and pro, which used to be
differentiated by feature distinction are now derivable from Huang's Generalized Control
Rule, an enriched theory of control. The three major ECs in Chinese, Pro, null variable and
NP-trace are illustrated as follows:
(4) a. 0 lai le. (Huang (1989))
come LE
I/you/ he/ they... has/have come.
b. Zhangsan shuo 0 hen xihuan Lisi. (Huang (1989))
Zhangsan say very like Lisi
Zhangsan says that I/you/he/they... like Lisi.
c. Wo bi Lisi 0 lai. (Huang (1989))
I force Lisi come.
I forced Lisi to come
d. Lisi hen xihuan 0. (Huang (1984))
Lisi very like
Lisi likes me/you/him/himselCthem...
e. Zhangsan bei Lisi piping le 0
Zhangsan Pass Lisi criticize LE
Zhangsan was criticized by Lisi
In all the examples above, 0 stands for a null anaphor. By Huang's analysis, the null subject
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in 4a. is a variable. A'-bound by an empty topic. The null subjea in 4b is a pro while the null
proform in 4c is a PRO as the containing clause is presumably nonfinite. The null object in 4d
again is a variable A'-bound by an empty topic. Finally in 4e, 0 stands for an A-bound NP
trace. As the NP trace is not immediately relevant to the topic of null subjects and null
objects, we will leave it out of our discussion.
Huang's treatment of

null subjects and null objects in Chinese is interesting but

controversial. The main problem, as is observed by Xu &. Langendoen (1985) and Xu
(1986), is that the null anaphors in Chinese have much freer distribution than is anticipated by
the Chomskyan theory of ECs and consequently there is no one-to-one correspondence
between Chinese null anaphors and the Chomskyan ECs. The problem remains, even allowing
for the collapsing of pro and PRO into pro/PRO. Some of the questions raised in Xu &
Langendeon (1985) and Xu (1986) about the validity of Huang's

analysis have never been

satisfactorily answered and may still be asked about his most recent analysis (Cf Y. Huang
(1994)). This is not surprising because the theory that Huang advocates is unable to address
one fundamental questions in the study of null anaphora, i.e., how the antecedent of a null
proform can be identified.
In this chapter and the next chapter, I will show, from a diflTerent perspective than that of
Xu & Langendeon (1985) and Xu (1986), the failure of Huang's theory to explain the
observed distributional and referential properties of null anaphors.

I will argue that null

subjects and null objects in Chinese are the functional variants of one and the same null
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proform or zero pronoun. Intrinsically unspecified for any binding properties, this zero pronoun
has its distribution and reference determined

by the discourse fectors, with structural

prominence and discourse relation being the most important ones. As it will become clear as
our discussion unfolds,

my analysis has one decisive advantage over Huang's; it directly

addresses the problem of recoverability. In this chapter I am mainly concerned with null
subjects, leaving most issues regarding null objects as the topic for the discussion in Chapter 4.
The chapter has two major sections. In Section 3.1,1 will discuss the problems with Huang's
syntactic approach to Chinese null subjects. In 3.2,1 will propose a new approach based on the
notions of structural prominence and discourse relations.

3.1. Some Problems with Huang's Syntactic Analysis of Null Subjects
In the present section, I will first of ail discuss some controversies centering on the status of
PRO in Chinese. Then I will provide a critical review of his pro analysis of null subject and the
notion of empty topic.

3.1.1. Difficulties with PRO Analysis

According to Huang (1984, 1987 and 1989), except for the null subject in a sentence like
4a, where it has no potential control domain, the null subjects in Chinese are either a pro or a
PRO and as such their distribution and reference can be accounted for by his GCR. As was
mentioned above, in Huang (1989), pro subjects and PRO subjects are collapsed into one
broader category, namely. Pro (or pro/PRO), on the assumption that " whatever is the correct
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account of the distribution and reference of one of them may be generalized in a desirable way
to account for those of the other" (Huang 1989). Huang's Pro analysis has been the target of
severe criticism by some linguists. One of the arguments by these linguists is that there is no
PRO in Chinese (Y. Huang 1994). The rejection of the existence of PRO is intended to
invalidate PRO analysis. While I do not wish to claim that PRO can not possibly exist in
Chinese, I do fail to see that Huang or any other linguist presents any convincing empirical
evidence for the existence of PRO in Chinese or any empirical motivation for stipulating the
existence of PRO in Chinese.
As we all know, in languages with tense morphology, the consistent distinction between
finite and nonfinite clauses can be made on the basis of morphological clues. But this recourse
is not available to Chinese, since it has no tense morphology. However, on the assumption
that Infl in Chinese is lexically expressed, Huang (1989) claims that the distinction can be made
"on the basis of the potential occurrence of any element of the Aux category (such as an aspect
marker or a modal)". This means that the clauses which allow the potential use of modal verbs
like bL\u (must), yinggai (should), keyi (may), jiangyao (will) or the aspect markers like guo
(Perfective) and le (Perfective) are finite, and non-finite otherwise. However, this lexical
diagnostic immediately runs into trouble. For one thing, the aspect

markers occur very

naturally in what may be thought of as a typical non-finite embedded clause under a
control verb.

(5) a. Zhangsan jiao Lisi bei da le huaping
Zhangsan ask Lisi not break LE vase
Zhangsan asked Lisi not to break the vase.
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b. Zhangsan mei you bi Lisi zuo guo zhe zhong shi
Zhangsan not have force Lisi do Perf. this kind of thing
Zhangsan did not force Lisi to do this kind of thing.
The rejection of the aspect marker test has left us only with modals as the only
available lexical means to distinguish between finite and nonfinite clauses. Accordingly,
Huang's lexical diagnostic may be rephrased as 6.
(6) A clause which allows potential use of modal auxiliaries is finite and a clause which
does not allow it is non-finite.
But one difficulty in implementing 6 is that the use of modal verbs is not
exclusively determined by the (non)finite status of the clause.
(7) a. Zhangsan; ku de 0^hen shangxing.
Zhangsan cry till very sad
Zhangsan cried such that he became very sad.
b. 0 gang 20u dao menkou. Lisi jiu dajiao qilai
Just walk up to the door, Lisi then big cry out
When he just walked up to the door, Lisi gave a big cry out.
The underlined part in 7a is the resultative clause. According to Huang (1989), this
resultative clause is a finite clause with a pro subject. This resultative clause, however, does not
admit any modal verb. Adding a modal verb like nenggou (can), yinggai (should) or bixu
(must) would make the sentence pragmatically odd. 7a illustrates the same problem. The
underlined part is a time adverbial clause, which for pragmatic reasons, does not take any
modal verb. But we probably don't want to conclude that a time adverbial clause which does
not take a modal verb is always a nonfinite clause.

Another difficulty with the modal diagnostic is that in Chinese there is no consistent way to
distinguish a modal verb from a modal predicate which is not an auxiliary verb. But 7
presupposes such as distinction. For illustration, let us compare can (as in the sentence He can
lift that box because he is really strong.) and be able to (as in I expect him to be able to lift
that box because he looks really strong). Semantically, can and to be able in these two
sentences are basically equivalent to each other, both expressing ability. But syntactically they
are very different. While be able to can be used in either a finite or a non-finite clauses, can, as
an auxiliary verb can only be used in a finite clause. Such being the case, we may use the
auxiliary (or modal) verb can in English as a reliable indicator of finiteness. But supposing that
we had 8 as a grammatical sentence in English, meaning / expected hint to be able to lift that
box,
(8) *I expected him can lift that box
do we still wish to use the presence of can as a sole indicator of finiteness ? Probably not. This
is because can in the hypothetical 8 may be homophonic to the modal verb can or can may be
used in either finite or non-finite clauses. Either way, the presence of can by itself is unable to
serve as independent evidence that the containing clause is finite or nonfinite.
While this indeterminacy is hypothetical in English, it is real in Chinese. The problem
is best illustrated by sentences involving control verbs.
(9) a. Zhangsan xiang rang Lisi 0 nenggou iingzhao xuehui Yingyu
Zhangsan want let Lisi can/able earliest master English
Zhangsan wants to have Lisi learn English.
b. Daifu shi binren 0 neng congxin zhoulu
doctor make patient can/able again walk
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The doctor helped the patient to restore the ability to walk.
c. Zhangsan de jueding bide
Lisi 0 budebu / bixu / zhi neng zheme zuo.
Zhangsan DE decision force/made Lisi
have to/must /only can so do
Because ofZhangsan's decision, Lisi can only do it this way.
According to Huang, the expressions Wke nenggou (can/be able to), bixu (must/is
obliged to) and budebu (have to) in these sentences are auxiliary verbs (or homophones of
these auxiliary verbs), whose presence is indicative of a clause being finite. So by Huang's
modal diagnostic, the embedded clauses in the above examples are all finite. But this is
certainly not the conclusion that Huang would like to draw. In Huang's papers, the small
clauses under the control verbs are typical non-finite clauses with PRO subjects. Furthermore,
treating these small clauses as nonfinite is in conflict with 10, another diagnostic that Huang
(1989) proposes.
(10) If the subject of a clause is obligatorily null, then the clause can't contain an
element of AUX.
10 may be understood as saying that if the subject of a clause is obligatorily null, then this
clause has to be nonfinite, hence it won't allow modal verbs. In 9, however, the subject in
every small clause is obligatorily null and yet each contains what may be considered a modal
verb. This obvious contradiction between 6 and 10 may be solved in one of the following ways.
First, we may try to prove independently that ncnggou in 9a, for example, is a regular
predicate, rather than an auxiliary verb. But the only way that I can think of to this end is to
ascertain that the clause containing ncnggou is a nonfinite clause. The problem with this
approach is that we will find ourselves in a predicament of circularity; In order to determine
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the finiteness status of a clause, we need to use the modal diagnostic. But to determine whether
the modal diagnostic can apply, we need to know first of all whether the clause containing what
may be a modal predicate in question is finite or not.
Second, we can give up 10 and stick to the modal diagnostic as Huang suggests. But in
doing so, we face the problem described above.
Third, considering the difficulty in defining modal verbs in Chinese, we should choose to
abandon the modal diagnostic and adopt 10. By 10, the small clauses in 9 are all finite because
the subjects of these clauses are obligatorily null. Also by 10, the modal-like predicates in
these clauses such as nenggou, btcu and hudehu are non-auxiliary verbs.
However, 10 has its own difficulties. In some cases, the obligatorily null subject does not
seem to be PRO. Take 11 for example.
(11) a. Zhangsan ku de 0 hen shanaxing
Zhangsan cry DE very sad
Zhangsan cried so that he became very sad.
b. Zhangsan ku de lisi hen shangxing.
Zhangsan cry DE Lisi very sad.
Zhangsan cried so that Lisi became very sad.
In line with GB theory, the underlined part in 1 la is a small clause with a null subject. As
this is an obligatorily null subject, it has to be a PRO by 10. Huang (1989), however, analj'zes
the null subject in 1 la as a pro, possibly by analogy to lib. As the subject of the small clause
in lib is realized by a lexical NP Lisi, we may conclude that the small clause in this type of
sentence is finite. And because of some kind of'avoid pronoun principle', the subject has to be
phonetically null. This kind of indeterminacy is fijrther illustrated by 12.
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(12) a. Zhangsan mingling Lisi ta/0 bixu mashang likai
Zhangsan order
Lisi he must immediately leave
Zhangsan ordered Lisi that he leave immediately
b. Zhangsan mingling ta ta*/0 bixu mashang likai.
Zhangsan order him that he must immediately leave
Zhangsan ordered him that he leave immediately
12a and b are structurally identical except that the matrix object in 12a is a full lexical NP
and the subject in 12b is a pronoun. But there is some interesting difference between the two
sentences: while the embedded subject in 12a is optionally null, the one in 12b is obligatorily
null be phonetically. There does not seem to be convincing evidence that the embedded clause
in 12b is nonfinite and therefore can only have PRO subject. Again it may be due to some
kind of 'avoid pronoun' principle.
The above discussion shows quite clearly the difficulties in maintaining a consistent and
empirically verifiable distinction between finite and nonfinite clauses in Chinese. With these
difficulties in mind,

we may still insist on the existence of PRO in Chinese simply by

stipulating that all obligatorily null subjects are PROs. But such stipulation is theory-intemally
motivated, rather than empirically motivated in that, as I will show later, an adequate account
of null proforms in Chinese does not crucially depend on the notion of PRO. As we sawabove, the so called obligatorily null subjects in Chinese only occur in the structures which
may be rightly analyzed as part of a complex predicate (Dowty 1989). Take 9b for instance.
We may argue that the control verb shi {make, enable, cause ) subcategorizes for NP Pred,
(instead of NP S), where Pred stands for VP, AP or PP. Under such analysis the issue of PRO
does not even arise. For further illustration, let us look at 11.
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As a resultative marker, de turns the verb it combines with into a resultative

verb

subcategorizing for Pred (as in 11a) or NP Pred (as 1 lb). This is the approach that I v^ill
follow in the following discussion. But for the sake of argument, I wOl assume for the moment
that the obligatorily null subjects are PROs in Chinese.

3.1.2. Some Problems with pro Analysis
According to Huang (1989), the null subjects which have a potential control domain are
cases of Pro. If PRO in Chinese can only occur in a clause that requires its subject to be null,
then by default in all the other cases Pro has to be pro. In this subsection, I will show the
alleged pro subjects in Chinese differ from the pro as we know from the standard Binding
Theory in that the former, unlike the latter, do not have to be locally identifiable. This
explains the failure of Huang's GCR.
According to Huang, the null subject of the embedded clause in (4b) is an instance of pro
because it is the subject of a finite clause (or in other words, the subject of this clause does not
have to be null). However, even though we assume the GB framework, we still have problems
with formal licensing and local identification of pro subjects in Chinese. In the standard GB
approach to pro (cf Chomsky (1981, 1982, 1986); Jaeggli (1982)), the formal licensing and
identification of pro are achieved simultaneously through government by strong agreement, as
is the case with Italian and Spanish. But this is certainly not the case with Chinese, a language
which has no agreement morphology at all. However, instead of admitting that the null
subject like that in (4b) is not pro, Huang sets out to restructure the classic pro theory by
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modifying the identification requirement and incorporating that requirement in a generalized
theory of control (Huang (1985), (1989)). He proposes that pro (as well as PRO) is subject to
a Generalized Control Rule (GCR):
(12) General Control Rule (Huang 1989)
An empty pronominal (pro/PRO) is controlled in its control domain if it has one.
(13) a is the control domain for P iff it is the minimal category that satisfies both
a and b ;
a. a is the lowest cyclic node (S or NP) that contains P or the minimal maximal
category (MMC) containing p, and
b. a contains a SUBJECT accessible to p.
Huang argues that in languages like Italian or English, Infl contains AGR, which is the
SUBJECT accessible to p.

According to (13),

the finite clause in these languages is

necessarily the control domain for P, hence P must be controlled within the sentence. In Italian,
AGR is rich enough to control pro, but in English AGR is too impoverished to function as
controller, thus pro is not allowed in English. But Chinese differs fr-om Italian and English in
that its INFL does not contain AGR. This means two things. First, in Chinese the SUBJECT
can only be the subject of a clause. Second, the S immediately dominating a pro subject has
no SUBJECT and therefore it is not the control domain for pro. Without a control domain,
pro need not be controlled in its own clause. But Huang's GCR makes incorrect prediction. Let
us look at 14, which, like 4b, supposedly contains a pro subjea in the embedded clause.
(14) Zhangsan shuo / renwei / zhidao 0 mingtian yiding hui lai
Zhangsan say / think / know
tomorrow surely will come

Zhangsan said / thinks/ knows that he/she/they... will surely come
By 13, the lower S in 14 has no SUBJECT and therefore the pro subject has no control
domain in its own clause. But in the higher S, both conditions (a) and (b) in (13) are satisfied,
thus pro has to be controlled within the matrix clause. Consequently, by 12, this pro subject
will obligatorily take Zhangsan, the matrix subject, as its antecedent. But unfortunately this is
a wrong prediction in that the null subject may be bound to the matrix subject but it does
not have to be. For instance, the null subjea in (15) can be coreferential with a discourse
entity in the preceding sentence.
(15) A; Yaoshi Lisi bu lai jiu zaole
If
Lisi not come then bad LE
It is too bad if Lisi cannot come.
B: Zhangsan renwei 0 mingtian yiding hui lai
Zhangsan think
tomorrow surely will come
Zhangsan is positive that he will come
Indeed, in this case, the null subjea can only refer to Lisi because of the specific
discourse context. Huang tries to explain away the incompatible data like 15 by appealing to
the sentential complementation analysis by

Rosenbaum (1967). Adapting Rosenbaum's

proposal, Huang proposes two types of complementation.
(16) a. [s-..[vp -[s-[s pro/PRO...]]]]
b. [S- -[VP. -[NP[S[S pro/PRO ... ]]]]]
Huang claims that a verb like try or force subcategorizes for an S' complement (as in 16a)
while a verb like

or know subcategorizes for an NP (as in 16b). In a structure like 14,

which fits the structural description of i6b, the embedded null subject is not controlled in the

sentence because neither lower S nor higher S has a SUBJECT accessible to it. From this it
may be concluded that in sentences like 14, the null subject does not have to be controlled.
So by appealing to Rosenbaum's proposal, Huang seems to have justified his pro analysis and
GCR.
But as Y. Huang (1994) points out, Rosenbaum's analysis is not applicable to Chinese. The
principal evidence for Rosenbaum's argument that OTJ' type verbs only subcategorize for NP is
that the sentential complement under say or verbs of the similar kind is capable of being
passivized like a nominal construction. This may be true in English, but it is certainly a
factually inaccurate statement about the behavior of the Chinese transitional equivalents
of these English verbs as shown by the grammaticality contrast
between 17a and 17b.
(17) a. Zhangsan shuo Lisi yinggai gongzuo le
Zhangsan say Lisi should work LE
Zhangsan says that Lisi should start to work now.
b.*Lisi yinggai gongzuo le bei Zhangsan shuo le.
Lisi should work
LE Pass, name say
That Lisi should work is said by Zhangsan
This being the fact, the null subject in 14 does have a potential control domain by 13.
Even if we accept Rosenbaum's analysis, 16 remains problematic. As Huang explains, 16a is
the kind of complement structure for control verbs which require their embedded subject to be
null. So given what we have said about PRO in Chinese, we can see that pro/PRO in 16a in
fact represents PRO. As for all the verbs which do not require their embedded subject to be
null,

16b is the appropriate complement structure with pro/PRO representing pro.
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Accordingly, 12 may be recast as 18.
(18) a. [s...[vp...Ms PRO...]]]]
b.

b. [s...[vp...[Nptkpro ... ]]]]]

By Huang's own analysis, 18 (or 16) has one clear implication: An obligatorily null subjea (or
a PRO subject) always has a local domain and therefore is always locally identifiable; whereas
an optionally null subject (or a pro subject) never has a control domain and therefore may be or
may not be locally identifiable. This is what Huang GCR can say at its best. We know all along
that what Huang considers pro subjects can be syntactically bound or discourse bound. This is
not the issue. The issue is what are the licensing conditions for these so called pro subjects and
how they should be interpreted. But Huang's theory does not address this issue in any
meaningful way.
The very fact that the so called pro subjects in Chinese can be syntactically bound or
discourse bound raises some questions about the theoretical soundness of Huang's GCR. First,
pro, as we understand from the GB literature, should be locally identifiable. But these pro
subjects in Chinese are not. So we may ask whether the null subject like the one in 15 or 4b
should be identified as pro in the first place. Second, according to Huang (1989), the principle
of recoverability means that "a pronoun is allowed to drop only when its reference can be
recovered fi-om other parts of the sentence". But the reference of the null subject in a sentence
like 15 or 4b can not be recovered fi"om other parts of the sentence; it has to be recovered from
the discourse context. This casts doubts on the legitimacy of treating these null subjects on a
par with pro or PRO in real pro-drop languages like Italian and Spanish. Third, Huang

promises that PRO and pro subjects can be accounted for by the same set of rules. This is why
he collapses them into Pro. But as I pointed above, the alleged PRO subjects are always locally
identifiable whereas the so called pro subjeas are not. It is not clear how Huang can deliver his
promise.

3.1.3. Variable Analysis of Null Proforms
In Chinese, there is a whole range of cases where a null anaphor can only referentially
depend on a discourse entity beyond its sentence boundary. 18a and 18d are two typical
examples. Without any possible control domain within their sentence boundary, 18a or I8d
can not stand as grammatical sentences unless embedded in an appropriate discourse context
with an accessible antecedent

(18) a. A; Zhangsan lai le ma?
Zhangsan come LE Q?
Did Zhangsan come?
B:01aile ^
come LE
Yes, he did.
b. Zhangsan mai le yipi ma. Lisi hen xihuan 0
Zhangsan buy LE one horse. Lisi very like
Zhangsan bought a horse. Lisi liked very much.
These two sentences have one thing in common: the null anaphor can't referentially
depend on any NP within the same sentence. This very fact leads to Huang's (1984, 1987)
objection to the pro analysis of the null subjects and objeas like those in 18a and 18b. He
argues that the null subject in 18a and the null object in 18b are normally interpreted as
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deiaic. I assume that by deictic, he means that these null anaphors are discourse bound. In
this section I will use the term deictic in the sense as intended by Huang. On this point, I
agree with Huang. As we know from the Binding Theory, one of the defining features of
pro is local identification. The deictic anaphors are not locally identifiable, thus they should
not be considered as pro. However, when it comes to how the anaphor like those in 18a and
18b should be characterized and its distribution and reference should be accounted for, I
have to disagree with Huang.
Huang (1984, 1987) proposes that these deictic null anaphors are null variables, bound
by a null operator, which in this case is an empty topic. Accordingly, 18a and 18b will look
like 19a and 19b at some level of representation.
(19) a. Oi 0i lai le
b. Oj Lisi hen xihuan 0L
In 19, 0 stands for an empty topic, which binds 0, a null variable. At the first sight, this
analysis seems to provide an account for the distribution and reference of the null anaphors in
sentences like 18a and 18d. However, a closer look casts serious doubt on the validity of
Huang's null variable analysis.

First, , Huang's variable analysis of null subjects is in many

cases inconsistent with his pro analysis. As I just mentioned, according to 16b (or 18b), the
pro subject in Chinese does not have a control domain.. Naturally a pro without control domain
is necessarily deictic. This is exactly the defining property of a null variable. How can we
differentiate a pro without control domain fi-om a null variable? Second, the empty topic
hypothesis is in conflict with a widely held assumption among GB syntacticians that a null
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operator is moved to Comp (or Spec of CP) and can't co-occur with other operators (e.g.,
Rizzi 1986). But sentences like 20 will have to have two empty topics according to Huang's

analysis, thus a violation of this basic assumption.
(20) A; Zhangsan mai shu le?
Zhangsan buy book LE?
Did Zhangsan buy a/the book(s)?
B: 0; Oj0 mai le 0
buy LE
He did.

Thirdly and most importantly, the variable analysis virtually says nothing about the
distribution and reference of the alleged null variables. As is suggested in Huang (1982) (1984),
Cole (1987) and Cole et al (1990), the empty topic is licensed by the lexical Infl of the
sentences. If this is true, then

every sentence Chinese should be able to have at least one

empty topic. Since a variable is bound by an empty topic and every sentence may at least have
one empty topic, we would expect that every sentence would allow at least one null variable.
This, as we will see in the discussion to come,

is not true. Not every sentence allows null

subjects or null objects. So there must be some constraints other than the empty topic that
determine the distribution and reference of a deictic null anaphor. Just by stating that a null
variable is bound by an empty topic, Huang's proposal does no more than shifting the burden
of accounting for the so called variable subject to the empty topic. By so doing, Huang may
now claim that the reference of a null variable can be recovered from the empty topic and
therefore it is a phenomenon accountable in terms of sentence grammar. But we still need to
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find out how the empty topic is licensed and how its reference is recovered. A reasonable
question to ask here is what we have gained by introducing the intermediary notion of empty
topic. Probably nothing. Whatever we have learnt about the licensing conditions for the empty
topic applies directly to the null variable if there is such a thing.
On the basis of the above discussion in 3.1 we may conclude that Huang's syntactic analysis
of null subjects is inadequate. Contrary to Huang's expectation, the null subjects are not
Chinese variations of supposedly universal ECs as defined in the GB literature. This is
especially true with Huang's analysis of so called pro subjeas and null variables subjects. On
one hand, the presumable distinction between pro and variable does not exist. On the other, his
analysis does little of what a theory of anaphora should do; it barely says anything about the
licensing condition and references of these null subjects. The failure of Huang's syntactic
approach lends some indirect support to the my basic argument: Instead of analyzing the null
subjects in Chinese as variations of Chomskyan ECs, we should treat them as functional
variations of one single zero pronoun whose distribution and reference are determined by the
discourse context.

3.2. Structural Prominence and Null Subiects
In this section, I will explore the licensing conditions for null subjects in Chinese in terms of
discourse prominence and discourse relations. In my discussion, I will leave out so called PRO
subjects (or obligatorily null subjects). The exclusion may be justified on the following grounds.
As I pointed out above, what Huang considers as clauses with PRO subjeas in Chinese can be
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alternatively treated, probably more effectively, as part of a complex predicate. Along this line
of analysis, the issue of PRO evaporates. This is the approach I will take. Moreover, even in
the GB literature, PROs are not considered as null subjects. According to the standard GB
theory, PRO is a universal EC and is not considered as a case of null subject, which is
supposed to be a case of pro-drop. Finally, the distribution and reference of PRO is not subject
to the change of discourse context; rather it is basically pre-determined by the sentence
structure and lexical properties of the relevant verbs. For example, the referential possibility of
the alleged PRO subject embedded under a control verb like hi ( force),y/fl<7 (ask), or rang (let)
remain predictable regardless of change of discourse context. So although PRO could be
interesting topic theory-intemally, there isn't much to say about it from the perspective of
dynamic semantics. So in the rest of this work, I will only be concerned with optionally null
subjects, whose distribution and reference are subject to various context changes.

3.2.1. Intersentential Null Subjects
The intersentential use of null subjects is an important way to express discourse coherence
by virtue of referential dependency. So it is not surprising that the distribution of intersentential
null subjects is tied up together with and constrained by those factors which directly contribute
to the coherence of discourse. The most relevant ones are discourse
prominence and discourse relations. Take 21 for instance.
(21) Youge x'uesheng zuotian qu le Beijing. Jintian you qu le Shanghai
a student yesterday go LE Beijing. Today again go LE Shanghai
A student went to Beijing yesterday. He left for Shanghai today.
The discourse structure of 21 may be roughly represented in first order logic as 22.
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(22) 3x (student (X)A went -toBeijing-yesterday (x)) A (went-to-Shanghai-today (r))
On the intended reading, 22 should be understood as 23:
(23) 3x (student (x) A (went-to-Beijing-yesterday (x) A went-to-Shanghai-today (x))
The derivation of 22 from 23 involves application of associativity, which makes the definite NP
nage xuesheng (the student), the topic NP of the discourse, accessible to the variable x in
both the first and second propositions. Informally, this associativity means that both sentences
in this discourse are comments about

the same discourse entity. Whatever allows this

associativity is responsible for licensing the intersentential null subject. 24 expresses the
licensing condition for the intersentential null subject in terms of accessibility of a potential
antecedent.
(24) Accessibility Condition
In a discourse Kj, K; = [0;\|/], a is an accessible antecedent to 3, a null subject in
vj/, if (a) and (b) are satisfied;
a. a is the discourse topic NP that is closest to P;
b. Kj is a discourse of Continuation in which <t> precedes (but does not necessarily
immediately precede) v|/.
Inherited from Chapter 2, the definition of Continuity or Continuation is repeated below
with some innocent notational changes.
(25) Definition of Continuity (same as 80 in Chapter 1)
In a discourse segment Kj, Ki=[<t>;\i/], Continuity holds between O and *|/ (i.e., v|/ is
Continuation of <t>) iff one of the following holds.
a. v|/ is a more specific statement on the same topic as <J>;
b. $ and v|/ are structurally parallel and lexically comparable to each other,
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c. O denotes an episode or an act which temporally precedes the episode or the act
denoted by \\f.
24 requires the antecedent of a null subject to be the closest discourse topic. This means that
the antecedent for a null subject first of all has to be an SPNP. The subject NP and the
topicalized NP are two typical candidates" because of their structural positions in a sentence.
However, although the topicalized NP and the subject are both possible antecedents, the
former NP seems to be preferred as the actual topic NP when they coexist.

(26) a. Zuotian, Zhangsan qu fayuan gao le women de chun zhang
yesterday, Zhangsan go court sue LE we DE village head
Yesterday, Zhangsan went to the court to sue our village head.
b. Jintian 0 turan
shizong le
today unexpectedly disappear LE
Today he disappeared unexpectedly.
(27) a. Zuotian, women de chun zhang bei Zhangsan qu fayuan gao le.
yesterday, we DE village head Pass. Zhangsan go court sue LE
Yesterday, our village head was sued by Zhangsan at the court.
b. Jintian, 0 turan
shizong le.
today, unexpectedly disappear LE
Today he disappeared unexpectedly.
(28) a. Women de chun zhang, Zhangsan zuotian qu fayuan gao le
we
DE village head, Zhangsan yesterday go court sue LE
Zhangsan went to the court to sue our village head yesterday.
b. Jintian, 0 turan
shizong le.
today, unexpectedly disappear LE
Today, he disappeared unexpectedly.

Tlie primar>- NP in an SQPP positioned leftmost in a sentence is also structurally prominent. But as was
pointed earlier, such an MPNP is only relevant to a logoplioric discourse.
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26, 27 and 28 are minimally distinct. I asked six native speakers of Chinese for their
judgment. Their judgment on 26 and 27 was unanimous; in either 26 or 27, the null subject of
the second sentence could only be construed with the subject of the first sentence. As for 28,
there was some uncertainty: while all of them agreed that the null subject could be coreferential
with either the topicalized NP or the subject, some insisted that it was easier to construe the
null subject with Lisi. The intuition of my informants on the whole seems to support the
generalization that both the topicalized NP and the subject, being structurally prominent, can
be the potential accessible antecedents, but the topicalized NP is more likely to be the actual
one. But it should be emphasized again that this preference is a tendency, not a rule. In 29
for example, the subject was chosen by all of my informants as the actud antecedent. I
believe the choice was mainly based on pragmatic reasons.
(29) a. Nageren;, Lisij yiqianjian guo,
that man Lisi before see Perf
Lisi saw that man before.
b. Dan xianzai 0j yijing wang le ta jiao sheme.
But now
already forget LE he call what
He has already forgotten his name by now.
Assuming that both the topicalized NP and subject can be the potential antecedents, we
can account for discourses such as the following.

(30) a. Nage reni, Lisij yiqianjian guo
that man, Lisi before see Perf
Lisi saw that man before.
b. Dan xianzai 0; yijing wang le 0j jiao sheme
but now
already forget LE call what
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But he has already forgotten his name by now.
In this example, the 0i is bound to the topicalized MP in 30a and 0j to the subject MP in 29.
Just as discourse relations play a crucial role in the distribution of exempt reflexives, so
they have great impact on the use of null subject. First of all, discourse relations are an
important factor in determining whether a given SPNP qualifies as a discourse topic. This issue
was addressed in some detail when we were discussing the distribution of reflexives.
The same analysis proposed for reflexives also applies to null subjects.
(31) a. Zhangsan zai xishoujian chouyan
Zhangsan at restroom smoke
Zhangsan was smoking in the restroom
Lisi kanjian le
Lisi saw
Lisi saw him.
0 juede youxie nanweiqing
feel somewhat embarrassed
He was a bit embarrassed.
b. Zhangsan zai xishoujia chouyan.
Zhangsan at restroom smoke
Zhangsan was smoking in the restroom
0 bei Lisi kanjian le.
by Lisi see
LE
He was seen y Lisi
0 juede youxie
nanweiqing
feel somewhat embarrassed
He felt a bit embarrassed
In 31a, the null subject can only be coreferential with Ais/, while in 3 lb,

is

the only possible antecedent. In either case, the closest discourse topic NP is the closest
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SPNP. But consider 32.
(32) Zhangsan zhege ren hen kexiao
Zhangsan this man very ridiculous
This guy Zhangsan is really ridiculous.
Zuotian Lisi da le ta.
Yesterday Lisi beat LE him
Lisi beat him up yesterday.
Jintian 0 you shang ta jia qu chi fan le
today
again go his jia to eat meal LE
He went to his home for meal today.
In 32, there are two SPNPs preceding the null subject, viz., Zhangsan and Lisi. Which
of them is the closest discourse topic NP? It depends on the discourse relation underlying
the intended interpretation of 32. We may analyze 32 as a general statement followed by a
specific example and Zhangsan as the topic of the entire discourse represented by 32.
On this interpretation, Zhangsan is the only discourse topic NP. On the other hand, we
may analyze 32 as a general-specific discourse which in turn contains a sub-discourse
describing a series of events. In this complex discourse, Zhangsan is the topic NP for the
entire discourse and Lisi is the topic of the sub-discourse represented by 32b and c. On the
basis of the above discussion, we predict that the null subject in 37 may be bound to either
Zhangsan or Lisi . This is also the shared judgment of the native speakers I consulted
with. However, although it was possible to link the null subject anaphorically to Lisi, it
was generally agreed that Zhangsan is a much preferred antecedent. This, I believe, is
mainly due to pragmatic consideration.
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Secondly, the accessible antecedent for a null subject (and for an intersentential reflexive as
well) not only has to be the closest discourse topic MP, but it must also be the topic NP of a
discourse of Continuity. Take 26, 27 and 28 for instance. Each of these examples is a case of
<I»\i/,

i.e. a discourse representing a temporal sequence of events. In the absence of

Continuity, the discourse topic NP in cl) will not be accessible to the null subject in v|y. If, as
illustrated by 33 and 34, we reverse the order of the constituent sentences in 29 or 30, the
null subject sounds odd.

(33) Zhangsan jintian turan shizong le.
Zhangsan today unexpectedly disappear LE
Zhangsan disappeared unexpectedly today. He went to the court to sue Lisi
yesterday.
0*/ta zuotian qu fayuan gao le women de chunzhang
yesterday go court sue LE our village head.
He went to the court to sue our village head.
(34) Women de chun zhang jintian turan shizong le.
our DE village head today unexpectedly disappear LE
Today, our village head disappeared unexpectedly.
0*/ta zuotian bei Zhangsan qu fayuan gao le
(he) yesterday Pas Zhangsan to court sue LE our
Yesterday, he was sued by Zhangsan at the court.
In 33, Zhangsan is the discourse topic, so is our village head in 34. But neither
is accessible to the null subject of the subsequent clause. Their inaccessibility, I argue, is due
to the fact that neither 33 nor 34 is a discourse of Continuity. In other words, although
Zhangsan in 33 (or our village head in 34) is the discourse topic NP, the discourse of
which it is the topic is not a one of Continuity, thus blocking the intersentential binding of the
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topic MP. It is interesting to note that this discourse relation constraint applies to null anaphors
but not to lexical anaphors. When we replace the null anaphor in 33 and 34 with fti, the
grammaticality is restored. 35 and 36 illustrate the same point with a difference type
of Continuity.
(35) Zhangsan meitian xuexi hen chang shijian
Zhangsan everyday study very long time
Zhangsan studies for many hours everyday
Zuotian 0/ ta zai tushuguan zhengzheng kan le ba xiaoshi de shu.
yesterday, (he) at library
exactly read LE eight hour DE book
Yesterday, he did eight hours' reading in the library
(36) Zuotian Zhangsan zai tushuguan zhengzheng kan le ba xiaoshi de shu
Yesterday Zhangsan at library no less than read LE eight hour DE book
Yesterday Zhangsan did eight hour's reading in the library
0*/ta meitian xuexi hen chang shijian
(he) everyday study very long time
He studies for many hours everyday.
35 is a case of

with the first sentence being a more general statement and the second,

a more specific one on the same topic as the more general statement. The use of null subjea in
35 satisfies the condition on the discourse relation as we can see that 35b is in fact a specific
example of 35a. In contrast, 36 can't be counted as a case of OirVj/, because the second
sentence is a more general statement than the first one. Therefore, although the intended
antecedent is a most prominent NP, the failure to meet the discourse relation constraint
excludes the coreference of the null subjea with Zhangsan. The use of the lexical pronominal
ta, however, is perfectly grammatical regardless of the absence of Continuity.
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So far the accessibility condition as stated in 24 has worked well. However, when we look
at expanded data, we find some apparent counter examples. 37 is one of them..
(37) a. Zhangsan que xing
Lisi zhidao Wangwu yijing faxian Mali mai le
Zhangsan firm believe Lisi know Wangwu already find Mary buy LE
yiliang Porsche
a Porsche.
Zhangsan firmly believes Lisi knows Wangwu has found out Mary bought a
Porsche.
b. Dan 0 jiushi bu yuan rang beiren zhidao
But,
just not will let
others know
But he/she would let people know.
In this example, the null subject in 37b can be bound to

Mali, the subject of the lowest

clause, or Zhangsan, the matrix subject. Coreference with either Wang}vu or IJsi is also
possible, though less preferable. The referential possibilities with 37 seems to be in conflict
with 24, which predicts the null subject should be bound to the closest discourse topic NP.
However, I argue that 37 is not a counterexample to 24. The seeming contradiction
results from the logophoric nature of the discourse. In Chapter 2, I discussed binding
possibilities in logophoric discourses with regards to reflexives. The analysis also applies
to logophoric discourses containing null subjects. Accordingly, 37 is analyzable as a
logophoric discourse, with three

reported speakers: Zhangsan, Lisi and Wang^vu. As

such, it should be interpreted in the same fashion as the discourse containing logophoric
reflexives are interpreted. We may choose any one of these three reported speakers as the
viewpointer (i.e., the discourse topic NP). Consequently, we expect that the null subject
in 35b can be bound to Zhangsan, Lisi or Wangwu. Meanwhile, as the matrix subject
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Zhangsan is syntactically more prominent than either Lisi or Wangwu,
preferred

it is the

viewpointer. Alternatively, 35 may be interpreted as a non-logophoric

discourse, with Mali, the most embedded subject NP, as the closest topic NP, and

the

logophoric expression Zhangsan firmly believes that Lisi knows that Wangwu finds as
an parenthetical expression. The predicted binding possibilities are confirmed by the
judgment of my informants. According to the six informants I consulted with, the null
subject in 37b can be bound to any of these subjects in 37a. But they also reported a scale
of preference; viz., the most likely antecedent is either the matrix subject Zhangsan, or
the lowest subject Mary. This scale of preference is anticipated with the theory of
structural prominence that we have established. The matrix subject {Zhangsan in this
case) is syntactically more prominent than intermediate ones because it c-commands all the
rest of the subjects. The innermost subject (i.e., Mary)

is more prominent than the

intermediate ones because it is closest to the null subject in question. But the preference of
one subject over the other may be an issue of performance rather than an issue of
grammar. Because the above mentioned difference may be related to the well known
psychological finding that the first and last items of an input string always stand out most
in the memory.

3.2.2. Structural Prominence bv Virtue of Lexical Properties
In 2.1., we only looked at the canonical cases of intersentential null subjects. In this
section, we will examine three kinds of discourse structures, which are all

seeming
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violations of 24. The first type of discourse involves unaccusative verbs.
(38) a. (Zai) zhuxitai shang zuo zhe viae zhong nian ren,
(at) rostrum on sit Prog one middle age man
There was a middle-aged man sitting on the rostrum.
Ju
shuo 0i shi cong Beijing lai de
according to say,
is from Beijing come LE
It is said that he is from Beijing.
b. (Zai) bangongshi li vou viae musheneren
(at) office in have one stranger
There is a stranger in the office.
Haoxiang yao jian ni.
Seem want see you
It seems that he wants to see you.
c. Women Tde) xuexiao xin lai le yige yinyue jiaoshi
we
(DE) school new come LE one music teacher
A new music teacher has just come to our school
0 kan shang qu bu guo ershi sui
look on to not pass 20 years
He/she looks younger than 20.

As we can see, in none of these examples is the antecedent for the null subject the subject or
the topicalized NP, hence a seeming contradiction to 25. But all these examples have one thing
in common: the verb that precedes the antecedent NP is an unaccusative verb. According to
the standard GB analysis (cf

Burzio 1986), an unaccusative verb does not case-mark its

object or assign 0-role to its subject. Take the following sentences in English for example.
(39) a. *

arrived a representative yesterday.

b. A representative arrived yesterday
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c. There arrived a representative yesterday.
The verb arrive is an unaccusative verb. 39a can't be accepted as grammatical because the
object a representative does not get case-marked. Once a representative moves into the
subject position, as in 36b, it gets case-marked by Infl, thus making 39b perfectly grammatical.
In 39c, the expletive subject There is inserted in the subject position, which in turn assigns a
partitive case to the object. The resulting 39c is grammatical. Let us take a look at 40,
which is supposedly the Chinese counterpart of 39.

(40) a.

zuotian dao le yige daibiao
yesterday, arrive LE one representative

b. Yige daibiao zuotian
dao le
one representative yesterday arrive LE
c. Zuotian, yige daibiao
dao le
yesterday, one representative arrive LE
d. Zuotian dao le yige daibiao
yesterday arrive LE one representative
Let us suppose that 40a is the D-structure for the Chinese sentence meaning/I
representative arrived yesterday. 40b results from the object movement into the subject
position. By further moving the adverbial Zuotian to the leftmost position, we get 40c. In both
40b and 40c, the D-structure object is case-marked by Infl. It is not clear, however, how the
object in 40d is case marked. One possible answer is that in 40d, the movement of the
adverbial phrase zuotian (yesterday) into the subject position triggers off some case-marking
mechanism which then assigns a certain case to the object. But this topic is not my concern in
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this paper.
For most GB syntactidans, one thing seems to be quite clear, i.e., the subject of an
unaccusative verb is not an argument NP in that it has no

independent 0 role. In Chapter 2,

we established that a structurally prominent NP has to be a primary argument. So by
definition, the underlined part in 38a, b or c, can not be an argument NP, let alone a
prominent one. This means that in a clause containing an unaccusative verb, the D-structure
object is the only argument and by default the most prominent one in that clause. This explains
why the object of an unaccusative verb is an accessible antecedent to a null subject in the
ensuing sentence.
Now let us turn to the second type of structure in which an NP other than the subject NP
or a topicalized NP is an accessible antecedent to a null subject in the subsequent sentence.
(41) Dengchedeshihou, Zhangsankanjianyigenanhaizailubian ti qiu
wait bus DE time, Zhangsan see
one boy at roadside kick ball
When he was waiting for the bus, Zhangsan saw a boy playing soccer at the side of
the road.
Guo le yi huier, 0 ba qiu ti jing le linju de hou yuan
pass LE one moment, BA ball kick into LE neighbor DE back yard
A few minutes later, he kicked the ball into a neighbor's backyard
0 gang xiang pa qiang jinqu na qiu,
just want climb fence into take ball
When he was just about to climb over the fence to get the ball,

0 faxian na
jia de gou pao le chulai.
find that family DE dog run LE out
he saw a dog come out.
0 xia de zhuanshen jiu pao
scared DE turn around just run
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He was so scared that he turned back and ran away.
What is of interest to us is that in the above discourse all the null subjects are bound
to^'i^e nanhai (a boy), which happens to be the object of the perception verb kanjian (see).
But we may explain this apparent counterexample to 24 in terms of the discourse relation
involved. We should note that what Zhangsan saw was not just a boy, but a series of
episodes (ei,...€„) that constituted the entire event E that was associated with the boy. So from
the point of view of dynamic semantics, 41 should be represented as 42b rather than
42a. (For the ease of representation, I use a simplified version of 41.)
(42) a. Xr [saw (ei: playing-ball (x), Zhangsan)] (boy)]; [ea: kicked-the-ball-into-thebackyard (x)]; [e3:ran-away (x)]
b. [saw (E, Zhangsan) AE=A.Y[[ei: playing-ball (x)]; [62; kicked-ball-into-backyard
(x)]; [e3; ran-away (x)] (boy)]
41 may be analyzed as a discourse K„ Ki= [saw (E, Zhangsan)] which contains a
sub-discourse Kj describing E, a set of events. While Zhangsan is the topic NP of Kj, yige
nanhai (a boy), the object of the perception verb kanjian (see), is the topic NP for Kj. More
specifically, although

nanhai is not an SPNP for Kj, it is a topic NP or an SPNP within

Kj. Kj per se is a discourse characterized by Continuity (or more specifically T > <I)).
Consequently we can apply associativity to Kj, hence the interpretation represented by 39b.
This analysis may be fiirther supported by 43.
(43) Deng che de shihou, Zhangsan kanjian yige nanhai zai lubian ti qiu
waiting bus DE time. Zhangsan see
one boy at roadside kick ball
When he was waiting for the bus, Zhangsan saw a boy playing soccer at the side
of the road.
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0* jihu tiantian xiawu dou zaizheliwan
almost everyday afternoon always at here play
He always plays here in the afternoon.
In 43, the second sentence is ungrammatical due to the null subject in the second sentence.
Once we replace it with a lexical pronominal ta, the whole discourse is perfectly grammatical.
This grammaticality contrast is predictable given what we have said so far. In 43, what the
second sentence describes is not part of the event that Zhangsan saw. As no Continuity can be
established between Xr[ei: playing-ball (r)] (boy) and Xr [62: play here every afternoon (x)],
the associative translation Xx [[ei: playing-ball (x)] A [ez: play here every afternoon (x)] (boy)]
is not allowed. In short, a, the object NP of a perception verb such as kanjian (see), tingdao
(hear) or faxian (find) may serve as an antecedent for the null subjects in the subsequent
sentences <])...9 if a is the topic of the discourse consisting of (t)...(p and if ((). ..cp is
connected by Continuity.
Still another type of structure in which an object NP may be the antecedent for a null
object is a sentence with a presentation verb, such as you (have or exist).
(44) a. Lisij you yige nuerj.
Lisi have one daughter
Lisi has a daughter
b. 0j zheng tian xian zai jia li.
whole day idle at home in
She stays home all day doing nothing
c. 0j bushi kan dianshi, jiushi ting yingyue
not watch TV, then listen music
she is either watching TV or listening to music.
In 44, nuer (daughter), the object of you, is the antecedent for the null subject in 4 lb
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and c. In line with 24, this object NP has to be a stnicturally prominent one. So what makes it
structurally prominent? It is the lexical properties of you. The discourse function of a
presentation verb Wkc you, as its name implies, is to bring in a new referent as the new topic of
the discourse. In other words, the object of a presentation verb, is a potential topic and as such
it should be treated as equal to a subject NP or topicalized NP in terms of structural
prominence.
To sum up, in this subsection, we have looked at some cases where an NP in an object
position functions as an antecedent for null subjects. Unlike topicalized NPs or subject NPs,
these object NPs, acquire their structural prominence by virtue of lexical properties of the
verbs, rather than by their structural position. For ease of reference, I will call these verbs topic
introducing verbs.

3.2.3. Intrasentential Null Subjects
In this section, we are concerned with two issues, viz., the distribution of intrasentential null
subjects and its interaction with that of intersentential null subjects. The occurrence of
intrasentential null subjects in Chinese is basically limited to clauses embedded under a
logocentric verb or a directive verb. The distribution of intrasentential subjects can be
expressed tentatively as Intrasentential Accessibility Condition in 45, which we can see is
really not much different from the condition for intersentential null subjects.
(45) Intrasentential Accessibility Condition
In [si...a... [s2... P • • • ]], a is an accessible antecedent to the null subject p
if a is the closest topic NP of which the clause containing P is part of a comment.
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By 45, 46a and b should be grammatical and they are.
(46) a. Lisii shuo 0i mingtian yao qu Tucson.
Lisi 0
tomorrow will go to Tucson
Lisi said that he will go to Tucson tomorrow.
b. Ruguo 01 you qian, Lisii xiang mai yiliang Porsche.
if
have money, Lisi want buy one
Porsche
If he has money, Lisi wants to buy a Porsche.
In the above examples, the binding relation as indicated by the index is predicted by 45. In
46a and 46b, the matrix subject is the closest topic NP and therefore the antecedent for the
null subject in the sub-clause it c-commands. But with a multiple embedding logophoric
sentence like 47, referential ambiguity may arise.Take 47 for instance.
(47) Lisii shuo Zhangsan2 renwei 0i/2 yiding yao mai yiliang Porsche.
Lisi say Zhangsan think must want buy one Porsche.
Lisi says that Zhangsan thinks that he should definitely buy a Porsche

47 is a logophoric sentence, with Lisi and Zhangsan as reported speakers. The null subject can
corefer with either Zhangsan or Lisi, depending on which of these two reported speakers to
be chosen as the viewpointer. In this respect, the intrasentential null subjects in sentences like
47 are accounted for in much the same way as the intrasentential logophoric reflexives.
Now let us look at 48, a rather spedal example of the intrasentential null subject.
(48) Lisii mingling Zhangsan2 Osbixu mai yiliang Porsche.
Lisi order Zhangsan
must buy one Porsche
Lisi ordered Zhangsan that he buy a Porsche.
In 48, the matrix object rather than the matrix subject is the antecedent for the null subject.
This

seeming counter-example to 45 may be accounted for on the assumption that
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directive verbs like mingling are topic introducing verbs. On this assumption, the object of the
directive verb mingling is the topic NP that is closest to the null subject. At this point, it may
be of interest to compare directive verbs with perception verbs like kanjian (see).
In 2.2. we classified the perception verb kanjian (see) as a topic-introducing verb. We
noted

that a topic-introducing verb like kanjian is characteristically associated with a

discourse structure like 49.
(49) (See Appendix for Chapter 3)
The larger box in 49 represents a discourse of Continuity Kj and the smaller one, a discourse
of Continuity Kj that is embedded in K;, NP2, the object of the topic introducing verb, is the
topic NP for the embedded clause and subsequent sentences. An example of 49 is 50, which is
a simplified version of 41.
(50) Deng che de shihou, Zhangsan kanjian [siyige nanhai zai lubian ti qiu]
wait bus DE time, Zhangsan see
one boy at roadside kick ball
When he was waiting for the bus, Zhangsan saw a boy playing soccer at the side
of the road.
[S2GUO le yi huier, 0 ba qiu ti jing le linju de hou yuan]
pass LE one moment, BA ball kick into LE neighbor DE back yard
A few minutes later, he kicked the ball into a neighbor's backyard
de zhuanshengjiu pao]
scared DE turn around just run
He was so scared that he turned back and ran away.

[s30xia

On exactly the same ground, a directive verb like mingling (order) is considered a topic
introducing verb. 51 is another example of 49.
(51) a. Zhangsan mingling Lisi[si 0 jintian jiuyao daoda New York]
Zhangsan order Lisi
today must arrive New York
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Zhangsan ordered Lisi that he get to New York today
b. [s2Mingtian 0 bixu shefa zhaodao Wangwu]
tomorrow must manage to find Wangwu
He must find Wangwu tomorrow.
c [ssRanhou, 0 dei
mashang fei hui Los Angeles]
then,
have to immediately fly back to Los Angeles
After that, he will have to fly back to Los Angeles immediately.
In the entire discourse represented by 51, we can identify a sub-discourse consisting of
the embedded clause in 51a, 51b and 51c, which describes a series of acts that Zhangsan
ordered Lisi to perform. As far as this sub-discourse is concerned, Usi is the topic NP and
therefore the antecedent for the null subjea in the embedded clause in 5 la, 5 lb and 51c.
The rule for the intrasentential nul I subject is a simple rule by itself, but the
situation becomes more complicated when it interacts with the rule for the intersentential
null subject.
(52) Zhangsan i xiang mai yiliang Porsche.
Zhangsan want buy one Porsche
Zhangsan wants to buy a Porsche.
Lisi2 renwei <Z)\i yinggai mai yiliang Mustang.
Lisi think
should buy one Mustang
Lisi thinks that he should buy a Mustang.
As the index indicates, the null subject in 52 can be interpreted as bound either to Zhangsan
or to Lisi. The dual binding possibilities with 52 seem to pose some problem for the conclusion
reached in the previous discussion. It was stated in Chapter 2 that an SPNP a that precedes
or c-commands the anaphor P within the same sentence always counts as a potential
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discourse topic NP if the clause containing 3 can be identified as the comment on a (cf
26 in Chapter 2). By this stipulation, the coreference of the null subject with Lisi is
expected since Lisi is the SPNP that both precedes and c-commands the null subject. By the
same stipulation, however, the anaphoric link between the null subject and Zhangsan seems
unwarranted. But this apparent problem may be accounted for on the assumption that an
logophoric expression can be alternatively analyzed as a parenthetical expression. On this
assumption, Lisi remvei (Lisi thinks) in 52 may be analyzed as a parenthetical expression. As
the subject of a parenthetical expression, LLsi won't qualify as the topic that the clause
containing the null subject comments on and therefore it can't be the antecedent for the null
subject. With Lisi disqualified as a potential topic NP, Zhangsan becomes the closest topic
NP.
To conclude. In this chapter we started with a critical review of Huang's analysis of
null subjects in the GB framework. I showed the empirical problems with analogizing null
subjects in Chinese with the ECs established by GB syntacticians on the basis of European
languages. Contrary to Huang's claim, I argued that the null subjects (and null objects as
well) are the fijnctional variations of one and the same zero pronoun or null proform.
whose distribution and reference can be accounted for uniformly in terms of a restricted
set of definable notions. Two such notions are structural prominence and discourse
relations. On the basis of these two notions, I proposed the rules for the use of
intersentential and intrasentential null subjects. Apart from some minor distinctions, the
rules for both types of null subjects are the same in essence; a null subject is bound to a
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nearest topic NP on whiich the clause containing the null subject is a comment. In this
chapter, we also devoted a considerable amount of discussion to the redefinition of
SPNPs. We noted that although SPNPs are typically subjects, primary NPs in SQPPs or
topicalized NPs, there are exceptions. With a limited number of verbs, the direct objects
can be the topic NPs for the incoming discourse, hence the term of topic introducing verb.
With the notion of SPNP thus defined, the two accessibility conditions we have proposed
seem to give a simple and adequate account of the distribution and reference of both
intersentential and intrasentential null subjects.
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CHAPTER 4: NULL OBJECTS AND VP ELLIPSIS
4.0. Introduction
The null objects can be divided into two categories: those capable of sloppy reading (let
us call them S-type null object or SNO for short) and those incapable of sloppy reading (let us
just call them N-type null object or NNO). In this chapter, I will try to find out the licensing
conditions for the distribution of these two types of null object in the theoretical framework we
have so far established. In discussing the S-type null object, I will also investigate some
relevant properties of VP ellipsis since the VP ellipsis and SNO share some interesting
properties.

4.L Problems with Syntactic Approach to Null Obiects
Null objects in Chinese are distinguished from null subjects in one crucial aspect: While a
null subject may be referentially dependent on a discourse entity within its syntactic scope, a
null object always referentially depends on a discourse entity inherited from the discourse
context. So in this sense, all null objects are intersentential anaphors. Let us first of all look at
the following two examples (which are 1 and 2 in Huang (1991)).
(1) a. Zhangsan renshi 0.
Zhangsan know
Zhangsan knows me/you/him....
b. Zhangsan shuo Lisi bu renshi 0.
Zhangsan say Lisi not know
Zhangsan said that Lisi did not know me/you/him....
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These sentences cannot stand alone without a discourse context which furnishes an
antecedent. For la or lb to make any sense, we have to embed them in contexts like the
following.
(2) a. Shuirenshi Lisi?
Who know Lisi
Who knows Lisi?
Zhangsan renshi 0.
Zhangsan know
Zhangsan knows him.
b. Zhangsan shuo shui bu renshi Wangwu.
Zhangsan say who not know Wangwu
Who did Zhangsan say did not know Wangwu.
Zhangsan shuo Lisi bu renshi 0.
Zhangsan say Lisi not know
Zhangsan said Lisi did not know him.
It is quire clear from these examples that the null object is a discourse phenomenon. Not
every one agrees, however. Huang (1991) for example insists that the null objects in Chinese
be treated in the same way ECs in languages like English are treated. In this section we will
review two of his analyses; null epithet analysis and the VP ellipsis analysis.

4.1.1. Epithet Analvsis of Null Obiect
Huang argues in his early papers that the null objects are null variables bound by an empty
topic. The null variable analysis of the null object runs into essentially the same problem as that
of null subject. I am not going to repeat the whole argument again in this chapter. I just need

ir.i

to point out that the null variable analysis of null objects, just like that of null subjects, does no
more than shifting the burden to the notion of empty topic.
In his 1991 paper, however, Huang came up with a novel analysis, apparently inspired by
Lasnik's reformulation of lexical nominal categories as in (3);
(3) ) ( See Appendbc for Chapter 4)
Huang notices that lexical anaphors, pronouns and names in this new typology all find their
phonetically null counterparts in the existing GB system, but there seems to be no match for the
lexical epithet. He believes that the null object in Chinese rightfully fills up the gap. So he
proposes the following reclassification of empty categories.
(4) ( See Appendix for Chapter 4)
Huang claims that his null epithet hypothesis receives support from the following three
facts; (a) a null object may not be A-bound;(b) it may be A'-bound; and (c) it need not be A'bound. However, a closer examination of the language facts shows the null epithet hypothesis
is fundamentally wrong.
First, contrary to Huang's claim, the null object can not only be A-bound, but also be Abound in its governing domain.
(5) Zhangsani yiwei [s Lisi^ bu xihuan tai/2?].
Zhangsan think [s Lisi not like him]
Zhangsan thought Lisi did not like him.
Houlai 0i/tai faxian [s 02 / Lisi: hen xihuan 0 lytaiji].
later (he) find [s(Lisi) very like (him)]
Later, he found Lisi like him very much.
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As the indices in 5 show, the null object may be A-bound though it does not have to be.
However, although 5 directly contradicts Huang's claim, it does not invalidate the null epithet
analysis because the epithet, being [+R-expression] and [+Pronominal], is not required to be
entirely free (Lasnik (1991)).
(6) Zhangsan yiwei [s Lisii meiyou piping quo zijii].
Zhangsan think [s Lisi not criticize Perf. self]
Zhangsan though that Lisi had not criticized himself.
Shijishang, tai yijing piping guo 0i/zijii le.
In fact, he already criticize Perf 0/self LE.
In fact, he ( Lisi) had already criticized himself
In the second sentence, the object can be either null or overt. But in either case, the object is
co-indexed with ta, the subject of the same clause. That is to say, the null object in this case is
A-bound in its governing category. But being [+Pronominal] and [+R-expression], the epithet
cannot possibly be A-bound in its governing category (Lasnik (1991)). Furthermore, in both
5 and 6, the null object is bound by a pronoun. If the null object is the null epithet, marked
[+R-expression] and [+Pronominal], then 5 and 6 both violate 7, a rule which Lasnik (1991)
regards as universal.
(7) An R-expression is pronoun-free.
Given 7, we have to rule out the possibility that the null object in 5or 6 is a null epithet.
The above discussion reveals an important fact; the null object in Chinese does not have to
respect any particular binding conditions. Descriptively, it behaves sometimes like a pronoun
and sometimes like a reflexive, depending on its structural relation with its antecedent. This can
not be possibly explained if the null epithet has a fixed, inherent binding property conresponding

to one of the ECs as formulated in the classical GB, and even less possibly if it is inherently
specified [+ R-expression] and [+ pronominal].
One possible line of defense that Huang may go for is to argue that the null object in 5 for
instance is not A bound by Zhangsan or Lisi and therefore the problem discussed above does
not exist. But this line of reasoning is surely not very effective. It just capitalizes on the
confusion between the syntactic binding as is generally understood in the GB literature and the
notion of referential dependency. As I pointed out, the null object is always referentially
dependent on a discourse entity that is beyond its syntactic scope. In 5, for instance, the null
object in the second sentence is referentially dependent on IJsi in the first sentence. But the fact
remains that the null object is co-indexed with and c-commanded by ta, the subject of the
lowest containing clause. So by definition, the null object is 5 locally A-bound by ta. If it is not,
we can't explain the fact the null object in 5 can only be replaced by a reflexive , but not by a
pronominal. 7 is an ungrammatical continuation of the first sentence in 5 with the intended
indices.
(7) *Shijishang, tai yijing piping guo 0i/tai le.
In fact, he already criticize Perf 0/him LE.
In fact, he ( Lisi) had already criticized himself

So it is fair to conclude that the premise that the epithet analysis of null objects is based
on is not empirically supported and therefore the theory has to be rejected.
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4.1.2. Null Object as VP Ellipsis
Along with his null variable hypothesis, epithet analysis, Huang also proposes a VP Ellipsis
analysis of null object in Chinese. His VP ellipsis analysis is further developed in Otani and
Whitman (1993). The VP ellipsis by Huang and later the verb raising hypothesis by Otani and
Whitman are apparently inspired by the data like the following.
(8) a. Zhangsan piping leMary.
Zhangsan criticize LE Mary.
Zhangsan I criticized Maryj
b. Lisi ye piping le 0.
Lisi also criticize LE
Lisis also criticized Mary2. (strict reading only)
(9) a. Zhangsan piping le ziji.
Zhangsan criticize LE self
Zhangsan criticized himself
b. Lisi ye piping le.
Lisi also criticize LE.
Lisi also criticized himself (sloppy reading only)
(10) a. Zhangsan xihuan ziji de qizi.
Zhangsan like self's wife.
Zhangsani likes hisi (own) wife.
b. Lisi ye xihuan 0.
Lisi also like
Lisii also likes his2 own wife (sloppy reading only)
(11) a. Zhangsan xihuan tade qizi.
Zhangsan like his wife
Zhangsani likes hisi wife.
b. Lisi ye xihuan 0 .
Lisi also like
Lisi; also likes hisi/2 wife, (strict/sloppy reading)

Several things should be noted about these examples. First, all the b sentences have a fiilly
lexical verb, but the object is phonetically null. Secondly, the null object in these examples may
be interpreted in the same way as a fully lexical NP (as in 8), a reflexive (as in 9) or a fiilly
lexical NP with a genitive anaphor or genitive pronominal as its specifier (as in 10 and 11). This
suggests that the null object in Chinese does not bear a fixed, intrinsic, one-to-one
correspondence to any one of those ECs formulated in classical GB theory; consequently this
type of null object can not be accounted for within a unified EC account. Thirdly, when the
source (first) sentence has an object which is a reflexive or contains a genitive anaphor, the null
object in the target (second) sentence obligatorily exhibits sloppy identity; when the object in
the source clause contains a genitive pronoun as its specifier, the null object in the target clause
may have either sloppy or strict reading. This range of interpretative possibilities is indeed
reminiscent of VP ellipsis. This partly explains why Huang treats null objects in sentences like 8
to 11 as cases of VP ellipsis.
Following Huang's suggestion, Otani & Whitman (1993) come up with a more developed
version of VP ellipsis analysis of null objects. According to their analysis, the verb in the
target clause, like any auxiliary verb (especially 'do-support') in English or any inflected verb in
Romance languages, moves out into an abstract INFL node. This movement lexicalizes INFL,
enabling it to L-mark the empty VP. The empty VP then becomes an available position into
which the VP in the source clause is copied. This approach is known as Verb Raising
Hypothesis (VRH). We may use Example 10 to illustrate how VRH is supposed to work.
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(12) Step 1: V-Raising Derivation from Basic Structure
Zhangsan
[V Likes] [NP selfs wife]]
Lisi [\-p [v likes] [NP e ]]
Step 2; V-Raising (S-structure)
Zhangsan [v likes] [\-P tv [NP selfs wife]]
Lisi [v likes] [X-? tv [NP e]]
Step 3. Derived VP Rule (LF)
Zhangsan [v likes] [VP Ir [x [NP selfs wife]]
Lisi [v likes] [w W [NP e ]
Step 4; Reflexive Rule (LF)
Zhangsan [v like] [\-P br [x [NP X'S wife ]]
Lisi [v likes] [\-p tv [NP e]]
Step 5: VP Rule aF)
Zhangsan [\- likes] [\P Lr [x [NP X'S wife ]]
Lisi [v likes] [\P Lr [x [NP X'S wife ]]
VRH is different from William's (1977) interpretative Derived VP approach only in that the
former has the Verb Raising Rule, a rule which applies at S-structure. By this rule, the verb in
both the source and target clauses moves out of VP position and adjoins to the abstract INFL
node. What remains in the VP position in the source clause is to be copied at LF into the now
evacuated VP position in the target clause. But before the copying, the Derived VP Rule
(DVPR) is applied to the source clause to derive a VP containing an operator and a variable
X bound by this operator. Then the Reflexive Rule rewrites the reflexive into another variable
bound by the same operator. Finally the VP rule copies the VP in the source clause into the
VP position of the target clause. In this way, we get the desired reading. For pronominals, the
Reflexive Rule is optional: its application leads to sloppy reading; otherwise, we have the strict
reading.
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However, although VRH correctly accounts for the referential possibilities of the null
objects in the above examples, it runs into empirical problems when applied to the expanded
data. This is so because the basic premise for VRH is empirically unsupported.
As is explicitly stated in Otani & Whitman (1993), the basic assumption underlying VRH is
that the sloppy reading of the null object in Chinese arises in a context structurally identical to
that of VP-ellipsis in English. On this assumption, what is deleted (and therefore what should
be copied at LF) is not simply the object, but all the constituents under VP node. Accordingly,
we would expect sentences like 13b and 14b to be grammatical.
(13) a. Zhangsan hua le hengduo ziji de qian xiuche.
Zhangsan spend LE much self DE money fix car
Zhangsani spent a lot of hisi own money fixing the car.
b.*Lisi ye hua le 0.
Lisi also spent LE
Lisi2 also spent a lot of money fixing the car.
(14) a. Zhangsan gang gei tade qizi xiu le che.
Zhangsan just for his wife repair LE car.
Zhangsani just repaired the car for hisi wife.
b.*Lisi ye xiu ie 0.
Lisi also repair LE.
Lisi; also just repaired the car for hisi '2 wife.
By VRH, the main verb hua (spend) in 13 raises into INFL node in both 13a (the
source clause) and 13b (the target clause), thus giving rise to 15a and 15b respectively.
( 1 5 ) a. [v spent] [m. t\ [sp

his money ] [n> PRO fixing the car]
b. [\- spent] [\-P TV [NP e ] [IP e ]
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Next the DVPR and the Reflexive Rule are applied as usual. Finally, by the VP Rule, the VP
structure in 15a is copied into the empty VP position in ISb.Under this analysis, we should be
able to obtain the reading Lisi^ also spent his2 onvn money /bang the car. However, 13b is
ungrammatical on this intended meaning. It can only be understood as Lisi also spend a lot of
his oym money. The same analysis applies to 14b. By VRH, the whole VP including the dative
PP for his wife can be copied into the empty VP position in 14b, the result being the reading
Lisiz also repaired the car for hisi/2 wife. But this is an unattested reading.

The

ungrammaticality of 13b and 14b, however, can be readily accounted for if we assume that in
13 and 14, the ellipsis is in fact a null object and accordingly the phonetically unrealized
material covers no more just than the object NP. This assumption is further supported by the
following examples,
(16) a. Zhangsan xixingde jiancha le ziji de bingren.
Zhangsan carefully examine LE selfs patient.
Zhangsani examined hisi own patient carefully.
b. Lisi ye jiancha le 0.
Lisi also examined LE.
Lisi2 also examined hisj own patient
(but not: *Lisi2 also examined his; own patient carefully)
(17) a. Zhangsan ti le ziji liang jiao.
Zhangsan kick LE self two feet.
Zhangsani kicked himselfi twice.
b. Lisi ye ti le 0.
Lisi also kick LE.
Lisi2 kicked himself2
(But not: Lisi kicked himself twice.)
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If the null object is a case of VP ellipsis, we expect the adverbial with VP should be copied into
the deletion site. By VRH, VP in 16 for instance would look like 18 after raising.
(18) a. [v examined][\'p [,\<HP carefully] tv [NP selfS patient]
b.

[v examined][\T> [AAP

e ] tv [NP e]]

Subsequently, the DVPR and Reflexive Rules are applied to convert the reflexive imo a bound
variable. Finally, by the VP Rule, the VP structure in the source clause is copied into the
empty VP position in the target clause. This would generate the reading Lisi2 also examined
his2 own patient carefully. This reading however, is not available. 17b can only be understood
as Usi also examined his patient. The same analysis may be applied to 18, where the
adverbial liangjiao (twice) is not part of the elided material.
This again suggests that the verb in a clause with a null object, unlike do-support and for
that matter unlike any auxiliary verb in English, can govern nothing but the object NP itself
The problem with

the VP ellipsis analysis of null objects is further illustrated by the

grammaticality contrast between 19 and 20.
(19) a. Zhangsan yiwei/shengchen Mali shi hao xuesheng.
Zhangsan think/claim Mary is good student.
Zhangsan thinks/claims Mary is a good student.
b.*Lisi ye yiwei/shengchea
Lisi also think/claim.
Lisi also thinks/ claims that Mary is a good student.
(20) a. Zhangsan zhidao/xiangxing Mali shi hao xuesheng.
Zhangsan know/believe Mary is good student.
Zhangsan knows/believes Mary is a good student.
b. Lisi ye zhidao/xiangxing.
Lisi also know/believe.
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Lisi also knows/believes Mary is a good student.
Assuming VRH, the matrix verbs in both 19 and 20 move into INFL node, resulting in 21
and 22 respectively.
(21) a.

Zhangsan [v thinks][VT tv [s Mary is a good student]]

b.*Lisi also [v thinks][\'p tv [s e ]]
(22) a. Zhangsan. [v believes][\p tv [sMary is a good student]]
b. Lisi also [v believes][vp tv [s e ]]
By copying, we should be able to get both 12b and 13b without any grammaticality difference.
But contrary to our prediction, 19b is ill-formed while 20b is well-formed. However, if we
assume that a fully lexical verb (as opposed to auxiliary verbs like modal verbs and do in
English) can only govern an object NP, we will have an explanation for the grammaticality
contrast between 19 and 20.
The logophoric verbs like remvei (think),

shengchen (claim), zhidao (know) and

xiangxing (believe) may be divided into two categories, those subcategorizing for both NP
and S, such as zhidao (know) and xiangxing (believe)and S and those subcategorizing for
NP only such as renwci (think),

shengchen (claim). This contrast in terms of

subcategorization is illustrated in 23.
(23) a.'*Zhangsan renwei /shengchen zhejian shi
Zhangsan think /claim this thing.
b. Zhangsan zhidao/ xiangxing zhejian shi
Zhangsan know/believe this thing
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We may further assume that only those capable of subcategorizing for NP can case-mark its
complement. A zero pronoun may be referentially linked to a concrete discourse object as its
referent or is anaphoric to an abstract discourse object such as a proposition. But in either case,
this zero pronoun, which is inherently marked [+ NP], has to be case marked. So the casemarking requirement prevents a verb like renwei or shengchen from taking a null object. In
fact, a similar distinction exists between English verbs think and belie\'e. While beh'e\'e can
take the pronominal it as its object, think can not. In expressions like think about it and think
of it, the pronominal it is case-marked by the preposition, rather than by the verb think. So
while believe subcategorizes for both NP and S, think subcategorizes for S only.
The discussion in this subsection shows two important distinctions between the null object
under a fiilly lexical verb in Chinese and the VP ellipsis as we normally understand. First, in
interpreting VP ellipsis, everything within VP should be copied into the elliptical site in the
target sentence, but with the null object, only the objea NP is copied. Second, the verb of
which the null object is the internal argument should subcategorize for NP. But with true VP
ellipsis, the grammatical category of the verb is not relevant. For example, despite the
difference between in subcategorization, both believe and think can be used with VP ellipsis.
(24) a. Joan thinks that Mary is a good student. Susan does too.
b. Joan believes that Mary is a good student. Susan does too.
These two differences we have just described between the null object in Chinese and the VP
ellipsis as we know from English and many other languages can be easily accounted for if we
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assume that the null object in Chinese is just another functional variation of the same zero
pronoun as is used for null subjects and other types of null objects.

4.2. VP Ellipsis in Chinese
To further appreciate the differences as well as similarities between the null object and VP
ellipsis, we will in this section compare the null object with ye shi construction, the most
commonly used form of VP ellipsis in Chinese. In Chinese, ye roughly means also' or too'.
Shi seems to be a very versatile auxiliary verb. For example, it may be used as a copular verb
as in 21 or as do-like auxiliary verb in emphatic sentences like 25.
(25) a. Zhangsan shi xuesheng.
Zhangsan be student
Zhangsan is a student
b. Zhangsan shi hen xihuan Lisi.
Zhangsan Aux very like Lisi.
Zhangsan does like Lisi very much.
Ye shi construction may be treated more appropriately as a comment ellipsis, as illustrated by
26 and 27.
(26) a. Zhangsan zhege ren, meiyou ren bu taoyan ta.
Zhangsan this person no person not dislike him
Everyone dislikes Zhangsan,
b. Lisi yeshi.
Lisi too.
Everyone dislikes Lisi too.
(27) a. Zhangsan hen congming, ye hen leyi zhuren
Zhangsan very smart,
also very willing help
Zhangsan is very smart and very helpful.
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Jiushi piqi buhao. 0 changchang yao he ren zhengchao
Just temper bad.
often
want with people argue.
But he is short-tempered. He often gets into argument.
b. Lisi ye shi.
Lisi too.
Lisi is very smart. He is very helpful. But he is short-tempered. He often gets
into argument.

In 26, the elided comment is a complete clause. In 27, the ellipsis involves a multiple-clause
comment. VP ellipsis in Chinese is a special case of comment ellipsis, where the comment
coincides with the VP, as in the following examples.
(28) a. Zhangsan zai shang daxue
Zhangsan at go university
Zhangsan is at university
b. Lisi ye shi.
Lisi also Aux
Lisi is also at university.
(29) a. Zhangsan yinggai shang daxue
Zhangsan should go university
Zhangsan should go to university
b. Lisi ye shi.
Lisi also Aux
Lisi should also go to university
In our current discussion, we are mainly concerned with the cases where j'e shi marks the VP
ellipsis. But this simplification of data does not affect the validity of my argument.
As the most commonly used form of VP ellipsis in Chinese,

shi construction exhibits the

same range of interpretative possibilities as English VP ellipsis. For example, when the object
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in the source clause is anaphoric, the null object in the target clause obligatorily gets the sloppy
reading.
(30) a. Zhangsan piping le ziji.
Zhangsan criticize LE self.
Zhangsan 1 criticized himself].
b. Lisi ye shl
Lisi also Aux.
Lisij also criticized himself2.
(31) a. Zhangsan hen xihuan ziji de qizi.
Zhangsan very like self s wife
Zhangsan 1 likes hisi/2- wife very much.
b. Lisi ye shi
Lisi too Aux.
Lisi2 also likes hisi-/2 wife very much.
When the object or the specifier of the object is a pronominal, it can be read strictly or
sloppily.
(32) a. Zhangsan piping le tade xuesheng.
Zhangsan criticize LE his student.
Zhangsan 1 criticized hisi/2 student too.
b. Lisi ye shi.
Lisi too Aux.
Lisi2 criticized his 1/2 student too.
(33) a. Zhangsan renwei Lisi bu xihuan ta
Zhangsan think Lisi not like him
Zhangsanj thinks that Lisi2does not like himi
b. Wangwu ye shi
Wangwu too AUX.
Wangwu? also thinks that Lisi does not like himi?.
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In 32b the copied genitive pronominal may be coindexed either with Zhangsan or with Lisi in
28a. Similarly , the copied pronominal object in 29b can be anaphoric to Zhangsan or LLsi in
33a.
As a typical VP ellipsis in Chinese, ye shi construction is distinct from the null object in the
way that do-support ellipsis in English is. One of the

most salient features of ye shi

construction is across-the-board copying of the VP in the source sentence into the target
sentence., a feature that is shared by the do-support ellipsis in English, but is not found with the
null object in Chinese.
(34) a. Zhangsan hua le hengduo ziji de qian xiu che.
Zhangsan spend LE much selfs money fix car
Zhangsan1 spent a lot of his i own money fixing the car.
b. Lisi ye shi.
Lisi also Aux.
Lisi2 spent a lot of his2 own money fixing the car.
(35) a. Zhangsan jinchang gei tade qizi xiu che.
Zhangsan often for his wife repair LE car.
Zhangsani often repairs the car for hisi wife .
b. Lisi ye shi 0.
Lisi also AUX
Lisii also often repairs the car for hisi/2 wife.
(36) a. Zhangsan xixing de jiancha le ziji de binren.
Zhangsan carefially examine LE selfs patient.
Zhangsani carefully examined hisi patient.
b. Lisi ye shi.
Lisi also Aux.
Lisi2carefially examined his; patient.
(37) a. Zhangsan ti le ziji liang jiao.
Zhangsan kick LE self two feet
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Zhangsani kicked himselfi twice.
b. Lisi ye shi
Lisi also Aux.
Lisia also kicked hitnself2 twice.
In all the above examples, all the material within the VP in the source clauses are obligatorily
copied into the empty position of the elided VP in the target clauses.
Another such feature is the insensitivity of ye shi construction to the subcategorization of
the verb of which the null object is the internal argument,
(38) a. Zhangsan yiwei/ shengchen Mali shi hao xuesheng.
Zhangsan think / claim
Mary is good student.
Zhangsan thinks/claims Mary is a good student.
b. Lisi ye shL
Lisi also Aax.
Lisi also thinks/claims Mary is a good student.
(39) a. Zhangsan zhidao/xiangxing Mali shi hao xuesheng.
Zhangsan know/believe Mary is good student.
Zhangsan knows/believes Mary is a good student.
b. Lisi ye zhidao/xiangxing.
Lisi also know/believe.
Lisi also knows/believes Mary is a good student.
As was pointed out above, xiangxing can take a null object as its internal argument but
ypvei can not. But with ye shi construction, the grammaticality contrast between yiwei and
xiangxing disappears.
The aforementioned features of ye shi construction in Chinese accentuate the differences
between the null object and the VP ellipsis. However, although I have to reject VP ellipsis
analysis of null object on these differences, I do not mean to deny the e.xistence of striking
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similarities between these two anaphors. In fact, I will make frequent comparison of the two to
understand better the issue in question. In the remaining part of Chapter 4,1 will propose my
own analyses of both NNO and SNO in Chinese from the perspective of dynamic semantics. I
will discuss these two types of null object in two separate seaions because they are subject to
quite different licensing conditions.

4.3. A Prominence Theory of N-tvpe Null Object
The distribution of N-type null objects (or NNO for short) in Chinese is determined by at
least these three factors: structural prominence of the antecedent, the discourse relation and
the lexical properties of the verb that takes the null object as its internal argument. 40 captures
the essence of the first two kinds of constraints.
(40) Accessibility Condition
In a discourse Kj, K; = [<J>;v|/], a is an accessible antecedent to p, a N-type null
object in \|;, if (a), (b) and (c) are satisfied:a.
a. a is the closest discourse topic NP;
b. P is in a structurally prominent position;
c. and Kj is a discourse of Continuation in which O precedes (but does not
necessarily immediately precede) \\i

What distinguishes the accessibility condition for null objects from that for null subjects is 40b,
which requires the anaphor to be structurally prominent, just like its antecedent. The combined
effect of 40a and b amounts to a weak version of the homomorphism requirement, by which
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an NNO and its antecedent have to be identical in terms of syntactic function. As we will see
in a moment, there is much stricter homomorphism requirement on S-type null objects. The
role of the homomorphism requirement, I argue, is to add to the recoverability of null objects
in the way the morphological information does in languages with strong verb and object
agreement.

One implication of 40b is that null objects can only occur after topic introducing

verbs. This is because object NPs are not structurally prominent unless they occur after a topic
introducing verb. Now let us look at some concrete examples.
(41) a. Mali sheng /shouyang /guo le yigenanhai,
Mary give birth to / adopt / hire LE one boy
Mary has given birth to / adopted / hired a boy.
b. Lisi kanjian le / hen bu xihuan 0
Lisi see LE / very not like
Lisi has already seen him/ Lisi does not like him at all.
(42) a. Mali qifii / zema / .xiahu yige nanhai,
Mary bully /scold / scare one boy
Mary bullied / scolded/ scared a boy.
b.*Lisi kanjian ie / hen bu xihuan0
Lisi see LE / very not like
Lisi saw him / Lisi does not like him at all.
The first thing to note about these examples is that, as is predicted by 40a, in neither 40a nor
41 a can Mary be an accessible antecedent for the null object in the subsequent sentence.
Secondly, of these two examples, only 41 allows using the null object coreferentially with the
object in the preceding sentence. TTiis grammaticality contrast is explained by 40.

41 differs

from 42 in that the verbs in 41are all topic introducing verbs while those in 42 are not. This
means that while the object NP

nahai in 41a is an SPNP, the object NP yige nanhai in
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42a is not. Consequently, by 40b, the object NP in 4la is eligible as a potential MP for the null
object in the following sentence while that in 42a is not. Of course, the same grammaticality
contrast does not exist if the lexical pronominal ta (him) is used in place of a null object in 41
and 42
(43) a. Mali zuotian dai le ta nan penyou huilai,
Mary yesterday bring LE male friend back
Yesterday, Mary brought her boy friend home
b. Lisi kanjian le / hen bu xihuan 0.
Lisi see
LE / very not like
Lisi saw him/ does not like him at all.
(44) a. Mali zuotian dai le ta nan penyou huilai,
Mary yesterday bring LE male friend back
Yesterday, Mary brought her boy friend home.
b.*Lisi qifii / zema / xiahu le 0.
Lisi bully /scold/ scare LE
Lisi bullied /scolded/ scared him.
If the lexical pronominal ta is used in place of a null object, both 43b and 44b are
grammatical. When a null object is used, only 43b is grammatical. This grammaticality contrast
is accounted for by 40b; i.e., since none of the verbs in 44b is a topic introducing verb, the
object in 44b fails to be an SPNP and consequently it can't be realized by a null proform.
However, although the null object in Chinese generally is not bound to the subject of the
preceding sentence, it does not have to be coreferential with an object NP in the preceding
discourse. In 45, for instance, the null object can only be interpreted as coreferential with an
abstraa discourse entity, which in this case is the proposition expressed by 43a.
(45) a. Mali qifli / zema / xiahu le yige nanhai.
Mary bully / scold / scare LE one boy
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Mary bullied /scolded/scared a boy.
b. Lisi kanjian le 0.
Lisi see
LE
Lisi saw Mary bully / scold / scare a boy.
According to 45, what Lisi saw was not Mary, but the event of Mary bullying (scolding or
scaring ) a boy . Under such analysis, the null anaphor in 45b is probably most comparable to
the pronominal it in 46.
(46) Mary bullied a boy. John saw it.
Like it in 46, the null object in 45b is an inanimate anaphor referring to an abstract discourse
entity. For a better appreciation of the null object referring to an abstract discourse entity, let us
compare 47 and 48.
(47) a. Zhangsan zuotian dao le Beijing.
Zhangsan yesterday arrive LE Beijing
Zhangsan came to Beijing yesterday.
b. Lisi kanjian le 0.
Lisi see
LE
Lisi saw it (i.e., Lisi saw Zhangsan come to Beijing /Lisi saw Zhangsan in
Beijing)
(48) a. Zhangsan zuotian dao le Beijing.
Zhangsan yesterday arrive LE Beijing
Zhangsan came to Beijing yesterday.
b. Lisi kanjian le ta.
Lisi saw LE him
Lisi saw him.
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In 47a, there is no argument NP which can function as an accessible antecedent for the null
object in 47b. The only interpretation available is that Lisi scnv Zhangsan in Beijing. For the
object of kanjian (see) to be Zhangsan, the lexical pronominal to has to be used as in 48b.
Discourses like 47 show that the distribution of inanimate null objects does not quite fit
into 40. But this does not weaken the validity of our theory. As I pointed out at the very
beginning of the thesis, inanimate pronominals in Chinese

behave quite differently from

animate pronominals. For one thing, inanimate lexical pronominals like to (in Chinese it) or
tamen (they/them) do not occur in primary argument positions. In 47b, for instance, either a
fully lexical expression such as zitejian shi (this thing) or a null object has to be used; a lexical
pronominal like ta (it) is not possible. As the distribution of inanimate pronominals and that of
animate pronominals in Chinese are subject to quite different licensing conditions, I will leave
the topic of inanimate anaphors for the future research.

4.4 S-TvpeNull Obiects
As with VP ellipsis, the key issue concerning S-Type Null objects (SNO) is the problem of
identity. As VP ellipsis and SNO share many interesting properties, it is almost inevitable and
definitely illuminating to review the most important findings about VP ellipsis before I come to
a proposal about the interpretation of SNO in Chinese.

4.4.1. VP Ellipsis as Pro-verb
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In the literature of VP ellipsis, it is generally agreed that the elided VP (or more accurately
phonetically null VP) is identical to the corresponding overt VP in the source clause. But
opinions differ as to whether this identity is semantic or syntactic. Linguists working within the
GB tradition (e.g., Kitagawa (1991), Fiengo and May (1994)), argue that it is syntactic
identity. This claim has two implications. First, the syntactic structure of the source VP is
copied into the elliptical site. This is often referred to as reconstruction. Second, the syntactic
constraints such as Binding Conditions apply to the material that is copied into the elided site.
Otherwise, they argue, it is difficult to account for the observed interpretative possibilities with
49 and 50.
(49) a. John likes his son.
b. Mike does too.
(50) a. John often criticize himself
b. Mike does too.
The VP ellipsis in 49 has both strict and sloppy reading but the one in 50 can only read sloppily.
This can be easily explained if we assume that the inherent binding properties of his and
hintself are coped into the elided VP in 49 and 50 respectively, allowing for indexical
variances. And as dictated by Binding Conditions, his son can be bound either locally (to
Mike) or non-locally (to John) and hintself can be only be bound locally (to Mike).These are
exactly referential possibilities as with their overt counterparts. However, there are apparent
problematic cases. A case in point is 51.
(51) Maryi loves John2 and he: thinks that Sally:, does too. (Fiengo and May (1994), P220)

According to the copying theory, the reconstructed form will be 52.
(52) Maryi loves John2 and he2 thinks that Sally? loves John2 too.
This is an apparent Condition C violation. To account for problems like this, Fiengo & May
(1994) propose a special mechanism called vehicle change. By this special mechanism, an Rexpression has the option to be realized as its pronominal correlate. So 52 may take the form of
53.
(53) Maryi loves John2 and he2 thinks that Sallys loves ''Johni too.
In 53, the use of OioA/i.the pronominal correlate of the proper name John avoids Condition B
violation. So according to Fiengo and May (1994), a reconstruction is not a verbatim copy of
the overt form , rather it is "a set of token structures, closed under identity of syntactic
structure up to a variance in indexical value and vehicle change". By this definition, the
reconstructed VP in 51 is identical to the VP in the source clause. Obviously, the notion of
vehicle change is introduced solely for the purpose for nullifying the Binding Condition under
some special circumstances. However, even allowed special mechanisms such as vehicle
change, we are still unable to explain a whole range of phenomena whichever version of
syntactic identity theory we are to assume. Two kinds of evidence are particularly worth
noting. First, when the antecedent VT contains a variable under syntactic constraints, such as a
wh-trace, reflexive, reciprocal or NPl, these constraints may very well be ignored in the
ellipsis site.
(54) a. Mary is the girl Tom wanted to invite e to the party. But he didn't because he is
so shy. (Hardt 1993)
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b. John defended himself because his attorney couldn't.
c. Martha and Irv wanted to dance with each other, but Martha couldn't because her
husband was there (Webber 1978)
d. John has not received any responses yet, but Mike has.
In 54a, the antecedent VP is 'visit e\ where e denotes a wh-trace. The ellipsis site is not within
the relative clause. Thus the second sentence in 54a wall be ungrammatical because wh-trace
would not be bound. With 54b, the syntactic copying will render the elliptical VP in 54b as
defend himself. If Condition A applies to the ellipsis site, 54a b can only mean 55a. But
contrary to the prediction, 55b is also possible.
(55) a. Johni defended himselfi because his attorneys could not defend himselfj
b. John I defended himselfi because his attorney? could not defend himselfi.
By the syntactic copying , we will have to reconstruct the elliptical VP in 54c as dance with
each other. But the reconstructed form Martha could not dance with each other is certainly
ungrammatical. Finally, by syntactic copying, the VP ellipsis in 54d will be reconstructed as
has received any responses. The use of the negation polarity item any in this case violates a
generally agreed rule that a negation polarity item like any has to co-occur with a negation.
The second kind of evidence against syntactic identity hypothesis is that in many cases,
there is simply no available antecedent VP. A case in point is when the elliptical VP refers to
two distinct VPs in the previous discourse.
(56) Wendy is eager to sail around the world and Bruce is eager to climb Kilimanjaro,
but neither of them can because the money is too tight (Webber, 1978)
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The best that syntactic copying can do here is to combine both overt VPs and copy it into the
ellipsis site, as in 57.
(57) Wendy is eager to sail around the world and Bruce is eager to climb Kilimanjaro,
but neither of them can sail around the world or climb Kilimanjaro because
the money is too tight.
Obviously this is not what it is supposed to mean. 58a and b (which are 108 and 111 in Hardt
(1993)) illustrate the same problem from different perspectives
(58) a. You shouldn't have. ( on receipt of a present)
b. David Begelman is a great laugher, and when he does, his eyes crinkle at you the
way Lady Brett's did in The Sun Also Rises.
In 58a, there is no linguistically coded antecedent VP and whatever is copied can only be
mutually understood and contextually dependent semantic properties. Similarly, in 58b, the
elliptical clause when he does is understood as when he laughs^ But this interpretation is
reached not because of the syntaaic copying, as there is simply no antecedent VP to copy, but
because of the semantic properties of the noun laugher in the preceding clause.
One more case of

a similar nature is what Hardt (1993) calls active and passive

mismatches.
(59) This information could have been released by Gorbachov, but he chose not to.
(Daniel Schorr, NPR 10/17/92)
The reconstruction of the target clause in 59 presumably reads; but he chose not to release
the information . The mismatch between the active VP in the target clause and the passive
VP in the source clause suggests that the copying can not be syntactic.
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On the basis of the above evidence, I agree with Hardt (1993) that VP ellipsis should be
treated as a proverb. Just like a nominal anaphor, a proverb should be interpreted in the
discourse context. The identity between the proverb and its antecedent is a semantic one rather
than a syntactic one. Accordingly what is reconstructed or copied from the antecedent VP is
not a syntactic structure, but a set of semantic properties, which are not subject to the syntactic
constraints at the ellipsis site. The individual variables in the copied material will be assigned
referential values in the new context of the ellipsis site. With this conclusion in mind, we now
turn to the interpretation of SNO per se.

4.4.2. Interpretation of SNO
As with VP ellipsis, our main concern with SNO is to determine the nature of identity between
the null object and its overt counterpart. In the same vein that Hardt analyzes the VP ellipsis, I
assume that the identity between SNO and its overt counterpart in the source sentence is a
semantic one and the copied material is the relevant semantic properties and therefore is not
subject to the syntactic constraints at the ellipsis site. One question that immediately arises from
this assumption is what constitutes relevant semantic properties that should be copied onto an
SNO? With proper names and indefinites, the semantic properties are no more than their first
order logic translation. For instance, the proper name like Mary will be translated as an
individual constant of type e, say, Mary (e;). An individual constant always bears an inherent
fixed index and therefore its reference is context independent. In contrast, an indefinite like a
man will be translated as man (dy As an individual variable, r/,or discourse marker, does not
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have a fixed inherent index and accordingly its reference is context dependent. In fact, an
indefinite always receives a new index on every occurrence. This corresponds to our intuition
that an indefinite introduces a new discourse entity. 60 illustrates the difference in the ways
that a proper name and an indefinite are indexed.
(59) a. You yige xuesheng xihuan Mali.
have one student like Mary
There is a student who likes Mary.
student {di) likes Mary (ej)
b. Ye you yige xuesheng bu xihuan Mali.
Also have one student not like Mary
student {di) does not like Mary (^7)
But what kind of semantic properties should be copied onto (or read into) an SNO when its
overt counterpart is an anaphor itself, as in 61 and 62?
(61) a. Zhangsan piping le ta
Zhangsan criticize LE him
Zhjingsan criticized him.
b. Lisi ye

piping le 0.

Lisi also criticize LE
Lisi also criticized him.
(62) a. Zhangsan piping le ziji.
Zhangsan criticize LE self
Zhangsan criticized himself
b. Lisi ye piping le 0.
Lisi also criticize LE
Lisi also criticized himself
In 61, the overt counterpart of the SNO is the pronominal to in 61a, which is the immediate
antecedent for the null object. Being anaphors themselves, the immediate antecedents 61 and
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62 do not have the same kind of intensional meaning that predicates like verbs and fully lexical
nouns have.

From the viewpoint of dynamic semantics, the most important

semantic

information that an anaphor carries is its referential potentials: i.e., with which lexical NP(s) it
may corefer with in a given discourse context. For our purpose, three referential relations can
be distinguished: D(iscourse), G(lobal) and L(ocal). DCC, stands for an anaphor in a particular
discourse context that is coreferential with a discourse entity beyond its syntactic scope. GOC
refers to an anaphor that is coreferential with an NP that is within its syntactic scope but
beyond its local domain. i.a stands for anaphor that is locally bound. It should be emphasized
that the referential potentials represented by the subscripts D, G and L are not the same as the
inherent binding properties of individual anaphors. They are the results of the interaction
between the lexical properties of individual anaphors and the discourse context. Take ziji in 62
for example. As was pointed out in Chapter 2, the simplex reflexive in Chinese can be
anaphoric to an discourse entity within its local domain, beyond its local domain but within the
syntactic domain or even beyond its syntactic domain. But instead of being represented
ryo-i-Ot, the reflexive ziji in 62 should be icx. This is because in this particular context vji can
only be bound to the subject of the containing clause.
Now let us apply this system to 61 and 62. 61a and b will be roughly translated as 63a and
b respectively.
(63 )a. Zhangsan(ei) criticized (DC/)
b. Lisi (ez) also criticized 0
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In this case, the object NP in 62a is translated as x^d. mainly because it can only be coreferential
with a discourse entity beyond its syntactic scope. This binding relation is copied onto the null
object in 62b, resulting 64.
(64) a. Zhangsan(ei) criticized (ncO
b. Lisi (e2) also criticized (c</)
According to 64b, the null object in 63b, just like its overt counterpart in 63a, can only
interpreted as coreferential with a discourse entity beyond its syntactic scope. Now let us look
at 65, the translation of 62.
(65) a. Zhangsan(ei) criticized {ijd)
b. Lisi (e2) also criticized 0
The object NP in 62 is locally bound to the subject of the lowest containing clause, hence id.
The binding relation that is embodied by the object in 62a is then copied onto the null object,
giving rise to 66.
(66) a. Zhangsan(ei) criticized {\d)
b. Lisi (62) also criticized {\d)
According to 66a, the null object is locally bound to Usi. Now let us look at two more
examples.
(67) a. Zhangsan xihuan tade qizi.
Zhangsan likes his wife
Zhangsan likes his wife.
b. Lisi ye xihuan0.
Lisi also like
Lisi also like his wife
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(68)a. Zhangsan xihuan ziji de qizi
Zhangsan likes self dewife
Zhangsan likes his own wife.
b. Lisi ye xihuan 0.
Lisi also like
Lisi also likes,
67may be translated as 69, which becomes 70 when the binding relations is copied from the
object NP in 67a onto the null object in 67b.
(69) a. Zhangsan (eO likes wife of (oicf,).
b. Lisi (62)

likes 0.

(70) a. Zhangsan (eO likes wife of (01^,).
b. Lisi (ez) likes wife of (oicf)
Tade in 67a can be either locally bound or discourse bound, thus the translation io idi). These
two potential binding relations should be inherited by the null object in 67b by means of
copying (or reconstruction) as shown in 70b. According to the reconstructed form in 70, the
null object can be locally bound (ie, bound to Lisi) or discourse bound, with Zhangsan being
one of the potential discourse antecedents. This correctly predicts the observed facts.
The null object in 67b is reconstructed quite differently. First it is translated as 71. And then
the null object is reconstructed as 72.
(71) a. Zhangsan (eO likes wife of (xd).
b. Lisi (e2)

likes 0.

(72) a. Zhangsan (eO likes wife of iidj).
b. Lisi (e2) likes wife of{id)
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72 represents the only referential possibility of the null anaphor contained in the null object in
68: i.e., the null object can only refer to Lisi's wife.
The copying of the potential binding relations onto the null object may be considered as part
of the parallelism requirement. Unlike the VP ellipsis we know from English, Chinese and other
languages, SNO in Chinese requires some kind of parallelism between the source and target
clauses. For our purpose, the parallelism requirement may be defined as follows;
(73) Definition: Parallelism
In a discourse K;,
parallels O if 4' if is structurally homomorphic
to O and the verb in T is lexically comparable to the verb in O.
The structural homomorphism is one of the two dimensions of parallelism. As Hardt clearly
demonstrates, the structural requirement for the VP ellipsis is no more than a shared rhemetheme structure. But the strict Subject-Verb-Object homomorphism is required for the null
object. As the above examples show, there is always a rigid structural correspondence between
the source and target clauses.
The second dimension of the parallelism

is lexical compatibility, a notion that was

introduced in Chapter 1. By the definition, the examples like 59-60, 61-62 and 67-68 are all
pairs of sentences which are connected by parallelism. The parallelism does not require the
verbs of O and 4' to be identical. But they have to be comparable in the sense that was defined
in Chapter 1. Verbs which are synonymous or contrastive are lexically comparable with each
other. In 74, for example, the verb piping (criticize) and biaoyang are semantically contrastive
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and therefore are comparable by our definition. Also by definition, 74 is examples of
parallelism but 76 and 77 are not.
(74) a. Zhangsan piping le tade xuesheng.
Zhangsan criticize LE his student
Zhangsan criticized his student.
b. Lisi que biaoyang le 0
Lisi however praise LE
Lisi, however, praised his student.
(75) a. Zhangsan xihuan tade qizi.
Zhangsan like his wife
Zhangsani likes hisi wife.
b.* Lisi
que qifii le 0.
Lisi however bully LE
Lisi2, on the contrary, bullies his 14 wife.
Although 75b is structurally homomorphic to 75a, their verbs are not comparable to each
other. The absence of parallelism makes the reconstruction impossible.
The parallelism extends to the referential configuration. In other words, the kind of
binding relation that obtains in O should also obtain in \\i. The copying or the reconstruction I
just proposed is meant for the null objea to inherit the same kind of binding relation that
characterizes its overt counterpart.
What I have said so far about the (semantic) reconstruction at the site of the SNO is
consistent with one of the basic assumptions in my work. I argued earlier that the null object
(or the null subject) in Chinese is realized by a zero pronominal, which is inherently unspecified
for its binding features. In the current context, this argument has two implications. First, as the
object position is already occupied by a zero pronoun, the copied material can't possibly be a
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syntactic entity such as an R-expression, a reflexive or a pronominal. Second, without any
inherent semantic properties, the zero pronoun is assigned potential binding features only
through copying relevant features from its immediate antecedent. Third, the semantic copying
is part of the interpretative process. The relevant syntactic constraints such as binding
conditions apply not to the copied semantic properties, but to the zero pronoun in the objea
position. Under such analysis, we no longer need the vehicle change mechanism to account
for the grammaticality of the following discourses.
(76) a. Meiyou ren xihuan Mali de meimei.
No people like Mary DE younger sister
No one likes Mary's younger sister.
b. Lian Mali dou bu xihuan 0.
Even Mary all not like
Even Mary does not like her (Mary's) younger sister
(77) a. Zhangsan renwei meiyou ren hui xihuan Mali.
Zhangsan think no
people will like Mary.
Zhangsan thinks that no one can possibly like Mary.
b. Mali ziji dou renwei meiyou ren hui xihuan 0,
Mary self even think no
people will like
Even Mary herself thinks that no one can possibly like her (Mary).
(78) a. Zhangsan xiangxing Mali yiding nenggou tongguo kaoshi.
Zhangsan believe Mary surely can
pass
exam
Zhangsan believes that Mary will definitely be able to pass the exam.
b. Mali ziji ye xiangxing 0,
Mary self also believe
Mary herself also believes that she ( Mary) will definitely be able to pass
the exam.
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If we insist that reconstruction is to copy a syntaaic structure into the null subject or null object
position, then we will end up having an R-expression Mary in the object position in 76b and
77b and in the null subject position in 78b. When the binding constraints apply to the
reconstruction in the ellipsis site, there is a Condition C violation. This alleged problem results
from the structural copying theory and then is supposedly solved by Fiengo and May's vehicle
change mechanism.
Under my analysis, the syntactic constraints apply to the zero pronoun in the null object
position in 76 and 77 and in the null subject position. As a nominal expression that is not
specified for any binding feature, the zero pronoun satisfies the binding constraints., thus
Condition C violations do not even arise. Then we copy the semantic properties of the
immediate antecedent onto the null anaphor in question.

4.3. Conclusion
To conclude, in this chapter we have studied the two types of null object in Chinese,
NNO and SNO. One of their most salient features, as we have noted, is that both of them
are discourse anaphora in that they are always referentially dependent on a discourse entity
beyond their syntactic scope. For NNO, the antecedent is always the object in the
preceding sentence. As for the SNO, its referential possibilities parallel those of its overt
counterpart. Therefore, it is not surprising that syntactic approaches such as that of Huang
can not possibly give an adequate account of the distribution and reference of null objects
in Chinese.
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On the dynamic semantic approach we have tried to develop, these two types of null
object are satisfactorily accounted for. The proposed account of the distribution of NNO
is a simple extension of the prominence theory developed in the preceding chapters. The
distribution of SNO is licensed by a special kind of discourse relation, i.e., parallelism. One
requirement imposed by parallelism is that the referential configuration in the target
sentence should parallel that in the source sentence. This referential parallelism, achieved
through copying, is responsible for the availability of a sloppy reading.
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CHAPTER 5: A DMG OF INTERSENTENTIAL ANAPHORS IN CHINESE
5.0. Introduction
This chapter is a formal restatement of some of the most important insights we have
achieved in the previous chapters. As will become clear, my proposal draws on both the
insights and the formal system of Dynamic Montague Grammar proposed by G & S. But it
is by no means a ready application of DMG to Chinese anaphors. As I pointed out in
Chapter I when I discussed the effect of discourse on the scope of negation, one of the
major problems that mar DMG is its exclusion of discourse context in dealing
intersentential anaphors. This exclusion is understandable. First, DMG per se is proposed
by G&S mainly as a formal system or a formal tool with which to capture the general
properties of anaphora. Second, DMG boasts on its compositionality, but the discourse
context is not always easy to be analyzed compositionally. But if we wish to develop
DMG into a theory of anaphora, we have no choice but to bring the discourse context into
the scope of study. The challenge is how we can maintain the advantage of a
compositional approach without loosing sight of discourse context.
In the preceding chapters, we mainly discussed the distribution and references of three
types of anaphors in Chinese: exempt reflexives, null subjects and null objects. Our
analysis of a wide range of linguistic facts has brought to light how the structural
prominence and discourse relations, as two most important parameters of discourse
context, affect the interpretation of these anaphors. In this chapter, I will discuss in some
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detail how the notion of structural prominence and that of Continuity can be captured
formally. And then I will propose a formal account of the distribution of the above
mentioned anaphors on the basis of DMG.

5.1. Structural Prominence and Topic-Comment Structure
In the previous chapters, we have isolated two classes of structurally prominent NPs
(or SPNPs for short). The first class, which I introduced in Chapter 2, includes those
NPs which become structurally prominent because of their structural positions in a
sentence. The members of this class exclusively consist of the topicalized NP, the subject
NP of an S, and the leftmost primary argument NP of a sentence. The topicalized NP is
an explicitly mentioned NP denoting a discourse entity which a sentence or a discourse is
about. The NP in an SQPP (i.e., sentence quantifying prepositional phrase) is considered
structurally prominent simply because it is the leftmost primary argument NP in a
sentence. In the following discussion, I will refer to a member of this class as SPNPp.
SPNPpS are not the only NPs that are structurally prominent. In Chapter 3, I isolated a
group of topic introducing verbs, typical members of which are you (have or exist),
perception verbs, directive verbs and unaccusative verbs. The direct object of these verbs
are also structurally prominent by virtue of the lexical properties of the verbs of which
they are complements. In the following discussion, I will refer to this class of SPNP as
SPNPt.
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An SPNP is a potential topic NP of the sentence. If a sentence is to be assigned a
topic-comment structure, then an SPNP will be chosen as the topic NP and the rest of the
sentence will be the comment. A sentence with more than one SPNP may be associated
with more than one topic-comment structure, but on one particular interpretation or in one
particular topic-comment structure, only one SPNP will be chosen as the topic NP of the
sentence. We will further stipulate that a discourse topic NP is necessarily a topic NP of a
member sentence of the discourse. To put it rather crudely, a discourse topic NP has to be
a sentence topic NP, which in turn has to be an SPNP. In the following discussion, a
discourse topic NP will be written as *NP (an individual variable associated with this NP
as

and a discourse marker associated with this NP as *cf). In the later discussion, a

distinction will be called for between a discourse topic NP realized by an SPNPs and one
realized by an SPNPi,. I will represent the former as "NP, the variable associated with it
as "x and the discourse maker as'd. I will represent the latter as NP' and the variable
and discourse marker associated with its as x' and d* respectively. 'NP and NP' are two
subtypes of *NP. Here are some examples.
(1) a. Zhangsan zong renwei ta shi duide .
Zhangsan always think he is correct
Zhangsan always believes that he is correct.
b. Zhangsan zege ren (ah), ta zong renwei ziji shi duide.
Zhangsan this man,
he always think self is correct.
This guy Zhangsan, he always believes that he is right.
c. An Zhangsan de kanfa, laoshi qishi ziji.
by Zhangsan DE view, teacher discriminate self
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According to Zhangsan, the teacher dislikes him.
In these examples, Zhangsan is the topic NP and the rest of the sentence is the
comment. Without further context, Zhangsan is also the discourse topic NP by default.
Accordingly, la-lc will be roughly translated as 2a-2c respectively in DIL.
(2) a. I'd (tZhangsan(d); tthink((correct (d)), d)
b. I'dCtZhangsanCd); Tthink((correct (d)), d)
c. I'di id2*(tZhangsan(d); Tteacher(d); Tview (discriminate against (di, d2)),di)

In 2, d is an instance of discourse marker and i the dynamic version of i, a quantifier used
for both proper names like Zhangsan and the definite NP like laosi (teacher). I will say
more about i in the next section. It should be pointed out that the definite NPs in Chinese
are not lexically marked. What seems to be a bare common noun can be understood either
as an indefinite or a definite NP, depending on the context in which it occurs, laoshi
(teacher) in Ic refers to the teacher of Zhangsan's class and therefore it should be
understood as a definite NP.
In cases likes Ic, however, more than one translation is possible because there are two
SPNPs, the primary NP in the SQPP and the subject NP. In 2c, we identify the former as
the sentence (as well as discourse) topic NP (or 'NP for short) . But we may very well
translate Ic as 3, with the subject NP laoshi as 'NP.
(3) id2'idi(tteacher(d2); (tZhangsan(di); Tview((discriminate against (di, d2)),di)
Now let us look at two examples, each with a topic introducing verb in it.
(4) a. Zhangsan you ge nuer.
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Zhangsan have a daughter.
Zhangsan has a daughter.
b. Zhangsan kanjian yiege nanhai.
Zhangsan see
one boy
Zhangsan saw a boy.
First, we may translate 4a and 4b as 5a and 5b, with the subject Zhangsan as "NP.
(5) a. I'di 3d2(TZhangsan(di); tdaughter(d2); t have (di, di))
b. I'di 3d2(tZhangsan(di); tboy (d2); Tsaw (d2, di))
Since both sentences contain a topic introducing verb, we may translate 4a and 4b as 6a
and 6b, with the object NP in the respective sentences as the sentence and discourse topic
NP. As nuer in 4a and nanhai in 4b are SPNPLS, they are represented as dt" in 6a and b

respectively.
(6)

a. 3di'id2 (tdaughter(di); TZhangsan(d2); thave(di, d2))
b. 3di*id2 (tboy(di); tZhangsan(d2); tsaw (di, d^))

Now let us look at 7, which is a more complicated case of SPNP.
(7) Zhangsan de jiaoao hai le ziji
Zhangsan DE pride hurt LE self
Zhangsan's pride hurt le himself
As was observed in Chapter 2, the genitive NP in the subject NP may be an accessible
antecedent to a reflexive in the same way as the subject NP itself is. In sentences like 7,
when the head noun of the subject NP denotes an inanimate entity, the genitive NP is
indeed the only possible antecedent. On the basis of this observation, I suggested the
genitive NP of a subject NP can also be an SPNP due to its sequential position. To capture
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this insight, I introduced Optional Indexing Convention earlier (cf. 33 in Chapter
2)mechanism. At the semantic presentation, what

Optional Indexing Convention is

supposed to achieve may be achieved by means of alternative scope assignments.
(8)

a. 3d,%d2(tpride (d,); tZhangsan (dj); Tof (d2,d,)A thurtCdj, d,))
b.i'd2 3d|(tZhangsan (d2); Tpride(di); 1'of(d2,di)A Thurt(d2, di))

In 8a, the head noun of the subject is designated as the MPNP whereas in 8b the genitive
NP of the subject is the MPNP. This difference does not affect the truth conditions of the
proposition in question but, as we will see in a moment, it does have serious impact on the
dynamics of the proposition.

5.2. Rules and Definitions
The formal system I am going to use in this remaining part of this chapter is basically
the one used in G&S (1990). The following is a summary of those definitions and rules
which are most essential to our discussion.
(9) Definition (Dynamic Existential Quantifier): 3iAI>=A.p3r{r/c/ }(0(p))
(10) Definition (Static Universal quantifier): ycW>=>~3c/~0
(11) Definition (Dynamic Definite NP): uM>=A.p \x{xld }(0(p))
(12) Definition (Dynamic Conjunction): 0;»|/=Xp[0("(M^(p)))], where p has no free
occurrences in either <t> or
(13) Definition (Static Negation): ~<I>=T
(14) Definition of Uparrow t

t<j) = A.p [(|)A ^p] where (j) is an expression of type t, and p is a variable of type <s,t >,
which has no free occurrence in
(15) Definition of Downarrow i
4,<I>= 0(^tnie) where O is an expression of type «s,r>,t>
(16) Some Properties of State Switchers
a. {a/ d}c = c, for every constant
{ctA/}v=i', for every variable
b. {cx/d}c/=<x
{a/c/}i/'=£/', foralli/'sDM,
c. {aJd}i^iy}={a/d}^({aJd}y)
d. {aA/}((l)A(p)={otAf}(J) A {ct/d}<p (analogously for negation and the other
connectives)
e. {a/i/}3vxj)=3v{a/c/}(|), if v does not occur freely in a (analogously for Vit{))
f {a/i/}(P=y)= {a/c/}P={ot/c/}Y
g. {aA/}X>'P = A.v(a/i/}P, if v does not occur freely in a
h. {aJd) '3= p
i. {ccA/} P

P

k.{'ot/c/i}{Vi/j} p-^{a/Ji}{VJ,} p

1. {a'M}{Va'j} p->{oc/c/.} {Vc/,}
(17) Equivalences
a.

iT(j)=<j)

b. ~T(|)=T—i<j)

p
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c. [t(t);t(p]=t[<j)A(p]
d. [T(|)=>tcp]=t[<t)-Kpl
e. ft(j)orT(p]=T[(|>v(p]
Two changes have been introduced to the formal system of DMG. First, it is expanded to
include the definition for the definite MP. The term 'definite MP' is meant to embrace both
proper names and definite descriptive NPs. Like existentially quantified MPs, definite NPs are
accessible antecedents to anaphors beyond their syntactic scope when certain conditions are
met. Accordingly, definite NPs are defined very much the same way as existentially quantified
NPs. Second, I have also added 16k and 161 to the list of properties of the state switcher. This
addition is of some theoretical significance. 16k states that when an 'NP ( i.e., a discourse
topic NP realized by an SPNP) hits another 'NP, its dynamic binding power as an 'NP is
deactivated. Similarly, 161 states that when NP' (i.e., a discourse topic NP realized by an
SPNPL) moves in fi-ont of a state switcher associated with a 'NP, its dynamics is blocked. We

will come back to this issue later.

5.3. Intersententiai Reflexives
In Chapter 2, we designated two types of intersententiai reflexives, the logophoric uji
and the non-logophoric exempt ziji (which is sometimes referred to as anaphoric ziji). In
this section, we will see how their reference can be accounted for in the system of dynamic
semantics.
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5.3.1. Non-loeophoric Intersentential Reflexives
In Chapter 2, we proposed respective licensing conditions on non-logophoric and
logophoric reflexive zfji. In this Chapter, I propose to collapse two separate conditions
into one, as is in 18.
(18) Constraints on Exempt Reflexives
a is an accessible antecedent to an exempt reflexive P if both (a) and (b):
a. a and 3 are both in the discourse K, which is characterized by Continuation;
b. a is the 'NP that is closest to p.
As was explicitly stated above, an 'NP is a discourse topic NP that is realized by an
SPNPp functioning as the topic NP of a sentence contained in the discourse. Now let us
look into cases of some non-logophoric exempt reflexives.
(19)Jingli
mei pai ren lai. Ziji yemeilai
manager not send man come. Self also not come.
The manager did not send anyone over. He himself did not come either.
In this example, jingH (the manager) is a definite NP, which is not only the subject of the
first sentence, but also the topic of the entire discourse; accordingly, it is an 'NP by
default. 20 is a DIL translation of 19.
(20) i'di~3d2 [Tmanager(di); tman (d2); tsend (d2,di)]; ~tcome(,di)
20 illustrates two technical conventions that we will follow throughout this chapter. First,
the translation of an anaphor should indicate its inherent binding property. For example,
ziji will be translated as ,di. The leftward subscript « indicates that due to its inherent
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lexical property, ziji (or ,di) can only take an 'NP as its antecedent. Similarly, a null
subject will be translated as *d, meaning that it can take as its antecedent either an ,NP or
NP». Second, I will adopt what may be called vacuous indexing for discourse markers
associated with anaphors. As is generally practiced in linguistic literature, the index of
nominal expression is usually taken as its referential identification: two NPs with the same
index are supposed to corefer to the same discourse referent and two NPs with distinct
indices are likely to be non-coreferential. Further, in linguistic literature, anaphoric
expressions are assigned indices a priori. But from the computational perspective, the
assignment of indices should be worked out as the result of the interpretative procedure,
rather than taken for granted. So in my DIL representation, I do not assign a priori
numerical indices to discourse markers associated with an anaphoric expression; I just
mark them with the lower case letters starting from / for the convenience of reference. So,
unlike discourse markers with numerical indices (e.g., dj and dj), which are associated
with lexical NPs,

the discourse markers with alphabetic indices (e.g., d; and d^) are

referentially undetermined. Take di in 20 for instance. Despite its alphabetic index, it is
referentially undetermined. In the later stage of interpretation, it may turn out to be coreferential with di or d2; and it may even corefer with dw. At the current stage, however, it
has not been assigned any referential value, even with its alphabetic index. . So in this
sense, an alphabetically indexed (or marked) discourse marker is not different from an
unindexed discourse marker , hence the term "vacuous indexing". Now let us use 20 to
demonstrate how the system works. The brief comments beneath each derivation indicate
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the rules and definitions applied to obtain the derivation. The parenthesized comments
beneath 21b, for instance, tell us that 21b is derived fi"om 21a by applying 17c.
(21) a. i'di~3d2 [Tmanager(di); tman (d2); Tsend (d2,di)]; ~Tcome(,di)
(DIL translation)
b. i''di~3d2 T[manager(di)A man (d2) Asend (d2,di)]; ~Tcome(»di)
(By 17c:[t(|);t(p]=t[(t)A(p])
c. I'di T-iJ' 3d2 t[manager(di)A man (d2) Asend (d2,di)]; ~tcomeC»di)
(By 13: ~<D=t--icD)
d. I'di T-i4' 3d2 T[manager(di)A man (d2) Asend (d2,di)]; t-iCome(,di)

(By l7b:~t0=T-.0)
e. I'di T— 3d2 (X.p[manager(di)A man (dz) Asend (d2,di) A^p]); T-.come(,di)
(By 14: tcj) = X p [(J)A "p])
f. i'dit-i>lr >.q3x[{.r/d2} A.p([manager(di)A man (dz) Asend (d2,di) A'p](q))];
T—icome(»di)

(By 9: 3cf(t>=Xp3x[x/d }(<t>(p)))
g. I'diT -ii >,q3jc[{x/d2} [manager(di)A man (d2) Asend (d2,di) A q]];
T—iCome(»dj)

(By X-conversion)
h. I'diT—ti' XqEr [manager(di)A man ( x ) Asend (x,di) A{.r/d2} q]; T-iCome(»di)
(By moving the state switcher inwards)
i. i''dit-I^q3r[[manager(di)A man (.r) Asend (x,di) A{x/d2} 'q]( true)];
T-iCome(»di)

(By 15: >10= 0(^tnie))
j. i'diT-i3x[manager(di)A man ( x ) Asend (x,d|) A{x/d2}(true)]]; T-.come(,di)
(^-conversion and ' cancellation)
k. i''diT-i3r[manager(di)A man ( x ) Asend (x,di)]; T-iCome(»di)
(True is dropped and so is the state switcher{x/d2})
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1. i'di Xp-i3jf[manager(di)A man (x) Asend (x,di) a'p]; t-iCome(,di)
(By 14: : t(f) = Xp [(j>A ''p])
m. A.q i'>'[{''ydi}Xp-.3jr([manager(di)A man (x) Asend (JF,di)A^p](q))];
t-icome (»di)

(By 11: ifl^Xp \x[xld }(0(p))
n. >.q i'>'[{'>'/di}-i3x([manager(di)A man (x) Asend (x,di)A'q]]; t-.come (^di)
(By X-conversion)
o. A.q iV -i3x([manager(v)A man (x) Asend (x,y)A {'y/di} q]]; t-.come (»di)
(By moving state switcher inwards)

p. A.p[Xq
-i3x([manager(y)A man (x) Asend (x,y)A {'^di}"'q]]
(XT^come (,di))(p)))]
(By 12;cD,M|/=;.p[cD(^CF(p)))])
q. \p I'y -i3x([managerO')'^ man (x) Asend (x,y)A('ydi}( (T-iCome (»di))(p))]

(By X.-conversion and

cancellation)

r. A.p i'>' -i3x([manager(>')A man (x) Asend (x,y)A{',v/di} A.q [-.come
(,di)A^q](p))]
(By 14; t(j) = Xp [(j)A 'p])
s. Xp i'>' -i3x([manager(v')A man (x) Asend (x,y)A{''J/di}-.come (»di)A p]
(By X-conversion and " cancellation)
t. X.p i'>' ->3x([manager(Y)A man (x) Asend (x,y)A -icome 0-')^
(By moving state switcher further inwards)

} p]

By now the whole process of derivation is complete and we have achieved the intended
interpretation. One thing that should be emphasized is the matching of »di with",}' in the
state switcher {'ydi}. As we said above, the subscript « in »di requires the antecedent
for 'di. to be an 'NP or a variable associated with this 'NP. "y in {'yd)} satisfies this
requirement and thus is rightly chosen as its antecedent.
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Now let look at some more complicated examples, where the discourse relation affects
the accessibility of an MPNP as an antecedent to a non-logophoric exempt ziji.
(22) a. Zhangsan zheng shi bu zhouyun.
Zhangsan really is not lucky.
Zhangsan is really unlucky.
b. Qizi bu jiu qian bei che zhuang le
wife not long ago PAS car hit
LE
Not long ago, his wife was hit by a car.
c. Xianzai ziji you bei jiegu le
now self again PAS fire LE
Now he was fired
The first step in our translation is to determine which NP is the closest 'NP relative to the
reflexive ziji. Within this discourse, there are two SPNPs; Zhangsan (the subject of the
first sentence) and qizi (the subject of the second sentence). Since neither 22a or 22b has a
topicalized NP or the leftmost primary NP, the subject of each sentence is necessarily the
sentence topic. However, of these two subject NPs, only Zhangsan can be identified as
the discourse topic. As we argued in Chapter 2, 22 is a discourse that characterizes a
general to specific relation. More specifically, 22a is a general statement about Zhangsan
having bad luck while 22b and c provide specific information to support the claim made in
22a. Given such an analysis of discourse, only Zhangsan, not qizi can be the discourse
topic NP in 22. Accordingly 22 is interpreted as follows:
(23) a. i'di[TZhangsan(di);

T-ilucky (di)]; idj [Twife(d2);t be-injured(d2)];

Tbe-fired (.di)
(DIL translation of 22)
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b. i'diT[Zhangsan(di)A-iIucky (di)];id2T[wife(d2) A be injured(d2)];
tbe-fired (»di)
(By 17c:[t(t);tcp]=T[<j)A(p])
c. I'diX-p [Zhangsan(di)A-iluclcy (di)A''p]; id2 Xp[wife(d2) A be-injured(d2)
A "^p]; Tbe-fired (»di)
(By 14; t(j) = >,p [(|)A "p])
d. ?I.qi'x([{'x/di}A.p[Zhangsan(di)A-ilucky (di)A''p]](q));
A.qiy ([(y/d2}Xp[wife(d2) A be- injured(d2) A 'p](q)); tbe-fired (,di)
(Byl luAI>=Xp \x{xld }(<t>(p))
e. Xq i'x([{'x/di}[Zhangsan(di)A-ilucky (dOA^'q]]; Xq iy[{y/d2}[wife(d2) A
be- injured(d2) A ' q]]; Tbe-fired (,di)

(ByA.-conversion)
f. Xp[Xq i''x([('x/di}[Zhangsan(di)A-,Iucky (di)A 'q]]( (Xq iy[{y/d2}[wife(d2) A
be- injured(d2) A

q]](p)))]); Tbe-fired (,di)

(By 12;0;v|/=Xp[a)('(4^(p)))])
g. ?ip[i'x[{'x/di}[Zhangsan(di)A-ilucky (di)AIY[{Y/d2}[wife(d2) A
be- injured(d2) A ' p]]; Tbe-fired (,di)

(By X.-conversion and ' ^ cancellation)
h. XpFi'x [Zhangsan(x)A-iIuci<v (X)A iy[wife(y) A be- iniured(y)
A{Vdi}(y/d2}

p]];

Tbe-fired (,di)

(Moving the state switchers inwards)
i. ?LQ [X.p[i'x [Zhangsan(x)A-,lucky (X)A iy[wife(y) A be- injured(y)
ACx/d,} {y/d2}

p]]('(Tbe-fired (»di)(q)))]

(By I2:cD;,,,=Xp[0( (T(p)))])
j. Xqfi'x [Zhangsan(x)A-iIucky (X)A lyrwife(y) A be- iniured(y)
\rvd, Hy/dll (tbe-fired (.d,)(q))l
(By X-conversion and cancellation)
k. Xq[i''x [Zhangsan(x)A-.lucky (X)A iy[wife(y) A be- injured(y)]
A{''x/di}{y/d2((Ap [be-fired (,d,)A p](q))]
(By 14: T(J) = ?ip [(t>A p])
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1. A,q[i''x [Zhangsan(x)A-.lucky (X)A iy[wife(y) A be- injured(y)]
A{''x/di}{y/d2}[be-fired (»di)A "q]]
(By X-conversion )
m. ^q[i*X [Zhangsan(x)A-.lucky (X)A iy[wife(y) A be- injured(y)]
A be-fired (x) A {'x/di}{y/d2} ''q]]
(Moving the state-switchers inwards)
What is worth noting is the compatibility of {'x/di}and (»di) at 231. At this step, both
{'x/dijand {y/d2} are accessible to wd;, but only ('x/di}, matches with ,di Of course,
{y/d2} might well be chosen if »di in this context were not marked by
The relevance of discourse relation in determining 'NP may be further illustrated by
comparing 22 with 24.
(23) a. Qu nian , Zhangsan lai
le Tucson.
Last year, Zhangsan come LE Tucson,
Last year, Zhangsan came to Tucson.
b. Lisi ye lai le.
Lisi also come LE
Lisi also came.
c. Guohou,
ziji you kai che qu le Las Vegas.
afterwards, self again drive car to LE Las Vegas
Then he also drove to Las Vegas
In 22, the first sentence is a general statement while the second and third sentences are
specific statements. But such a relation of subordination does not exist in 24. In the latter
example, 24b parallels 24a, instead of being subordinate to it.

Zhangsan in 24a should

be treated as *NP, so should Lisi. Consequently, 24 should be translated in DIL as 25.
(25) i'di[TZhangsan(di); tcome-to-Tucson(di)]; i'd2 [T Lisi(d2);
tcome-to-Tucson(d2)]; Tdrove-to-Las Vegas(»di)
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In 25, there are two potential discourse topic NPs (or two "NPs): Zhangsan and Lisi. We
will make it a rule that a discourse topic will be deactivated whenever a new discourse
topic comes into the scene. Formally, this can be achieved by 16k and 1. as shown by 26.
(26) a. i'di[TZhangsan(di); tcome-to-Tucson(di)]; I'dT [T Lisi(d2);
tcome-to-Tucson(d2)]; Tdrove-to-Las Vegas(»di)
(DIL translation of 24)
b. I*diT[Zhangsan(di)Acome-to-Tucson(di)];
i'd2t[Lisi(d2)Acome-to- Tucson(d2)]; tdrove-to-Las Vegas (»di)
^y I7c:[t(j);tcp]=t[(J)A(p])
c. i''diA.p[Zhangsan(di)Acome-to-Tucson(di)A p]; i''d2A.p [Lisi(d2)
come-to- Tucson(d2) A ^p]; tdrove-to-Las Vegas (^d;)
(By 14: t(J) = Xp [(t)A >])
d.

A

i'x[{'x/di}(A.p [Zhangsan(di)Acome-to-Tucson(di)A ^p](q))]; A.qi*y[{y/d2}
(Xp [Lisi(d2) A come-to-Tucson(d2) A p](q))]; Tdrove-to-Las Vegas (,di)
(By 11: \d'i>=X^3x{xld !(<I>(p)))

e. Xq i''x[{''x/di} [Zhangsan(di)Acome-to-Tucson(di)A q]]; >.qi'y[{y/d2}
[Lisi(d2) A come-to-Tucson(d2) A 'q]]; Tdrove-to-Las Vegas (,di)
(By X-conversion)
f. A.q i'x[ [Zhangsan(x)Acome-to-Tucson(x)A {'x/di} q]]; Xqi'y [Lisi(y)
A come-to-Tucson(y) A {'y/d:} q]]; Tdrove-to-Las Vegas (.di)
(By Moving the state switchers inwards)
g. Xp[Xq I'X [Zhangsan(x)Acome-to-Tucson(x)A {"x/di} q]('(Xxii'y [Lisi(y)
A come-to-Tucson(y) A{'y/d2} 'q](p)))]; Tdrove-to-Las Vegas (,d,)
(Byl2:Cl>;M/=Xp[Or(H^(p)))])
h. A.p[i''x [Zhangsan(x)Acome-to-Tucson(x)A {'x/di}(?tqi''y [Lisi(y)
A come-to-Tucson(y) A{''y/d2} 'q](p))]; Tdrove-to-Las Vegas (,di)
(ByX-conversion and ' cancellation)
i. Xp[i''x [Zhangsan(x)Acome-to-Tucson(x)A {'x/diji'y [Lisi(y)
A come-to-Tucson(y) A{''y/d2} "p]; Tdrove-to-Las Vegas (»di)
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(ByX-conversion)
j. Xp[i'x [Zhangsan(x)Acome-to-Tucson(x)Ai''y [Lisi(y)
A come-to-Tucson(y) A{'x/di}{'y/d2} ''p]; tdrove-to-Las Vegas (»di)
(Moving the state switcherA{*x/di} inwards)
k. A,p[i'x [Zhangsan(x)ACome-to-Tucson(x)Ai''y [Lisi(y)
A come-to-Tucson(y) A{x/di} {''y/d2} "p]; tdrove-to-Las Vegas (»di)
(By 16k. {''ald,}{''TddX^-^[aJd{\{''iddjY^
1. Xq [Xp[i'x [Zhangsan(x)Acome-to-Tucson(x)Ai'y [Lisi(y)
A come-to-Tucson(y) A{x/di} {"y/d^} ''p](''([Tdrove-to-Las Vegas (»di)](q)))]
(Byl2:(D;v|/=Xp[0('(H'(p)))])
m. Xq [I'x [Zhangsan(x)Acome-to-Tucson(x)Ai''y [Lisi(y)
A come-to-Tucson(y) A{x/di} {'y/d2} [tdrove-to-Las Vegas (»di)](q)]
(By ^.-conversion and cancellation)
n. Xq [I'x [Zhangsan(x)ACome-to-Tucson(x)Ai'y [Lisi(y)
A come-to-Tucson(y) A{x/di} {'y/d2} A,p [drove-to-Las Vegas (,di) A "'p](q)]
(By 14: t({) = A.p [(j)A p])
o. Xq [I'x [Zhangsan(x)ACome-to-Tucson(x)Ai'y [Lisi(y) A come-to-Tucson(y)
A{x/di} {'y/d2} [drove-to-Las Vegas (»di) A q]]
(By X-conversion)
p. A.q [I'x [Zhangsan(x)ACome-to-Tucson(x)Ai''y [Lisi(y) A come-to-Tucson(y)
A [drove-to-Las Vegas (,di) A (x/di}{''y/d2} "q]]
(By moving state switchers further inwards)
Two thing are particularly noteworthy. First, at 26i, 'x , the variable associated with
Zhangsan is deactivated as a potential antecedent for ,di, leaving 'y, the variable
associated with Lisi is as the only potential antecedent for »di. Second, from 26k, we see
that I'y
discourse.

{Lisi ) but not I'x, remains a potential discourse binder for the incoming
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5.3.2. Intersentential Loeophoric'^ Reflexivization
In Chapter 2,1 suggested that the accessibility of a potential antecedent for logophoric
reflexive is not constrained by distance. This statement is basically based on the
observation of examples like the following.
(27) An Zhangsan de shuofa, Lisi gaosu guo ta Wangwu zhidao Mali change zai
By Zhangsan DE saying, Lisi tell Perf him Wangwu know Mary often at
beihou shun ziji.
back smear self
According to Zhangsan, Lisi once told him that Wangwu knew that Mary often
spoke ill of him.
The reflexive ziji in this example can be coreferential with Wangwu, Lisi or Zhangsan .
This indicates that in cases like 27, distance is not a decisive factor in determining the
accessibility of a potential antecedent. A similar phenomenon is observed with
intersentential logophoric reflexivization.
(28) a. An Zhangsan de shuofa. Lisi gaosu guo ta Mali zong ai biandi beiren.
by Zhangsan DE saying, Lisi tell Perf him Mary always like speak ill of others
According to Zhangsan, Lisi told him that Mary loves to speak ill of others.
b. Er ziji jiushi shouhaizhe zi yi.
And self is victims
of one
And he was one of the victims.
In 28, ziji in b can be bound to either Zhangsan or Lisi. This example again seems to
suggest that the distance constraint that is effective on the non-logophoric reflexivization

Tbcrc is anolhcr reading on which the rcflc.\i\e is coindexcd with Mar>'. As we are discussing
logophoric rcflc.Ni\ization. Icl us leave this aside for the purpose of simplicit)-.
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does not apply to logophoric reflexivization. But in some cases, however, a distance
constraint does seem to apply. 29 is a case in point.
(29) a. Zhangsan renwei Wangwu chang zai beihou shun ren
Zhangsan think Wangwu often at back smear people
Zhangsan thinks Wangwu often speaks ill of other people.
b. Lisi shuo Mali also ye zhong ai shun ren
Lisi say Mary always love smear people
Lisi says that Mary always speaks ill of others
c. Ziji jiushi shouhaizhe zi yi
self is
victim
of one
He is one of the victims.
The first thing to note is that neither Zhangsan nor Wangyvu can be the potential
antecedent for uji. On the normal interpretation, Lisi is the only possible antecedent.
But Mali is ruled out as a potential antecedent mainly on the pragmatic ground. If it
becomes preferred antecedent once 29c is replaced with a pragmatically more acceptable
sentence such as 30.
(30) Dan ziji que zui hen bei bieren yilun
But self yet most hate by other talk about.
She herself, however, really hates being the subject of the gossip
It seems quite perplexing that while distance is not a relevant factor when we choose
between Lisi and Mali in 29b but it does rule out Zhangsan and fVang^m in 29a. This
confusion in fact can be clarified with a better defined notion of distance. For illustration,
let us look at 31, an abbreviated version of 27.
(31) An Zhangsan de shuofa, Lisi zhidao Mali chang zai beihou shun ziji.
By Zhangsan DE saying, Lisi know Mary often at
back smear self
According to Zhangsan, Lisi knows that Mary often speaks ill of others.
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In this sentence, there are two (MPs denoting) reported speakers, Zhangsan and Lisi.
Although Zhangsan is a more distant SPNP than Lisi, it is just as accessible as Lisi as an
antecedent for zijL This is predicted by the conclusion we made in Chapter 2, which may
be more precisely rephrased as 30.
(32) Constraint on Intrasentential Logophoric Reflexives
Any SMPNP denoting a reported speaker is a potential viewpointer. However, on
one particular interpretation of a sentence, only one reported speaker can be
designated as the viewpointer.
For example, when we interpret 31, we have to decide which subject NP we are going to
choose as the viewpointer, Zhangsan or Lisi. The choice of the viewpointer crucially
affects the way the reflexive is interpreted. Let a be the NP denoting the viewpointer in a
logophoric sentence. The propositions that are embedded under the predicate of which a
is the subject are the expressions of thoughts from the perspective of the viewpointer. If
we choose Zhangsan as a in 29, the rest of the sentence {Lisi shuo Mali chang zai
heihou shun ren) is an expression of ideas from perspective of Zhangsan. If we choose
Lisi as a, then the most deeply embedded clause (Mali chang zai heihou shun ren)

is

an expression of thoughts from the perspective of Lisi. I will further stipulate that in a
logophoric discourse, an NP denoting the viewpointer in a sentence functions as a
discourse topic NP or 'NP. Accordingly 31 may be translated as 33a if we choose Lisi as
the viewpointer and as 33b if we choose Zhangsan as the viewpointer. P in 33 stands for
Mary often speaks ill of others.
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(33) a. I'di [tLisi (di); id2[T Zhangsan(d2); tsay ((know (P,(dO), (d2)) ] ]
b, i'd2 [tZhangsan (d2); id2[tLisi(di); tsay ((know (P,(di)), (d2)) ] ]
33a and b are truth-conditionally equivalent, but in terms of discourse dynamics, they are
different. As we said earlier, the reflexive can only corefer with an 'NP. Consequently, in
33a Lisi serves as the accessible antecedent while in 33b only Zhangsan is the accessible
antecedent.
It is now clear that when I said that there is no distance constraint on the potential
antecedent for a logophoric reflexive, I meant that within one sentence, the viewpointer
does not have to be the reported speaker denoted by the NP that is closest to the reflexive.
Meanwhile, it is also important to note that on one particular interpretation, only reported
speaker can be designated as the viewpointer, which in turn will be

translated as

discourse topic NP or 'NP. On these two assumptions, the intersentential logophoric
reflexivization can be accounted for in the same way the non-logophoric reflexivization is,
viz., it is bound to the nearest topic 'NP. Take 34 for example.
(34) a. An Zhangsan de shuofa, Lisi zhidao Mali chang zai beihou shun ren
by Zhangsan DE saying, Lisi know Mary often at
back smear self
According to Zhangsan, Lisi knows that Mary often speaks ill of others.
b. Er ziji jiushi shouhaizhe zi yi.
further, self is victim of one
And he is one of the victims.
Letting P stand for the proposition Mary often speaks ill of others, we may translate 34 in
two alternative ways, depending on our choice of the viewpointer.
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a. I'di [iLisi (dO; id2[tZhangsan(d2);tsay ((know (P,(di)), (d2))]]; Tvictim(,di)
b. i'd2 [TZhangsan (d2);_id2[tLisi(di);tsay ((know (P,(di)), (d2))]]; Tvictini(»di)
In plain English, 35a and 35b may be paraphrased as 36a and 36b respectively.
(35) a. Lisi, Zhangsan said, knew that Mary often speaks ill of others.
He himself was one of the victim.
b. Zhangsan said that Lisi knew that Mary often speaks ill of others. He himself
was one of the victims.
35a and b are basically equivalent in terms of truth-conditions modulo the referential
anchoring of »di, but they differ in discourse dynamics. In 35a, ,d3 (i.e. Ziji in the second
sentence) is going to be dynamically bound by I'di {List) while in 35b ,d3 will be
dynamically bound by i'd2 {Zhangsan). 37 is a variation on the theme.
(37) a. Zhangsan renwei Mali zui ai zai beihou shun ren
Zhangsan think Mary most like at back smear people
Zhangsan thinks that Mary likes to speaks ill of people most.
b. Dan an Lisi de shuofa, Wangwu gaosu ta Susan zui lai zai beihou shun ren.
but by Lisi DE saying, Wangwu tell him Susan most like at back smear
people
But according to Lisi, Wangwu told him Susan really likes to speak ill of
people.
c. Er ziji jiushi shouhaizhe zi yi.
and self is victim
of one
He is one of the victims.
In 37, there are two viewpointers or 'NPs. The first one is Zhangsan, the only reported
speaker in 37a. The second one can be either Lisi or Wangwu in 37b. If we chose Lisi as
the viewpointer in 37b, 37 will be translated as 38.
(38) I'di [tZhangsan (di); Tthink ((id: [Mary (^2); (speak-ill-of-people(d2))), (di))];
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I'ds [TLisi (dj); Tsay((id4[TWangwu(d4); tteIl((ids[Mary(d5); speak-ill-of
-people(d5)),(d4))]), (ds))]; Tvictim(,di)

Application of relevant rules to 38 leads to 39.
(39) A.p[i''x [Zhangsan (x) Athink ((ly [Mary (y)A (speak-ill-of-people (y))), (x))] ]
Ai'w [Lisi (w)Asay( (i2[Wangwu(z)Aten((iv[Mary(v)A speak-ill-ofpeople(v)),(z))]), (w))]] A{'x/di}i''w/d?}"p]; tvictim(,di)

The variables in both state switchers {'x/di} and i'w/d?} in 38 are marked with * and
accordingly, 16k is applied, resulting in 40.
(40) Xp[i'x [Zhangsan (x) Athink ((ly [Mary (y)A (speak-ill-of-people (y))), (x))] ]
Ai'w [Lisi (w)Asay( (iz[Wangwu(z)Atell((iv[Mary(v)A speak-ill-ofpeople(v)),(z))]), (w))]] A{x/di}iwVd3}"p]; tvictim(,di)
The reduction of {'x/di} to {x/di} leaves i''w/d2} the only available antecedent for ,d4 in
the incoming sentence. This correctly predicts that the reflexive in 36c can be bound to
Lisi, but not to any other NP in 37. Alternatively, we may choose Wangyvu in 3 as the
viewpointer or "NP and translate 37 as 41.
(41) I'di [tZhangsan (di); tthink ((id2[Mary (d2); (speak-ill-of-people(d2))), (di))];
I'd^ [tWangwu(d4); I'd.^ [tLisi (dj); tsay((id4[ttell((id5[Mary(d5); speak-ill-of
-people(d5)).(d4))]), (d?))]]: Tvictim(,di)
From 41 we derive 42 by applying relevant rules.
(42) Xp[i'x [Zhangsan (x) Athink ((ly [Mary (y)A (speak-ill-of-people (y))), (x))] ]
AI'z [Wangwu(z)Asay( (iw[Lisi(w)AtelI((iv[Mary(v)Aspeak-ill-ofpeople(v)),(z))]), (w))]] ACxdi) {''z/d2} p]; Tvictim(»di)

Then by applying 16k, we get 43.
(43) ^p[i'x [Zhangsan (x) Athink ((ly [Mary (y)A (speak-ill-of-people (y))), (x))] ]
A I'z [Wangwu(z)Asay( (iw[Lisi(w)Atell ((iv[Mary(v)Aspeak-ill -of-people(v)),(z))]),
(w))]] A,{x7d!} {"z/d;} p]; Tvictim(,di)
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The application of 16k deactivates 'x in {"xdi}, leaving 'z in {"zJdz} as the only
appropriate variable that can substitute for "da in the current context. One thing emerges
clear from our analysis of 37: the distribution of logophoric reflexives in Chinese is
subject to the same constraint as is applied to the intersentential non-logophoric reflexives.
This constraint may be expressed more visually as this: in a discourse of Continuation K,
K= [ic[ --'a ... 'P ...]; [...wdi ...]], only 'p can dynamically bind 'd,. Applying this
constraint to 29, we can easily account for the binding possibilities in the discourse.
In 29a, Zhangsan is the only reported speaker and therefore designated as the
viewpointer or *NP . For the same reason, Lisi is the viewpointer or 'NP in 29b. Ziji
(translated as «dj)

in 29c is an anaphor that requires an 'NP as its antecedent. 29 fits

into the discourse configuration of [(c[ ...'a ... 'P ...]; [...»di...]]. Consequently, only
' P (i.e.. List) can dynamically bind »di (i.e., vji).

5.4. Null Subjects
On the basis of what we have said about reflexives in the above section, the
distribution of intersentential subjects in Chinese can be readily captured in the current
formal system. As we concluded in Chapter 3, an intersentential null subject is bound to
the nearest potential discourse topic

whether this topic NP is an 'NP or NP'. This is

the most important difference that distinguishes null subjects from reflexives, which as we
pointed above, can only be bound to an 'NP. Accordingly, we will represent every null
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subject in the form of *di, meaning that d; is referentially compatible with either 'NP or
NP*. Let us first of all see how the DMG works with some simple discourses involving
null subjects. 44 through 45 are simplified versions of 26 and 28 in Chapter 3.
(44) a. Zuotian, Zhangsan qu fayuan gao le women chun zhang
yesterday, Zhangsan go court sueLE our
village head
Yesterday, Zhangsan sued
our
village head.
b. Jintian 0 turan
shizong le
Today unexpectedly disappear LE
Today he disappeared unexpectedly.
(45) a. Women de chun zhang, Zhangsan zuotian qu fayuan gao le
we
DE village head, Zhangsan yesterday go court sue LE
Zhangsan sued our village head yesterday.
b. Jintian, 0 turan
shizong le.
today, unexpectedly disappear LE
Today, he disappeared unexpectedly.
44 and 45 are basically identical truth-conditionally modulo the referential anchoring of the
null subject, but they differ in discourse dynamics. In 44a, the subject MP Zhangsan is
the only NP that can be designated as 'NP. But in 45a, either the subject NP Zhangsan or
the topicalized NP chun zhang (village head) can be identified as 'NP. With Zhangsan as
'NP, 45a may be interpreted as follows''';
(46) a. I'diidz [TZhangsan(di); Tvillage-head((d2); Tsue (d2, di)]; t disappear (*di)
(DIL translation)
b. I'di id2t[Zhangsan(di)Avillage-head(d2)A sue (d2,d|.)]; t disappear (4,di)
(From 46a, by 17c)
c. I'di id2 Xp[Zhangsan(di)Avillage-head(d2)A sue (d2,di.)A p]; t disappear (*d,)
" As usual, tlie original sentence will be simplified as far as it docs not affcct the validity of our
discussion. In this particular ease, temporal c.\-prcssions will be ignored.
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(By 14: t<j) = Xp [<i)A "p])
d. I'di A^iy[{y/d2} (Xp[Zhangsan(di)Avillage-head(d2)A sue (d2,di.) A^p](q))];
T disappear (*di)

(By 11: u/ct>=Xp3r{x/(c/ }(0(p)))
e. I'di A.qty[{y/d2}[Zhangsan(di)AviIIage-head(d2)A sue (d2,di,) A 'q];
Tdisappear(«,di)
(By ^.-conversion)
f. Xpi*x[{'x/di}(Xqiy[{y/d2}[Zhangsan(di)AviIlage-head(d2)
A sue (d2,di.) A"'q]](p))]; Tdisappear(*di)
(By 11: ui^X\Bx[xld }(0(p)))
g. >.pi'x[(''x/di}iy[{y/d2}[Zhangsan(di)Aviliage-head(d2)A sue (d2, di.) A"p];
t disappear(*di)

(By X-conversion)
h. Xpi''x[iy[Zhangsan(x)Avillage-head(y)A sue (y, x) A{'x/di} {y/d2} p]];
tdisappear(*di)

(By moving the state switchers inwards)
i. A.q[A.pi'x[iy[Zhangsan(x)AviIlage-head(y)A sue (y, x)A{'x/di} {y/di} p]]
('(tdisappear(*di)(q)))]

(Byl2:cD;v|/=Xp[cD(^0f(p)))])
j. A.q[i*x iy[Zhangsan(x)AvilIage-head(y)A sue (y, x)
A{'x/di} (y/d2} (tdisappear(*di)(q))]]

(By X-conversion and "' cancellation)
k. Xq[i''x iy[Zhangsan(x)AviIlage-head(y)A sue (y, x)
A{ 'x/di) {y/di} Xp [disappear(*di) A "p ](q))]]
(By 14: tcj) =(>^p [(j)A >])])
1. Xq[i''x iy[Zhangsan(x)Avillage-head(y)A sue (y, x)
A^x/di} {y/d2} [disappear(*di) a q ]]]

(By X-conversion)
m. Xq[i''x iy[Zhangsan(x)Avillage-head(y)A sue (y, x)
A [disappear(*x) A {Vdi} (y/d2} q ]]]
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(By moving the state switchers further inwards)
At 461, there are two available state switchers; {*x/di} and {y/d2}. However, as *di
requires either an

'NP or an NP'as its antecedent , we have to choose {'x/di}.

According to 46m, the null subject refers to Zhangsan. This is the only possible
interpretation for 44.
However, as I said above, there is an alternative interpretation for 45 on which the
topicalized NP chun zhang (village head) is designated as "NP, as shown in 47.
(47) i''d2 idi[Tvillage-head((d2); TZhangsan(di); Tsue (d2, di)]; t disappear (*di)
After we have gone through several examples step by step, we can tell, even without
looking into specific steps, that in 47, it is i''d2, rather than idi, which is going to
dynamically bind *di. So it seems quite clear that once we have determined the closest
discourse topic NP, the interpretation of null subject is fairly straightforward.
But again in determining which MPNP should be identified as the closest discourse
topic NP, we have to take into account the discourse relation involved. 48 is a case in
point.
(48) a. Zhangsan zhege ren hen kexiao
Zhangsan this man very ridiculous
This guy Zhangsan is really ridiculous.
b. Zuotian Lisi da le ta,
yesterday Lisi beat LE him
Lisi beat him up yesterday.
c. Jintian 0 you shang ta jia qu chi fan le
today
again go his jia to eat meal LE
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He went to his home for meal today.
As was pointed out in Chapter 3, this discourse has two interpretations. On the first
interpretation 48a, 48 is a minimal discourse of general-specific type, with 48a being the
general statement and the other two, specific ones. On this particular interpretation, 48 is
translated as 49, with Zhangsan as the only 'NP.
(49) I'di [TZhangsan(di); tridiculous ((d2)]; id2[Lisi (d^) beat(di, d2)];
Tgo-to-his-house (*dj)
It is quite obvious that *dj

can only be bound to Zhangsan. Although this is the

preferred interpretation, it is by no means the only interpretation; the coreference of the
null subject with Lisi is quite possible. This may be due to the fact that 48b and 48c form a
discourse of Continuity describing a sequence of actions by Lisi. More specifically, 48b
and c go together as a temporal discourse describing a sequence of acts by Lisi. In this
minimal discourse, Lisi is the topic NP. This discourse in turn is properly contained in a
larger discourse, of which Zhangsan is the topic. On this analysis, 48 is translated as 50.
(50) I'di [tZhangsan(di); tridiculous ((di)]; I'd^ [Lisi(d2) beat(di, d2)];
Tgo-to-his-house (*dj)
Even without going into the details, we know that as I'di will eventually be reduced to
I'di, only i'd2 will be able to bind (*dj).
In a similar manner, the dynamics of an NP' can be expressed in the formal system of
DMG. Let us start with some simples cases in which the object of a sentence is introduced
as the topic NP.
(51) a. Zhangsan you ge nuer.
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Zhangsan have a daughter
Zhangsan has a daughter.
b. Xianzai you xiang yao ge erzi
Now again want have a son
Now he wants to have a son.
(52) a. Zhangsan you ge nuer.
Zhangsan have a daughter.
Zhangsan has a daughter
b. 0 Jinnian yijing shiba le.
this year, already 18
She is already 18 now
51 and 52 demonstrate how both the subject and object of a topic introducing verb can be
potential accessible antecedent for the null subject of the subsequent sentence. In 5 la, the
subject NP Zhangsan is the topic NP and therefore is expected to be a potential
antecedent for the null subject in the subsequent sentence. In 52, the intended antecedent
for the null subject is the object NP nuer (daughter). This construal is structurally
possible because of the special lexical properties of the verb you ( have, be), one of the
topic introducing verbs. In the formal system under study, the object NP of a topic
introducing verb is a potential sentence topic NP and therefore a potential discourse
topic NP. The implication of this is that a sentence with such a verb like you will have
either an *NP or an NP' as its topic NP. For instance, 51a or 52a will be translated
either as 53a or 53b respectively .
(53) a. I'd] 3d2[tZhangsan(di); T daughter(d2)]
b. Ldildj' [tdaughter(d:); T Zhangsan(di)]

From 53a we may further proceed as follows:
(54) a. I'di 3d2 t[Zhangsan(di) a daughter(d2)];
(By 17c:[t<t);t(p]=t[<t)Acp])

b. I'di 3d2Xp[Zhangsan(di) A daughter(d2)A '^p]
(By 14: T({) = Xp [(|)A "p])
c. I'di A.q3r[{x/c/7 }(A.p[Zhangsan(di)Adaughter(d2)A"^p]](q))
(By 9: 3^«)=Xpar{x/i/}(0(p)))
d. I'di Xq3x[{x/(c/7 }[Zhangsan(di) A daughter(d2)A ^q]]
(By ^.-conversion)
e. I'di Xq3x[Zhangsan(di) A daughter(x)A {x/c6 }^q]
(Moving state switcher inwards)
f Xp i*y[{y/di}(Xq3x[Zhangsan(di) A daughter(x)A (x/c/?} 'q]](p))
(By 11: id^\^\x{x/d }(0(p)))
g. Xp i'y[{y/di}3x[Zhangsan(di)Adaughter(x)A {x/cA j ^p]]
(By X-conversion)
h. Xp i'y3x[Zhangsan(y) A daughter(x)A {'y/di}{x/i/j} p]
(Moving state switcher inwards)
From 53b, we may proceed as follows:
(55) a. idi 3d2' T[Zhangsan(di) a daughter(d2)]
(By 17c:[t(t);tq)]=T[(j)A(p])
b. idi 3d2' >Lp[Zhangsan(di) A daughter(d2)A p]
(By 14: T<J) = Xp [(|)A p])
c. idi X.q3x' [{x7iA }(Xp[Zhangsan(di) A daughter(d2)A p]](q))
(By 9: 3i3«cI>=Xpar{x/J }(ct)(p)))
d. idi Xq3x''[{x7iA }[Zhangsan(di) A daughter(d2)A q]]
(By X-conversion)
e. idi Xq3x*[Zhangsan(di) A daughter(x)A {x*Id: } q]
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(Moving state switcher inwards)
f. A.p iy[{y/di}(Xq3x'[Zhangsan(di) A daughter(x)A {x'/c/? }''q]](p))
(By 11; uM>=Xpu-{x/c/ }(0(p)))
g. A.p iy[{y/di}3x''[Zhangsan(di) A daughter(x)A {x'A/?} p]]
(By X-conversion)
h. Xp iy3x'[Zhangsan(di) A daughter(x)A {y/di}{x'/c6 } ^p]
(Moving state switcher inwards)
Compare 54g with 55g and we can see that they are identical except one thing: in 54g, 'y,
the variable associated with Zhangsan, is chosen as the topic while in 55g, x", the variable
associated with nuer, is designated as the topic. Let us now continue with interpretation of
the discourses in 51 and 52 respeaively.
(56) a. Xq[>.p i'y3x [Zhangsan(y) A daughter(x)A ("y/di}{x/c/?} 'p]];
T want-a-son(4,di)
(Continue from 54g)

b. Xq[Xp i*y3x [Zhangsan(y) A daughter(x)A {''y/di}{x/c/7} p]( ([Twant-ason(*di)](q)))]
(By 12:Ct);v|;=Xp[cD(A(H'(p)))])
c. ?i.q[i''y3x [Zhangsan(y) A daughter(x)A {"y/diKx/I/j }[twant-a-son(*di)](q)]
(By X-conversion and " cancellation)
d. Xq[i*yEr [Zhangsan(y) A daughter(x)A {''y/di}{x/£/j )Xp[want-a-son(*di)
A >](q)]]

(By 14; ?({) = Xp [(J)A p])
e. Xq[i'y3x [Zhangsan(y) A daughter(x)A {'y/di }{x/c/2 }want-a-son(*di) A q]]
(By X-conversion)
f. Xq[i"'y3x [Zhangsan(y) A daughter(x)A want-a-son(x) A
(Moving state switchers further inwards)
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As shown by 56e and f, on this particular interpretation, •di, the discourse marker associated
with the null subject, can only match with "y, the variable associated with Zhangsan.
(57) a. Xq[A.p iy3x'[Zhangsan(y) A daughter(x)A {y/di}{x'/cA } ^p];
Teighteen-year- old (*di)
(Continue from 55g)
b. X.q[>,p iy3x*[Zhangsan(y) A daughter(x)A {y/di}{x'/i/j } 'p]('X[Teighteenyear-old (*di)](q)))]
(By 12:0;v|/=Xp[<t)(A(4'(p)))])
c. Xq[iy3x''[Zhangsan(y) A daughter(x)A {y/d\}{x'/cf^ }[teighteen-yearold (*dO](q)]
(By ^.-conversion and "^cancellation)
d. Xq[iy3x''[Zhangsan(y) A daughter(x)A {y/di}{x'/c/j}?Lp[eighteen-yearold (i.dj) A p](q)]]
(By 14: T(j) = Xp [(t)A p])

e. Aq[iy3x'[Zhangsan(y) A daughter(x)A {y/di}{x'/I/7}eighteen-yearold (*di) A "q]]
(By X-conversion)
f Xq[iy3x'[Zhangsan(y) A dauehter(x)A eighteen-yeardiwMy/drUxVij-qir
(Moving state switchers further inwards)
The feature matching mechanism requires *di to construe with x', the variable for nuer
(daughter).

5.5. Null Objects
In Chapter 4, we identified two types of null objects, NNOs (the null objects incapable
of sloppy readings) and SNOs (the ones capable of sloppy readings). In this section, we
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will see how the conclusions from our previous discussion of null objects can be expressed
in the formal system of DMG. But our discussion will be exclusively about SNOs. The
reason is quite simple. As we have seen, the occurrences of NNOs

in Chinese are very

restricted and subject to some very subtle lexical constraints. In terms of structural
constraints, NNOs pattern after null subjects: its antecedent has to be an 'NP or NP' . So
our discussion of the structural constraints on the distribution of

NNOs would

be

analogous to that of null subjects.
The distribution of SNOs, however, shows a range of interesting differences from that
of null objects (and therefore from that of NNOs) and should be explored in some details.
The most crucial part of the dynamic semantic interpretation of SNOs may be summarily
expressed in the following algorithm;
(58) Interpretative Procedure for SNOs
a. Copy the binding configuration in the source sentence into the target sentence
b. Assign the value to anaphors in the target sentence by moving the local state
switcher inwards; but apply the discourse inherited state switchers if the
anaphor is a discourse anaphor (marked by the subscript n).
c. If dj is assigned the same value as di, dj' should be assigned the same value as
d| ordi'.
Now let us apply 58 to a simple example.
(59) a. Zhangsan piping le ziji
Zhangsan criticize self
Zhangsan criticized himself
Again my discussion of null objccts arc restricted to the NPs that denote humans or at least animate
objects. As w^as pointed out abo\ c. the distribulion of anaphors denoting inanimate objects is vcr>' different
from that of animate ones, especially hiimnns.
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b. Lisi ye piping le 0.
Lisi also criticize LE
Lisi also criticized himself.
The result of applying 58a to 59 is 60.
(60) idi [TZhangsan(di); T criticize(/.di, di)]; idi' [TLisi (di'); T criticizeCtd;', di')]
A few things should be noted with the procedure of copying. First, as was stated in
Chapter 4, the context-determined binding properties of an anaphor in the source sentence
should be copied onto the corresponding anaphor in the target sentence. In this case, for
example, the discourse marker associated with ziji in 59a, represented by i.dj, is a locally
bound anaphor and consequently its counterpart in 59b should be translated as idi'.
Second, in order to keep track of structural correspondence between the discourse
markers in the source sentence and their counterparts in the target sentence, we let a' be
the corresponding discourse marker of a. In this case, Zhangsan is translated as di and
its structural counterpart, dt'. Likewise, ,

Ziji in 59a is translated as

id; and its

counterpart is rendered as di'. In the following discussion, I will refer to a' as a copy of
a. The most important thing here is that a' may but does not have to be coreferential
with a. In this particular case, for instance, di is the structural copy of di, but the two are
not coreferential. The referential value of , di

has to be determined in the discourse

conte.xt. Now let us see how 60 may be further processed.
(61) a. idi [tZhangsan(di); T criticize(z.di, di)]; idT [tLisi (dT); T criticize(/.di', di')]
(DIL translation, same as 60)
b. idi

T[Zhangsan(di)Acriticize (z:di, di)]; idi'T [Lisi (dr)Acriticize (/:di', di')]
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(By 17c:[T(|);T(p]=t[(j)A(p])
c. idi >.p[Zhangsan(di)Acritici2e(tdi, di)A'p]; idi' ?ip[Lisi (di')
Acriticize(/.di', dr)A ^p)]

(By 14: T(|) = Xp [(t>A ''p])
d. Xqix[{x/di}>.p[Zhangsan(di)Acriticize(£.di, di)A"p](q)];
Xqiy[(y/di' }A.p [Lisi (di') Acriticize(/:di', di')A »](q)]

(By 11: iiAt)=Xpuf {jr/c/)(tt)(p)))
e. Xqix[{x/di}[Zhangsan(di)Acriticize(idi, di)A q]]; Xqiy[{y/di }[Lisi(di')
Acriticize(idi', dr)A 'q]]
(By X-conversion)
f. X.qix[ [Zhanesan(x)Acriticize(x, X)A {x/di}"q]]; X.qiy[ [Lisi (y) Acriticize(y, y)
A{y/d," }''q]]

(By moving state-switchers inwards)
g. Xp[?iqix[ [Zhangsan(x)Acriticize(x, X)A {x/di} q]] ( ( Xqiy[ [Lisi (y)
Acriticize(y, y)A {y/di' } q]](p)))]

(By 12: 0;x|;=Xp[ct)( (H'(p)))])
h. A.p[>,qix[ [Zhangsan(x)Acriticize(x, X)A {x/dl} q]] ( (iy[ [Lisi (y)
Acriticize(y, y)A{y/di } p))]

(By ^.-conversion)
i. Xp[ix[ [Zhangsan(x)Acriticize(x, X)A {x/di}iy[ [Lisi (y) Acriticize(y, y)

A {y/di } p]]
(By ^.-conversion)
j. A.p[ix[ Zhangsan(x)Acriticize(x, x)]Aiy[Lisi (y) Acriticize(y, y)A{y/di } p] ]
(By moving {x/di}, vacuously, into the last conjunction and dropping it when it
hits fy/di } )

It should be noted that according to 58b, as /d; is assigned the same value as d|, its copy
/.di' has to be assigned the same value as dT or di. But at 61f, we move state switchers
inwards before the second proposition is X-converted into the position of

q in the first
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sentence. At this stage, the only available state switcher is {y/di } and therefore y is the
default value for id;'. This is equivalent to requiring a local anaphor to be locally bound.
Now let us look at 62, a case of capable of both strict and sloppy readings.
(62) a. Zhangsan xihuan tade qizi.
Zhangsan like
his wife.
Zhangsan likes his wife.
b. Lisi ye xihuan 0.
Lisi also like
Lisi also likes his wife.
The discourse in 62 may be translated as 63.
(63) idi 3d2 [tZhangsan(di); twife (dj); tof (di, o/tdj); tlike(di,di)];
idr 3d2 [tLisi (d,'); twife (d^'); tof (d,', D,tdj); t like(di,d,)]
63 is very similar to 60 with only one noticeable difference: While ziji in 60 is translated as ^.dj
, tade in 63 is translated as d.l dj. This is because the anaphor tade (his) in 63 may be
interpreted as locally bound to Zhangsan or it may be discourse bound to a discourse referent
inherited from previous discourse context. In turn, this binding property will be copied onto d,'
in the target sentence. From 63 follows 64.
(64) a. idi 3d2t[Zhangsan(di)A wife (d2) Aof(/5xdj d2)A like(d2, di)];
id,' adz' t[Lisi (d,')A wife ( 6 2 ) Aof (o.^dj' d2')A like(d2',d,')]
(Continue from 63 and by l7c:[t<j);t(p]=t[(|)A(p])
b. idi 3d:Xp[Zhangsan(di)A wife (d2) Aof (oidj d2)A like(d2, di)A p];
idi' 3D2' Xp [Lisi (DR)A wife (dz') AOF(D/.DJ' D2')A like(D2',DR) A p]
(By 14: tc}) = A.p [<j)A p])
c. tdi ^q3y[{y/d2} (Xp[Zhangsan(di)A wife (d2) Aof (ozdj d2)A like(d2. di)
A -pKq)); id,' Xq32[{z/d2')(Xp [Lisi (d,')A wife (d2') a of (o^dj' d2')
A like(d2',dr) A p](q))
(By9: 3cM)=Xp3r{x/£/}(cD(p)))

d. idi ?Lq3y[{y/d2}[Zhangsan(di)A wife (da) AOF(O tdj d2)A iike(d2, di)A qj;
idr A.qaz[{z/d2')[Lisi (d,')A wife (d2') Aof(o.z:dj' d2')A Iike(d2',di') A ^q]
(By ^-conversion)
e. Xpix[{x/di} A.q3y[{y/d2}[Zhangsan(di)A wife (D2) AOF(£)//.DJ D2)A Iike(d2, dj)
^ ^ci](p)]; >.piw[{w/di'} A.q32[{z/d2'}[Lisi (di')A wife (d2') Aof (D/z,dj' d2')
A like(d2',d,') A ^q](p)]
(By 11; i£W)=XpU'{x/£/ }(0(p)))
f Xpix[{x/di}3y[{y/d2}[Zhangsan(di)A wife (d2) Aof (o/tdj d2)A like(d2, di)
^ P]]' ?Lpiw[{w/di'}3z[{z/d2'}[Lisi (di')A wife (d2') Aof(DIDJ'd:')
A like(d2',d,') A -p]]
(By X-conversion)
At this point we have an option concerning the value assignment of o/Ldj'. On one hand, we
will assign it a value within the local context because it is marked with

On the other we will

delay the value assignment because it is marked with d- If we go for the first option, we get 65.
(65) Xpix3y[{Zhangsan(x)A wife (y) Aof (x, y)/\ like(y, x) A {x/dijy/dz} p];
A.piw37[Lisi (W)A wife (z) Aof (w, z) A like(z, w) A {w/dT} {z/daTp]]
At 65, the value is assigned to the discourse marker D^dj. Since oz.dj can also be a
discourse bound anaphor, we may choose to interpret it as a discourse bound anaphor.
Accordingly,

we do not assign the value to it when the local state switcher moves

inwards, as illustrated by 66.
(66) A.pix3y[{Zhangsan(x)A wife (y) Aof (x, y)A like(y, x) A {x/d,}y/d2} p];
Xpiw3z [Lisi (W)A wife (z) Aof(^tdj', z) A like(d2', w) A (w/dT} {z/d2'} p]]
In 66, D id,, the discourse associated with the anaphor, has not received a value yet and
consequently it has to wait until the next round comes. 67 shows the second round of
value assignment.
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(67) a. Xq[Xpix3y[{Zhangsan(x)A wife (y) Aof (x, y)A like(y, x) A {x/di }y/d2} p]
('"(A.piw3z[Lisi(w)A wife (Z)A of(D/Z.DJ', z)ALIKE(d2', w)A{w/DR}{z/D2'}''p] (q)))]
(Starting with 66 and applying 12:<t);\|/=A.p[cI)('^(H^(p)))])
b. A.q[Xpix3y[{Zhangsan(x)A wife (y) Aof (x, y)A Iike(y, x) A (x/di} (y/d2}Xpiw3z
[Lisi (W)A wife (z) Aof(MDJ', z) A like(d2', w) A {w/di'} {z/d2'} p] (q)))]]
(By ^.-conversion and cancellation)
c. Axi[Xpix3y[{Zhangsan(x)A wife (y) Aof (x, y)A like(y, x) A {x/di}{y/d2}iw3z
[Lisi (W)A wife (z) Aof (o/idj', z) A like(z, w) A {w/di'} {z/dz } "q]]
(By X-conversion)
d. >.q[Xpix3y[(Zhangsan(x)A wife (y) Aof (x, y)A like(y, x) A iw3z
[Lisi (W)A wife (z) Aof (x, z) A like(z, w) A {x/di}{y/d2}{w/di'}{zJdz } q]]
At 67c, {x/di} and {y/d2}, two state switchers inherited from the previous discourse have
become available for the conjunction [Lisi (W)A wife (z) Aof (OTDJ', z) A like(D2', w) A
{w/di'} {z/d2'}^q]]. As we move state switchers into this conjunction, we assign the
referential value to D/z.dj' . 67d represents the strict reading of the sentence.

5.6. Conclusion
The empirical evidence presented thus far strongly
dissertation: the distribution and reference of

supports the tenet of

the anaphors under study

the

are not

predetermined by their inherent binding features or by a set of rules from one particular
module; rather they are determined by the discourse context in which the anaphor in
question occurs. Accordingly, the principal concern of a comprehensive theory of Chinese
anaphora is to find out what constitute the relevant contextual factors and how these
factors interact with each other in licensing the occurrence of a given type of anaphor.
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In our discussion, it has been argued that the focal point of discourse context is the
discourse topic NP. A discourse topic NP is different from a non-discourse topic NP in
terms of discourse dynamics. As we can see from the proposed licensing conditions for
reflexives, null subjects and null objects (NNOs), the accessible antecedent for any of these
anaphors can only be the closest discourse topic NP. The possible explanation for this is
that the discourse topic NP is the most prominent discourse entity in

topic oriented

languages like Chinese, Japanese and Korean. Along the same line of thoughts, in subjectoriented languages like English and Italian, the most prominent NP is the subject. This
parametric variation may help us to explain some of the observed differences between two
types of languages. How the anaphora in subject oriented languages can be accounted for
in terms of structural prominence will very well be a interesting topic for future research.
The eligibility of an NP as discourse topic is determined by two interacting factors:
discourse relation and the structural/ lexical prominence of the NP in question. While the
structural and lexical prominence of an NP can be readily determined, the notion of
discourse relation requires a lot more computation. So how to incorporate the notion of
discourse relation into a formal theory of linguistics

is definitely a challenge. This

challenge, as has been shown in this chapter, can be met, in part at least, with the help of
a formal system like DMG.
As has become quite obvious, the proposed licensing conditions on the distribution of
various Chinese anaphors are in fact based on two basic facts. First, the closest discourse
topic NP is the only possible binder. Secondly, the dynamics of a discourse topic NP as a
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potential binder is limited within a discourse of Continuation. These two basic facts are
nicely captured in DMG with two of its formal features: dynamic conjunction and the state
switcher. Dynamic conjunction that applies to the constituent sentences of a discourse of
Continuation reveals associative nature of a discourse of Continuation while the state
switcher provides a formal means of making a discourse topic NP an available antecedent
for the appropriate anaphors within the desired domain of dynamic binding by the topic
NP.

APPENDIX

Diagrams for Chapter 2

(13)

hai Ic
Zhangsan

dc

jiaoao
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NP
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Zhangsan J
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(17)

Gianni
propria

I
ha

con\into

Os\aldo

del iatto

CP

\

C

"IP

yipian guam-u
t dc wcnzhang
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(31).

according to Zliangsan

ev cnone in class dislikes Lisi

(32)

Zhangsan,

dc

jiaoaOj

(36) a.

Zhangsan is ha\'ing big trouble

Mcimci hit someone yesterday

Zliangsan was hit by someone today

b.

Zhangsan is having big trouble

Mcimci hit someone yesterday

&

Mcimci w'as hit by someone toda>

Diagrams For Chapter 3
(49)

NP

VP
V-^

NP

^

i

Sj

Sk

Ki

Diagrams For Chapter 4.
(3)

[-r/- Pronominal]

[-!-/- Referential]

Lexical Categories
lexical anaphor

-r

pronouns
names
epithets

-r

(4)

[-!-/- Pronominal]

[-^/- Referential]

Lexical Categories
NP trace

-

-

-r

-

-

+

variable

-r

+

7

PRO/pro
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